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PREFACE

Modern music historians have well set forth the rise and

development of the two great national bases of opera in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The one arising in

Italy, being the first in point of time and the most extensive

in sphere of influence, has received the most attention, while

the French school is celebrated mainly for its handling of the

chorus and the ballet. Considerably neglected, however, is a

third national impulse which, although it succumbed to the

rampant Italian style within a century of its birth, nonethe-

less exerted a considerable influence over the course of musical

development, especially in the realm of instrumental music.

This third impulse reached its greatest height in North

Germany, with Hamburg at the apex, and it is with Reinhard

Keiser that one finds exemplified both the strength and weak-

ness of this movement. The purpose of this investigation is

to trace briefly the development of opera in Germany during

and after the Thirty Years'War as a background for the under-

standing of the milieu in which Keiser's Fredegunda was created,

and to study in detail this work as a representative of contem-

porary North German opera. While this opera is probably not

Keiser's greatest work (perhaps Croesus, Tomyris, and Octavia

surpass it in quality), it has not been treated in the literature
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and the study of a fresh work offers the opportunity for inde-

pendent investigation without danger of prejudice from the

opinions of others, but with the advantage of drawing from

the well of their experience.

A transcription of the opera is presented in the Appendix

in order to allow the reader to reach his own conclusions re-

garding the findings of this study and in hopes of stimulating

further investigation into Keiser's musical style. It is prob-

able that much that is enigmatic in the practices of later

composers, even up to the time of Mozart, might be more easily

understood if the antecedents of these practices were better

known. Therefore it is hoped that the findings of this study

concerning such matters as superscriptions as indicators of

instrumentation will be tested against the works of other com-

posers.

Acknowledgment must be made for the strong guidance and

helpful assistance of the late Lloyd Hibberd,who supervised

the preparation of the first three chapters of this thesis.

His encyclopedic knowledge of facts and sources was invaluable.

His untimely death was a severe blow eased only by the patient

encouragement of Cecil Adkins, who kindly added my problems to

his already burdensome load, and the perceptive commentary of

Jacob Hieble, whose surpassing knowledge of both the German and

English languages aided greatly in all areas of the study.

E. V. B.
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CHAPTER I

OPERA IN GERMANY BEFORE 1694

The Parallel Development of the Precursors of Opera

in Italy and Germany

Seldom does the history of music provide such a monumental

and clearly defined marker as the advent of opera at the be-

ginning of the seventeenth century. Not only does this period

define the start of a new discipline which was to take its

place among the most popular and most sophisticated art forms,

but it also signals the birth of our modern musical language.

This language was composed in equal measure of the achievements

incident to the renewed emphasis on monody, the investigation

of harmonic possibilities, and, to no less an extent, to the

nascent development of instrumental music.

Supplanting the highly developed, basically vocal counter-

point of the Netherlanders, the Italians, with strong roots

nourished in the soil of the fourteenth century ballata, gained

the leadership of musical Europe. A feeling for tonal harmony,

which becomes even more evident in the fifteenth century frottola,

provided a seed-bed for the melody-bearing harmonic support of

the basso continuo, into which the Italian camarate1 planted the

1Technically speaking, there were three of these groups in-

volved in the earliest development of opera: the first impulse

1
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seed which brought about the revolution. In their search for

a return to the "clear, simple, and lucid artistic creed of

the ancients,"2 these antiquarians created a hybrid plant which,

if it had little of the characteristics of the Aristotelian

drama, nonetheless created, "almost unwittingly, an indigenous

theater."3

One must consider, however, that there was also a similar

fertile ground awaiting the seed of change in Germany. Drawing

upon the strongly marked rhythmic characteristics of the rustic

folk dances and the soprano-bass polarity of the Protestant

chorale, it had already produced the Biblical drama and the

Singspiel.4 Both have a history stretching back to the medieval

came during the meetings-held at the home of Giovanni de' Bardi

from 1576 to around 1582, but, although this is the group ordi-

narily termed the "Florentine camarata," a later group, headed

by Jacopo Corsi, was the first actually to effect a "musical

equivalent of Greek tragedy," and the developments of the Romans

who gathered about Emilio del Cavaliere cannot be ignored. See

Nino Pirrotta, "Temperaments and Tendencies in the Florentine

Camarata," Musical Quarterly,XL (April, 1954), pp. 169-189.

2Paul Henry Lang, Music in Western Civilization (New York,

1941), p. 335.

3Nathaniel Burt, "Opera in Arcadia," Musical Quarterly, XLI
(April, 1955), p. 148.

4 "Singspiel" takes on a somewhat different meaning from what

is intended here when one refers to the comic operas produced in

Germany after 1750 by Standfuss and later German composers. In

this study it is taken to mean the German equivalent of the Ital-

ian dramma per musica, referring to secular dramas accompanied
wholly or in part by music. For a discussion of the various terms

applied to dramatic music in seventeenth-century Germany, see

" Gustav Friedrich Schmidt, Die frUhdeutsche Oper und die musik-

dramatische Kunst Georg Caspar Schirmanns (Regensburg, 1934), II,

pp. 44-54.
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plays, comedies, and (church-) school dramas of the fourteenth,

fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries.5 Indeed, Saunders maintains

that the Singspiel would probably have led to the German dis-

covery of opera had not the Italians beaten them to it.
6

Why then, one may ask, did not the Germans create their own

national music drama in the first half of the seventeenth 
century?

And, granting that Schutz's Dafne of 1627 was in all probability

more Italian than German,7 was not Johan Staden's Seelewig8an

attempt at a real German opera? The answer to the latter question

must be "yes." Staden did succeed in creating a cross between

the new Italian drama (in that he used the stile recitativo) and

the old German music drama (as demonstrated by the chorale quota-

tions and strophic songs). Yet, it was an isolated venture; no

other German composer followed Staden's lead. The reasons for

5Hermann Kretzschmar, Geschichte der Oper (Leipzig, 1919),

p. 142ff., and Ludwig Schiedermair, Die deutsche Oper (Bonn,

1940), p. 18ff. A particularly interesting study in the pre-

history of music dramas in Hamburg is found in Ludwig Wollrabe,

Chronologie stmmtlicher Hamburger BUhnen (Hamburg, 1847), pp. 3-19.

6William Saunders, "National Opera, Comparatively Considered,"

Musical Quarterly, XIII (January, 1927)., p. 72.

7 But see Manfred Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era (New

York, 1947), p. 102, concerning the probable lack of recitative

in Dafne.

8 A reprint of the original Frauenzimmer Gesprachspiele

(1644) where Seelewig was first published is found in Robert

Eitner, Monatshefte fair Musikgeschichte, XIII (1881), pp. 53-150.
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this failure, which will give an answer to the first question

posed, lie in the ruinous effects of the Thirty Years' War

(1618-1648)

The Italian Influence

Germany had never had a unified government; the country

was composed of a mass of fragmentary governments striving

vainly for self-sufficiency and indulging in a myriad of petty

quarrels with neighboring city-states. All of Europe had been

inundated by a wave of nationalistic feeling, but the German

people had no nation. The Holy Roman Empire, a quite loose

confederation at best, had crumbled under the pressures of the

Lutheran, Calvinist, and Counter-Reformation movements, leaving

the citizens of each miniature principality with no hope of

self-respect except by attaining it at the expense of their

neighbors. This was not an atmosphere conducive to cultural

achievements, and artistic activities came to a virtual stand-

still.9 Very little was resolved by the Peace of Westphalia

(1648) which ended the war, but the German people, reduced in

population by one-third, were too weak to continue the fight

which had depleted them financially, spiritually, and artis-

tically. The bankrupt principalities could scarcely cope with

the unresolved issues, much less attempt to piece together the

remnants of their former cultural life. Nonetheless, the basic

desire for self-respect remained; each German prince was the

sole ruler of his province and he wanted all the external

9For a masterful description of the political and social

implications of this catastrophe, see Lang, off. cit., pp. 387-

392.
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trappings which were the mark of aristocracy in other countries.

Foreign manners, then, began to be assimilated into German

culture. Germany was, as Grout describes it, "like a body

weakened by disease, open to any infection that might be in the

air."l1 One of the types of "infection" that entered the German

bloodstream almost immediately was Italian opera.

Italian opera had been performed in the court at Salzburg

as early as 1617 and had arrived in Vienna by 1629; but it was

after the end of the war in 1648 that the real movement began

with performances in Munich in 1653, in Dresden in 1662, and in

the smaller courts and Hansa cities at about the same time.11

The Elector Johann George III of Saxony provides an example of

the energy of the movement when he erected in Dresden in 1685

a theater for Italian opera, importing the singer, Margherita

Solicola, from Venice.1 2  Other courts soon followed suit.

"Although Germany was impoverished, the foreign artists succeeded

in finding there a lucrative employment, for every ruling prince,

looking toward Versailles, was ready to pawn his soul to obtain

a means to keep a brilliant court."13 In 1687, the singer,

10 Donald Jay Grout, "German Baroque Opera," Musical Quar-

terly, XXXII (October, 1946), p. 574.

1 1 Schiedermairo, o. cit., p. 5.

12Hermann Hettner, Geschichte der deutschen Literatur

(Berlin, 1961), I, p. 146.

13Lang, o.92 ci., p. 403.
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Johann Velten, was the highest paid German musician at the

court at Dresden, receiving 200 Taler per year, but some of

the Italian musicians received as much as 1500 Taler.1 4

Winterfeld points to an instance in 1673 which indicates the

extent to which the Italians had succeeded in crowding out

the native musicians at that time:15 at the Festoper, Il fuoco

custodito dalle Vestali, performed in honor of the marriage of

the Emperor Leopold I to Claudia Felicitas of Tirol, the poetry

was by Nicolo Minati, the music by Antonio Draghi, the stage

sets by Ludovico Bernacini, and the dances and combat scenes by

Santo Ventura and Agostino Santini. The only German connected

with the performance was Johann Heinrich Schmelzer, who composed

the ballet music. Some of the more famous Italian composers who

were active in Germany during the latter half of the seventeenth

and early eighteenth centuries include: in Munich, the Barnebei

brothers (Ercole, 1674-8716 and Giuseppe, 1677-1732), and

Agostino Steffani (1668-71); in Dresden, Giovanni Bontempi (1651-

1680), Carlo Pallavicino (1667-88), and Antonio Lotti (1717-19);

14 Hettner, oc. cit. Similar examples of the exorbitant
wages paid to Italian singers, dancers, and instrumentalists may

be found in Schiedermair, op. cit., p. 17.

1 5 Carl von Winterfeld, Zur Geschichte heiliger Tonkunst

(Leipzig, 1850-52), II, 237ff.

16 Dates are inclusive dates of activity for the given
location.
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in Vienna, Antonio Caldara (1716-1737), the Bononcini brothers

(Giovanni, intermittently from 1698-1747, and Antonio, 1704-

1711), Marc' Antonio Cesti (1666-1669), and Antonio Draghi

(1669-1700). Steffani was also active at Hannover from 1689 to

1693.17

The native composers in Germany at this time had had no

experience in opera because of the Thirty Years' War, and, since

the public was creating no demand for a native German opera

(they had yet to hear one), the composers were inclined to fol-

low the trend. Johann Joseph Fux (1660-1741), Johann Adolf Hasse

(1699-1783), and Carl Heinrich Graun (1704-1759) were among

18
those who wrote almost entirely in the Italian style. Schmidt,

speaking of the last two composers, feels that they are, in a

sense, traitors to Germany in that they must be viewed as "not

German masters in Italian garb, but rather arch-Italians. "19

He continues: "One cannot surmise which development German

music drama might have taken if Hasse and Graun continued 
to

1 7 Bukofzer, _. cit., pp. 102ff., 306, and Schiedermair,

op .cit., p. 11.

18 Modern editions of their works may be found in Denk-

maler der Tonkunst in Osterreich (1911); Johann Adolf Hasse,

Arminio, edited by Rudolf Gerber, Vols. XXVII and XXVIII of

Das Erbe deutscher Musik (1957); and Carl Heinrich Graun,

Montezuma, edited by Albert Mayer-Reinach, Vol. XV of Denk-

maler deutscher Tonkunst (1904).

19". . nicht deutsche Meister in italienischem

Gewand, sondern . . . italienissimi." Schmidt, of. cit. I,

p. 7.
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build there [on native German bases] where, for example, Keiser

and SchUrmann had left off." 2 0

An idea of the extent of the Italian influence in Germany

may best be gained by a brief investigation of one of the most

influential of the Italian composers, Agostino Steffani. Be-

ginning life at Castelfranco Veneto in 1654, Steffani had a

truly international education. He created such an impression

as a choirboy at Padua that Count Tattenbach sent him to Munich

in 1668 to be trained by Johann Caspar Kerll (1627-1693), with

whom he studied until 1671. The Elector Ferdinand Maria, after

hearing the boy in Munich, paid for his studies with Ercole

Bernabei (1620-1687) in Rome for two years after which he was

appointed court organist in Munich. A trip to Paris in 1678-

1679 brought him in contact with the Lullian style, making him

one of the few Italian composers conversant with both styles.

Taking the holy vows in 1680, he was made titular abbot of

Leipzig in 1682 and, together with Giuseppe Bernabei (1649-1732),

was made director of the Elector's chamber music. While in

Munich he composed six operas from 1680 to 1688, then moved to

Hannover where he composed nine other operas before 1710.

2 0"Es sei gar nicht abzusehen, welche Entwicklung das

deutsche Musikdramma genommen hgtte, wenn Hasse und Graun dort

weidergebaut hatten, wo beispielweise Keiser und SchUrmann

stehen geblieben sind." Ibid.
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Steffani also furnished two operas for Dusseldorf in 1707 and

another in 1709. He retained his position as Kapellmeister

at Hannover until 1711 when he was replaced by Handel, leaving

him free to attend to the diplomatic duties which he had begun

long before. Schiedermair comments:

It is most gratifying, and certainly speaks well for
the contemporary tastes at court that especially an Ital-

ian master was heard to that extent; [a master] who was

averse to demagogic concessions, and who, in his civic

position as ambassador, governmental moderator, and suf-

fragan bishop, as well as creative musician, stood on

the pinnacle of humanity.2 1

Steffani was evidently an extremely personable man; his

cosmopolitan nature not only caught the eye of the glamour-seeking

noblemen, but also attracted many of the native composers to him,

among them Johann Sigismund Kusser (1660-1727), who was soon to

play an important role in the Hamburg opera. Lang gives this

picture of Steffani:

An artist of-ample inspiration, he was a man of the
world, politician, diplomatist, clergyman, papal legate,

court conductor, and a prolific composer. . . . [He was]

perhaps the first great representative of the pure aria
opera, held in a noble song style, free from undue orna-
mentation. His role in German music was of the greatest

importance, and he fulfilled a mission by tempering the

21"Es ist im hohen Grade erfreulich und spricht immerhin

fur den damaligen h6fishen Geschmack, dass gerade ein italie-
nischer Meister in diesem Umfange zu Worte kam, der demagogischen

Zugest~ndnissen widerstrebte und wie in seinem bUrgerlichen
Leben als Gesandter, Regierungsprsident, und Weihbischof auch

als schaffender Musiker auf den Hohen der Menschheit wandelta."
Schiedermair, op. cit., p. 29.
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learned, rigid, and ever busily trotting German "cantor's

counterpoint" with the simple and noble line of Italian

vocal style.2 2

Riemann, one of the first to deal critically and exten-

sively with Steffani's operas, feels that Steffani's unifica-

tion of singing melodic style and contrapuntal voice leading

served as a model for Keiser, Handel, and Mattheson.2 3 And

it was through Steffani that Germany received the Venetian

gift of clarity in the formal construction of the aria as well

as that of the da capo form and the Divisenarien, that is,

those arias with stereotyped, "motto" beginnings.24 An ear-

lier aria form of which Steffani was a master was the

ostinato-bass aria which, although it was passing out of use

in the late seventeenth-century Italian operas, found much

favor in Germany.2 5

In the area of instrumental music, as well, Steffani's

influence was felt in Germany. As Wolff points out, Riemann

22 Lang, op. cit., p. 462.

2 3 Hugo Riemann, "Vorwort," Denkmaler deutscher Tonkunst

in Bayern, Vol. XII, 2nd series, pp. xii-xiv.

2 4 The Devise will be described more fully in the section

below "The Aria Before 1694." A readily accessible example of

the Devisenarie may be found in Archibald T. Davison and Willi

Apel, Historical Anthology of Music (Cambridge, Mass., 1956),

II, 122 (no. 244), Agostino Steffani, "Un balen."

2 5Note, for example, the arias from Kusser's Erindo printed

in Hellmuth Christian Wolff, Die Barockoper in Hamburg (Wolfen-

buttel, 1957), II, 60ff., almost all of which are over ostinato

basses.
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was mistaken when he credited Steffani with the innovation of

the style in which an instrument concertizing with the solo

voice is allowed a degree of thematic participation, for this

technique had been used by earlier members of the Venetian

school.26 He was, nevertheless, one of the more skilled in

its use. As is evident in his Alarico2 7 of 1687, Steffani

also allowed the bass line to have thematic material," . . .

a substantial departure from the purely harmonic accompanying

bass of the Hamburg [and German] Lied style and of the arias

28
of the later period of the Hamburg opera."

In short, one may consider Grout's picture of Steffani

as ". . . a genius whose works represent in pristine perfection

the ideal of opera toward which the whole seventeenth century

had been striving. . . . His operas are aristocratic, dignified,

and serious without heaviness, massive without stuffiness, the

very epitome of what we think of as the essential Baroque spirit

2 6 Ibid., I, p. 239. Francesco Pollaroli (1653-1722) often

used this technique in his works written between 1686 and 1721.

See Rudolf Gerber, "Arie," Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart,

Vol. I (Kassel, 1949), col. 618.

2 7Vol. XI, 2nd series, of Denkmaler deutscher Tonkunst in

Bayern, edited by Hugo Riemann.

28" . ein wesentlicher Unterschied zu den rein harmoni-

schen Begleitbassen des Hamburger Liedstils und der Arien der

sp~teren Zeit der Hamburger Oper." Wolff, 2. cit., I, p. 240.
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in music."29 His influence will become more apparent later in

this study as the music of the early German opera is examined.

The French Influence

The picture of the style of the earliest German opera may

be pieced together from the remnants of its cultural life from

the period before the Thirty Years' War and from the internation-

al influences brought to bear upon it in the period immediately

after the war. Certainly the Italians, as demonstrated in the

life of Steffani, gave a great deal to the Germans, but there

were also influences imported from Germany's neighbor to the

west, France. It is in the realms of instrumental music and of

the operatic chorus that the French impulse is most strongly

felt. 30

The French were late-comers in opera; Prod'homme gives

Le Triomphe de L'Amour (Beys-Laguerre, 1655) as the first com-

plete French opera,31 while the Academie royale de Musigue

opened with Cambert's Pomone in 1671. Grout indicates that

the French were satisfied with their classical drama and the

29 Grouto, f. cit., p. 575.

3 0 Anna Amalie Albert, "Oper: B. Von den Anfangen bis gegen

1800--Deutschland," Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, Vol. X

(Kassel, 1962), col. 12.

31J. G. Prod'homme, "Two Hundred and Fifty Years of the

Opera," Musical Quarterly, V (October, 1919), p. 515.
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ballet as entertainment media, and, until the appearance of

Lully, no one had ever been able to effect a satisfactory merger

of the two.32 The development of opera in France was along

different lines from that of Italy. French emphasis was on the

representational (e.g., use of instrumentation to suggest bat-

tles, storm-scenes, and other subjects which lent themselves to

literal imitation), in contrast to Italy's concentration on ex-

pressing inner feelings and moods through the intrinsic charac-

teristics of the music itself.33 French arias, in comparison

with those of Italy, were on a smaller scale and almost devoid

of coloratura. There was hardly any differentiation between

the members of the da capo aria.34

The French recitative style did not have much currency in

the German opera of this time. The German language and poetic

style were not suited for the subtle nuances shown in Lully's

settings of declamation35 and the composers were not accustomed

3 2 Donald Jay Grout, "Opera: V. French Opera," Harvard

Dictionary of Music (Cambridge, Mass., 1960), Willi Apel, ed.,

p. 509.

3 3 Simon Towneley Worsthorne, Venetian Opera in the Seven-

teenth Century (Oxford, 1954), p. 133.

3 4 Gerber, o. cit., col. 12.

35See the discussion of the poetic reforms instituted in

Germany by Martin Opitz and brought to fruition by the "Ham-

burg camarata" in Chapter II below.
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to accouterments of this type of melody. "The French recitative

is much overdone: there are some cadences, some appogiaturas,

some mordents which are out of place in it. The Italians, how-

ever abandon singing and reduce the recitative to an actual

declamation."36 ". . . Of the beauty of the French recitatives,"

Mattheson comments,

one had rather remain silent, for just as their arias sound

almost similar to the recitatives, so many of their recita-

tives must be considered as song-like. However, if it is

beautiful to change the meter five or six times in one line,

or to sing the recitative after the beat, then the French

are superior in that respect.3 7

Schmidt does point to the use of the French recitative style, i.e.,

the frequent changes from duple to triple meter, etc., in the works

of Schrmann, Keiser, and Telemann,38 but the occurrence is so

infrequent that the phenomenon can readily be ignored.
3 9

3 6 "Le recitatif franyais est trop chants, il-y-a des ca-

dences, des ports-a-voix, des martellements qui y sont deplacss:

Les Italiens abandonnent le chant tout-a-fait, et reduisent le

Recitatif a une veritable Declamation." Cl. de Villers, Dia-

logue sur la Musigue, 1774, quoted in Wilhelm Kleefeld, "Das

Orchester der Hamburger Oper, 1678-1738," Sammelbnde der Inter-

nationalen Musikgesellschaft, I (1899-1900), p. 223.

3 7 "Von der Schonheit des Franzosichen Recitativs mochte

man nur stillschweigen, denngleich wie ihre Arien fast den

Recitativen Thnlich lauten, so sollte mancher auch ihre Reci-

tative fur liedermassig halter. Wenn das aber eine Schonheit

ist, den Tact in einer Zeile funf, sechs mal zu verandern,

und den Recitativ nach der Battut zu Singen, so haben die

Franzosen den Sieg-hierinn." Johann Mattheson, Critica Musica

(Hamburg, 1722), I, p. 140.

3 8 Schmidt, o. cit., II, pp. 220ff.

3 9 In Keiser's Fredegunda, for instance, there is not one

single occasion of its use. Schmidt does cite an isolated

example in Keiser's Orpheus of 1709.
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Performances of French opera took place in Wolfenbittel

in 1685 and in Hamburg in 1692, but its strongest influence

was exerted in an indirect manner through the Ballet de Cour

(called in Germany the Sing-Ballet) which swept through the

courts and imperial cities (Gotha, Heidelberg, Nurnberg, etc.)

during the second half of the seventeenth century.4 0 These

dates present a strong contrast to the dates of the earliest

Italian performances listed above, yet, there was a definite

French influence which, despite its late start, can be observed

in the overtures, the ritornelli, and the interpolated dance

scenes of almost all German opera composers from mid-century on.

To a lesser extent, it can be felt in the choruses which, al-

though they in no way compare in length, frequency, or mastery

of dramatic technique with those of Lully and his contemporaries

in France, are nevertheless a cut above those of Venice, where

they "hardly amounted to more than a shout." 4 1 And Mattheson

mentions the ready availability of the latest French dance

tunes from operas and ballets in editions published in Holland.4 2

4 0 Schiedermair, op. cit., p. 5.

4 1Worsthorne, of. _cit., p. 81.

4 2Johan Mattheson, Der vollkommene Capellmeister (Hamburg

1739), facsimile-reprint by Barenreiter (Kassel, 1954), p. 87,

para. 87.
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From this it may be deduced that the Germans rated the French

dance style highly enough to purchase copies, for publishers

were then as publishers are now in that they did not publish

material for which there was no market.

The Recitative before 1694

As might be expected when it is recalled that the earli-

est opera in Germany derived from the Biblical drama and the

Schauspiel, recitative was not an important ingredient. Moser

informs us of a letter written several years after the per-

formance of Dafne in which Schutz states that the stile rappre-

sentativo was "to the present day almost unknown in Germany,"
4 3

and Bukofzer surmises from this evidence that "Dafne contained

little if any recitative.'44 Chrysander cites a drama Merope

(composer unknown) which was performed in Braunschweig with

prose dialogue connecting the arias--and this in 1710:45 The

4 3Hans J. Moser, Heinrich Schutz (Kassel,-1936), trans-

lated by Carl F. Pfatteicher (St. Louis, 1959), p. 137. See

also idem., p. 293.

4 4Bukofzer, o. cit., p. 102.

4 5 Friedrich Chrysander, "Geschichte der Braunschweig-

Wolfenbittelschen Capelle und Oper," Jahrbicher fur musi-

kalische Wissenschaft (Leipzig, 1863), p. 262. Schmidt, o.

cit., I, p. 46, presents some material from the Landes-

hauptarchiv zu Wolfenbittel (since destroyed) describing the

performance of Keiser's Celion und Bellinde in 1707 with

spoken dialogue.
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writing of the recitative was often allotted to a student

or a minor composer,46 or was sometimes put off until the

last minute. An anecdote related by Zelter may serve to

illustrate this indifferent attitude toward the recitative:

When Graun composed his operas, it was only a short

time before the Carnival [prior to Lent]. Each day he

would compose an aria, sketching it in the morning and

filling it out after dinner. He had the copyist write

in the words to the recitatives between two staves and

then he himself put in the notes.
47

The only extant source from which to draw an example

of the earliest German recitative style is Franck's Die drey

Tochter Cecrops, an excerpt of which is quoted in Example 1.

In this excerpt, it may be noted that Franck's recitative

tends to be more melodic than the contemporary Venetian

practice, 48even breaking into an arioso-like phrase in measures

twelve and thirteen to depict the words "freyen Lauff." These

4 6This may have been the case in the famous Almira inci-

dent between Keiser and Handel. See Friedrich Chrysander,

"Keiser, Reinhard," Allgemeine deutsche Biographie, XV (Leipzig,

1882), p. 545.

4 7 "Wenn Graun seine Opern in Musik setzte, so geschah es

nicht gar-lange vor dem Karneval. Jeden Tag machte er dann

eine Arie, die des Morgens aufgesetzt und nach Tische ausge-

fllt wurde. Die Worte der Recitative less er sich vom Copi-

sten zwischen zwei Notensysteme schreiben und er selbst setzte

nachher die Noten hinein." Carl Friedrich Zelter, Karl F. C.

Fasch (Berlin, 1801), quoted in Schmidt, op. cit., II, p. 219.

4 8See, for example, Cavalli's recitative from Xerxes in

Davison and Apel, op. cit., II, p. 43, no. 206.
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Example l--Franck, Die drey Tochter Cecrops

(Act I, scene ii, no. 1)
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recitatives," Wolff declares, "were kept in the arioso style

of the German sacred dialogues and religious cantatas and,

in contrast to the Italian secco-recitatives, were sung
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strictly in time."4 With this Grout is in accord: "[Franck's]

style rather resembles the recitatives of German seventeenth-

century church composers, half-declamation and half-arioso,

measured and dignified in tone, composed with great care for

both the rhythm and the expressive content of the text."
5 0

The "care for . . . the expressive content of the text" does

not, however, imply that Franck nor other German composers of

the time were as alert to the dramatic possibilities of the

libretti as their Italian contemporaries. It remained for

Keiser, SchUrmann, and Handel to bring its development to

51
full play in Germany.

Even as the Venetians, foremost among them, Monteverdi,

had attempted to escape the "tedium of the recitative"
5 2 by

punctuating dramatic highpoints with startling changes of

harmony, by painting the most expressive words with melismata

and coloratura, and by stimulating the listener's interest

4 9 "Diese Rezitative waren in der ariosen Art der deutschen

geistlichen Dialoge und der Kirchenkantaten behalten und wurden

in Gegensatz zu den Italienischen Secco-Rezitativen streng im

Takt gesungen." Wolff, op. cit., I, p. 226.

5 0Donald Jay Grout, A Short History of Opera (New York,

1947), p. 157.

5 1 For Keiser's treatment of a somewhat similar situation

to Example 1 above, see the recitative in Act V, scene 5 of

Fredegunda.

5 2 The "tedio del recitativo" to which Dominico Mazzocchi

refers in the preface to his Catena d'Adone. See Hugo Gold-

schmidt, Studien zur Geschichte der italienischen Oper im

siebzehnten Jahrhundert (Leipzig, 1901), I, p. 155.
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with imitative interplay between the solo voice and the in-

strumental bass,
5 3 the Germans likewise were concerned with

expression in the recitative. Mattheson's rules for the com-

position of the recitative, though written at a later period,

nevertheless demonstrate the goals toward which the early

composers were striving.

1. [The recitative] should at no time be forced, but

should be entirely natural.

2. Great care must be taken with the stress.

3. The Affekt must not suffer the slightest disruption.

4. It must fall upon the ear as lightly and understand-

ably as if it were spoken.

5. The recitative more keenly demands correctness in

the cadences than do the arias; for with the latter,

a pleasing melody makes up [for other deficiencies].

6. Melismata and frequent repetition really do not

belong in the recitative, except for a few special

and rare occasions.

7. The accent must not be neglected even for a moment.

8. The [metrical] division of the measure, although it

stops [during pauses], must be notated correctly.

9. The traditional style must be observed with the

usual conventions, and yet show something new and

unfamiliar in the alternation of tones. This is

the most important point.

10. One must seek after the most imaginative changes in

the runs and cadences of the tones, especially in

the bass, as though they had happened by chance, but

under no circumstances running counter to the sense

of the words. 5 4

5 3 Grout, Short History of Opera, p. 87.

54"l. Er will Uberall nicht gezwungen, sondern gantz

natirlich seyn. 2. Der Nachdruck muss ungemein wol dabey in

Acht genommen werden. 3. Der Affekt darff nicht den gering-

sten Abbruch leiden. 4. Es muss alles so leicht und ver-

standlich in die Ohren fallen, als ob es geredet wirde.

5. Der Recitativ dringt weit scharffer auf der Richtigkeit
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Certain of the German characteristics in recitative style

differed from those of the Italians, Wolff has noted, as indeed

a comparison of almost any recitatives of these two schools

will reveal, in that the Germans tended more toward a "sprung-

hafte Melodik," a leading of the melody along chordal lines,

whereas the Italians favored step-wise motion.55 This applies

as well to the progression of the bass line as to the voice

part. Wolff also points out the fact that the Italians were

more inclined to rely on repeated figures and distinct sequences

of rhythmic patterns while the Germans, on the other hand,

employed a free and ever-varying rhythmic progression.56 How

much these distinctions stemmed from the metrical pattern of

der Einschnitte, als alle Arien: den bey diesen siehet man

bisweilen der angenehmen Melodie etwas nach. 6. Eigentlich

gehoren keine Melismata oder 6fftere Wiederholungen in den

Recitativ: ausser bey einigen gar sonderlichen, doch selte-

nen Vorfallen. 7. Der Accent ist keinen Augenblick aus der

Acht zu lassen. 8. Die Casur des Tacts, ob dieser gleich

selbst feiret, muss dennoch im Schreiben ihre Richtigkeit

haben. 9. Die eingefihrte Schreib-Art muss, mit allen

ihren bekannten Clauseln, beibehalten werden, und doch immer

was neues und unbekanntes in der Abwechselung mit der Tonen

darlegen. Dieses ist der wichtigste Punct. 10. Die ersinn-

lichste Veranderung in den Gangen und Fallen der Klange muss,

absonderlich im Bass, gesucht werden; doch so, als kmen sie

von ungefahr, und ja nicht wieder der Sinn der Worte."

Johann Mattheson, Kern melodischer Wissenschaft (Hamburg,

1737), p. 97.

5 5Wolff, op. cit., I, p. 16.

5 6 Ibid.
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the text--the Italians favored shorter lines while the Germans

often used the twelve-syllable Alexandrine
5 7 -- and how much was

a direct result of the different concepts of melodic construction

between the two schools must await further investigation: until

a greater number of German recitatives of the period before

Keiser are brought to light, there is insufficient material

upon which to base a generalization. Franck's recitative quoted

in Example 1 shows a marked similarity to Monteverdi's style as

exhibited in Example 2 with regards to melodic progression in

Example 2--Monteverdi, L'incoronazione di Popea (Scene 2, No. 9)

L/~rM - '1' 1TEt1 'L-' ft4 NMI k Tt ' P0CND' JQ POS - IN - FE -
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both melody and bass. However, both are settings of relatively

short poetic lines which do not allow much liberty in melody,

rhythm, or harmony because of the frequent cadences.

5 7 The Alexandrine, named for a twelfth-century romance con-

cerning Alexander the Great, was revived by Pierre de Ronsard

(1524-1585) and popularized by the Pleiade, a literary group

active during the reign of Henri III, 1574-1589. It consists

of a twelve-syllable line with a caesura after the sixth, as,

for example, Spenser 's "So dark are earthly things compared

to things divine." See below, Chapter II, concerning German

poetic reforms.
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As did the Italians, the Germans employed both the secco

and the accompanied recitative. The secco recitative, called

by Schmidt the "opera's child of woe,"58 forms that portion

of the opera where the dramatic tension may be built up for

the subsequent release by the aria. It is here that the com-

poser must put forth his utmost effort to achieve a just and

proper musical expression for the "language of the affections."
5 9

Indeed, Keiser tells us in his preface to Componimenti musicali

(1706) that "the expression in the recitative of an intelligent

composer often causes him just as much brain-racking as the

58 "Schmerzenskind der Oper," Schmidt, op. cit., p. 217.

5 9A long-standing point of misunderstanding concerning

the secco- (German: trockene-) recitative has been clarified

by Edward O. D. Downes ("Secco Recitative in Early Classical

Opera Seria [1720-1780]," Journal of the American Musicological

Society, XIV [1961], pp. 50-69). Although many historians have

interpreted the term as referring to the emotional content of

the words (for example, Donald Grout and Willi Apel, in the

article "Recitative," Harvard Dictionary of Music [Cambridge,

Mass., 1960], p. 630, state that secco refers "to the unex-

pressive character of the declamation, not to the lack of an

elaborate accompaniment" [italics added]), Downes points out

that the term secco did not come into common usage until the

mid-nineteenth century, at which time the Romanticists may have

allowed their own preference for accompagnato to color their

thinking concerning secco; it cannot be denied that, to one

accustomed to the richly orchestrated recitations of a Wagner,

a continuo-accompanied recitative must seem rather flat. The

earliest discussion of the term Downes was able to discover

(Gottfried Weber, Allgemeine Musiklehre [Mainz, 1831], Appendix,

p. clxxi) affirms that it was limited to defining a style of

accompaniment without reference to emotional content. And

Barthold Feind, the leading opera aestheticist of Keiser's day,

refers often in the various "Vorworter" to his libretti to very

expressive texts to be accompanied by continuo only.
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invention and finishing of an aria."60 The accompanied reci-

tative, while admirably suited for certain effects, did not

offer sufficiently strong contrast to the instrumentally ac-

companied arias, and was thus held in reserve for those

situations for which something "in-between" was desired.

Further examination of the German recitative style before

the time of Keiser's first operatic undertaking is impossible

owing to the lack of any known extant scores, either printed

or in manuscript, which contain both arias and recitatives.

Aside from Franck's Die drey Tochter Cecrops, quoted as Example 1,

all other German operas to the time of Keiser's Adonis score of

1697 exist only as "selected arias." 6 1

The Aria Before 1694

From the very beginning, techniques of opera composition

had been directed at achieving the expression of the emotional

content of the text; the aria itself was a direct result of

this search. And just as all the musical means were sharpened

and refined to point to the emotions, thus did all the personal

attributes of the personae dramatis become molded and shaped to

the end of depicting the overriding emotion of the moment--the

60". die Expression im Rezitativ einem verstndigen

Komponisten 6fter ebenso viel Kopfzerbrechen als die Invention

und Ausfihrung einer Arie [verursache]." Quoted in Schieder-

mair, op. cit., p. 70.

6 1 Wolff, ,of. _cit., p. 226.
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Affekt. Monteverdi's Ariadne does not sing about despair and

anguish; she is despair and anguish.

Each aria has a particular distinction arising from the

fact that it is devoted solely to one dominant mood or

"affect." At the moment when a character is singing,

there is no intention on the composer's part of depicting

a whole complex personality with all its delicate inter-

play of feelings and balance of motives; such a conception

of dramatic musical psychology is foreign to this period.6 2

Without going too deeply into the "Doctrine of the Affections,"

let it suffice to say that there were a number of classifica-

tions of arias, each one suitable for the expression of a

particular emotion or of several related emotions.6 3

6 2 Grout, German Baroque Opera, p. 581.

6 3 A summary of the types found in Italian opera during

the mid-seventeenth century (representative, but not complete)

is given by the English painter, John Brown, in his Letters

upon the Poetry and Music of the Italian Opera (Edinburgh,
1789), quoted in Sirvart Poladian, Handel as an Opera Composer

(doctoral dissertation, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y., 1946),

p. 171ff.
1. Aria cantabile--The highest type of song. Most suit-

able for the expression of sadness. Has long, graduated note

values, a flowing melodic line, and is taken at a slow tempo.

Ex tempore ornaments are obligatory.

2. Aria di portamento--Suitable for sentiments of dignity,

such as calmness and undisturbed passion, or greatness of mind

and the admiration of the sublime. Bold and striking intervals

produce good effects.

3. Aria di mezzo caratterre--Soothing but not sad, pleas-

ing but not elevated, lively but not gay (andante tempo). Has

neither the pathos and grandeur of the aria cantabile nor the

dignity of the aria di portamento.

4. Aria parlante--"Speaking air." Suitable for violent

emotions such as fear, joy, grief, or rage. Also called the

aria di nota e parola, aria agitato, aria di strepito, and

aria infuriata.

5. Aria di bravura--Composed to glorify the voice. Also
called the aria di agility.

6. Aria imitata--Those arias whose subject is a simile.
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That German composers subscribed to the "Doctrine of the

Affections" is demonstrated by the number of references to the

proper means of expression of "Liebe, Leid, Freude, Zorn, Mit-

leiden," 6 4 etc., in the works of contemporary theoreticians

such as Mattheson,65 Hunold-Menantes,66 and Scheibe.67 The

many years that have elapsed since that time with the inter-

vening changes in style and concepts have made it difficult

for the modern historian to arrive at a valid evaluation of

the style of the Baroque opera. Hermann Abert was the first

of the modern musicologists to recognize how the music was

subordinated to the expression of the Affekt of the libretto.6 8

As Dent has said, "It is important that music historians should

recognize the fact that the classical sonata form of the eight-

eenth century is developed more from the operatic aria than

from the operatic overture."69 Thus the tracing of the German

6 4 Love, sorrow, joy, anger, pity.

6 5Mattheson, Vollkommene Capellmeister, p. 16 et passim.

6 6 Christian Hunold-Menantes, Theatralisches Gedichte

(Hamburg, 1706), p. 12 et passim.

6 7Johann Adam Scheibe, Der kriticus Musikus. (Hamburg,

1936), passim.

6 8 "Wort und Ton in der Musik des Achtzehnten Jahrhunderts,"

Archiv fur Musikwissenschaft, V (1923), pp. 31-70.

6 9 Edward J. Dent, "Ensembles and Finales in Eighteenth

Century Italian Opera," Sammelbande der internationalen
Musikgesellschaft, XI (1909-1910), p. 121.
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operatic aria can throw light even upon forms outside its own

realm.

As shown previously, the very earliest operas by German

composers relied almost exclusively on the aria at the expense

of the recitative. The strophic song, so reminiscent of the

evangelical church music, formed the basis for the first attempts

at a German aria style. Sigmund Staden's Seelewig of 1644 forms

a case in point.70 This "clumsy cadencing, stickily moving af-

fair full of much unintended comedy,"71 was composed almost

entirely of strophic songs with only a few rather unsuccessful

attempts at recitative. The songs, reaching from two to eight

stanzas in length, have been judged by most researchers as a

hindrance to the dramatic action of the opera,72 although

Schmidt finds them to be an early occurrence of the Leitmotiv

principle; a particular melody is associated with a person or

an idea.73 Example 3, Seelewig's song of thanksgiving, is a

simple, straight-forward strophic song, without variation and

without interpolated recitatives, although both of these types

7 0 First published in the Frauenzimmer Gesprachspiele and

reprinted by Robert Eitner in the Monatshefte fur Musikgeschichte,

XIII (188]), pp. 53-150.

71Moser, op. cit., p. 396.

72 See, for example, Grout, Short History of the Opera, p. 152.

73 Schmidt, op. cit., II, p. 270.
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Example 3--Staden, Seelewig (Act III, scene 6)
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may be found in the score. Staden's strophic variations are

somewhat different from those of Peri, Caccini, and Monte-

verdi, for they are not constructed over a recurring bass

pattern. Rather are they developed freely with rhythmic and

melodic modifications in successive verses to express more

readily the content of the words while the bass line is adapted

to follow the course of the melody.

7 4 For discussion of the strophic song in Italy, see Wors-
thorne, of. cit., p. 58; Bukofzer, of. cit., p. 120ff.; and
Gerber, of. cit., col. 619f.
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Schiedermair and Grout both point to the fact that Staden's

song style is more in the manner of the serious songs of Krieger

(1634-1666) than that of the native folk-songs.75 And, in

reference to Krieger, an interesting hypothesis arises; just

as there was a parallel development in Italy and Germany lead-

ing up to the birth of opera, there is the strong possibility

that the principle of the da capo aria might have been developed

independently in Germany on the basis of the strophic song. In

Italy the da capo form developed from the troubadour songs of

the thirteenth century, entering opera in Monteverdi's Orfeo

76
by way of the French chanson and the instrumental canzone.

After its introduction in 1607 it became a great favorite and

by mid-century had almost replaced the strophic song. In Germany,

however, the strophic song had been the master for many decades,

having been used in liturgical songs, in folk-songs, and in

secular solo songs since the time of Hans Leo Hassler (1564-1612),77

and it was brought to a high degree of perfection through three

German schools: in the north, Heinrich Albert (1604-1651),

Delphin Strungk (1601-1694; father of Nicolaus), and Johann Rist

7 5 Schiedermair, o. cit., p. 24f.; Grout, oc. cit.

76 This development is traced by Hugo Riemann in his Das

Generalbasszeitalter, Vol. 2, part 2 of his Handbuch der Musik-

geschichte (Leipzig, 1912), p. 235.

7 7 Bukofzer, 2. cit., p. 97.
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(1607-1677; leader of the Elbschwanenorden, which will be dis-

cussed in Chapter II below) ; in the south, Johann Staden

(1581-1634), and his son, Sigmund (1607-1655; composer of

Seelewig) ; and in the central section, Johann Schein (1586-1630),

78
Andreas Hammerschmidt (1612-1675), and Adam Krieger. Kreiger

reached probably the greatest height in this style with his

Arien of 1657-1667. "He combined in his melodies the clarity

of the Italian bel canto with the strong and concise rhythms of

79
the German song style. . ."

Example 4--Krieger, Continuo Lied
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Example 4 illustrates Krieger's bel canto melodic style

and the active bass which characterizes his works of this period.8 0

It is a somewhat simple and yet dignified setting of the text

while the dance-like conception is disclosed by the occurrences

of hemiola patterns.

It is Heinrich Albert, however, who forms the strongest

link in the conjectured German da capo style, for, unlike Krieger,

Albert was fond of using interpolated recitative sections between

verses of the strophic song.81 This results in an A-B-A synthesis,

the recitative forming the contrasting middle section. Whether

the intrusion of coloratura and arioso into the recitative

served to elevate it into a full-fledged song section is an

element which yet remains buried in the works of numerous minor

German composers in the period between Staden and Keiser.8 2

Wolff, who has preserved samples of the works of the com-

posers who were active in Hamburg, provides material for a

different type of investigation into the early aria style--the

8 3

strophic variation. A study of these examples reveals that

8 0 Example 4 is drawn from Bukofzer, 22. cit., p. 101.

81 Ibid.

82 An investigation into the works of Johann Lohner (1645-
1705) might bear some light on the situation, for he made fluent

use of the strophic song. See Schiedermair, 22. cit., p. 64,

and Schmidt, p. cit., II, p. 329.

8 3Wolff, 2. cit., Vol. II.
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the Germans had a rather flexible conception of the aria. Not

confining themselves to variations over a Romanesca or Ruggiero

bass, as did the Italians in the first decade,84 the Germans

felt free to handle variations in a number of ways as, for

instance, to vary the melody over a ground bass as in Italian

practice,85 to vary the bass under a recurring melody,86 to

vary both the melody and bass in successive verses,87 or to

present at the outset a parody of a well-known melody.
8 8

These variations are not so much in the way of coloratura,

but rather are to the purpose of accommodating a slightly dif-

ferent metrical structure of the text, a sudden change of the

Affekt, or merely to relieve the monotony. In compositions

which were written around the end of the century, however, word

repetition and tone painting with coloratura became common

practice.8 9  Nicolaus Strungk (1640-1700) continued the devel-

opment of the strophic song, following in his father's footsteps,

by beginning the through-composition of the songs.90 Leaving

8 4 A discussion and listing of the various ostinato-basses

of the early Italian composers is in Bukofzer, _2. cit., p. 41.

8 5Wolff, op. cit., Nos. 27 and 28, No. 30, Nos. 47a and 47b.

8 6 Ibid., Nc. 63 and 65.

8 7 Ibid., No. 31, No. 37, Nos. 62 and 63.

88 Ibid., No. 70, No. 75.

8 9 Ibid., I, pp. 207 and 211.

9 0 Ibid., p. 207.
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the firm basis of the ostinato bass and the melodies which

varied only slightly through verse after verse of repetition,

Strungk was faced with a problem in musical form and construc-

tion: the songs would tend to become chaotic without some

means of providing unification. This was achieved through the

use of repeated melodic motives and phrases, both within the

verse itself, and also to bind together similar dramatic ideas

occurring at various places throughout the entire opera--the

Leitmotiv principle mentioned on page 27 above.9 1

That this means was no more than a temporary expedient,

however, is demonstrated in the fact that the strophic song

soon succumbed to the onrushing da capo aria. Johann Wolfgang

Franck (1644-1710) introduced this form into German opera in

his Die drey Tochter Cecrops of 1680.92 The strophic song,

even when reinforced with the Leitmotiv technique, was not

sufficiently strong to provide dramatic coherence, but the

da capo aria, Rousseau and Gluck notwithstanding, suited the

purpose admirably for this period.
9 3

9 1 Schmidt, 22. cit., II, p. 255.

9 2 Hermann Kretzschmar, "Das erste Jahrhundert der deutschen

Oper," Sammelbande der internationalen Musikgesellschaft, III

(1901-1902), p. 284.

93For a discussion of the da capo form and its relation to

this period, see Poladian, op. cit., p. 203ff.
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The earliest occurrence of a da capo-like form, actually

a brief three-part song form with the first part repeated,9 4

is in Franck's Cecrops as mentioned above. The members are

not yet differentiated--each section being merely a further

development of the material of the preceding section, and thus

similar to what Bukofzer terms the Venetian "brief da capo

aria."95 Franck's return to the first section is written out;

there was no use of the signs indicating a repeat of the first

section until the time of Kusser's activity at Braunschweig,

i.e., around 1690. The effect of Franck's aria is similar in

style to that of the motet, except for having more coloratura.9 6

Example 5, from this opera, exemplifies this type which is char-

acteristic of the earliest German da capos, while Example 6,

from Franck's Diocletian of 1682, reveals that the composer has

come to feel well enough at home in the style to turn it to

other than purely musical purposes: to achieve a comic effect,

he has employed the repetition of tones which is common to ped-

dler's cries or the liturgical chant. It will be observed that

note-for-note recurrence in the da capo section is not found in

either the bass part or the melody, and that the voice part makes

no great demand on the singer's virtuosity.

9 4 Schmidt, p. cit., II, p. 6.

9 5 Bukfzer, op. cit., p. 121.

96 Schmidt, loc. cit.
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With the appearance of Johann Philipp F6rtsch (1652-1732),

however, evidences of a nascent recognition of the differenti-

ation desirable between the A and B sections of the aria become

apparent, as in his Das unmoglichste Ding of 1684.97 F6rtsch's

style shows a real mastery of the Italian techniques, yet it

also reveals an innate German flavor: he was fond of building

the aria from short, frequently repeated motives, while his

Italian contemporaries were looking to the long lines of the

bel canto. Like the Italians, F6rtsch imitates the voice part

in the bass line, but often allows the melody to begin without

instrumental prelude; an idea abhorrent to an Italian. That

the return of the first part (unchanged) continued to be writ-

ten out may be ascribed to two factors: first, the singers

had yet to master the improvised ornamentation of the Italian

vocal style,98 and second, the German composers had yet to

develop the Italians' strong concept of formal construction

which required the return of the A section to be, at least on

paper, virtually unchanged.
9 9

9 7 See the aria, "Komme bald, susses Glucke," Example 9.

Fortsch, a singer at the Hamburg opera and later a physician,

was active in Hamburg from 1678 to 1689. Biographical mater-

ial, lacking in most standard biographical works, may be found

in the article "F6rtsch, Johann Philipp," by Hellmuth Christian

Wolff, Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, Vol. IV (Kassel,

1955), col. 460f.

9 8Wolff, Barockoper, I, p. 222.

9 9 Ibid., p. 207. The Italian singers, of course, felt

free to wreak all sorts of havoc with this idea in order to

achieve a better showcase in which to display their voices.
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Johann Sigismund Kusser (1660-1727) brought maturity to the

German aria style.100 Beginning in the old Lied style--for the

singers with whom he had to workknew no other--he gradually

added more and more ornaments and educated the singers (often

in his own home) in the art of coloratura and improvised embel-

lishments.1 0 1  In Mattheson's words, Kusser introduced "the new

style of singing, in the course of which the oldest singers had

to become pupils."1 0 2 An idea of the progress made during this

training period may be gained by comparing Kusser's Ariadne of

1692 with his Erindo of a year later. The former contains

fifteen strophic songs and only a few very brief da capo arias,

sarabandes, bourees, and songs with ostinato basses. Erindo,

on the other hand, has only five strophic songs, the remaining

lyric structures being da capo arias and duets after the manner

of Steffani, including the use of obligato instruments.
1 0 3 The

middle sections of the da capo arias are merely extensions and

1 0 0 Biographical details and a closer inspection of Kusser's

musical accomplishments will be found in Chapter II below.

1 0 1 Ernst Otto Lindner, Die erste stehende Deutsche Oper

(Berlin, 1855), p. 34.

102". die neue Singart, wobei die altesten Sanger,

Schuler werden mussten." Johann Mattheson, Musikalischer Pat-

riot, reprinted as "Mattheson's Verzeichniss Hamburgischer

Opern von 1678 bis 1728, gedruckt im 'Musikalischer Patriot'

. . ," Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, XII (1877), Friedrich

Chrysander, ed., p. 216.

1 0 3 Schmidt, p. cit., II, p. 9.
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developments of the material of the first section, while the

musical periods and phrases correspond to the rhyme scheme of

the text.1 0 4  "The expansion of the purely musical figures in

the arias was felt in Germany as an unheard-of novelty." 1 0 5

Yet, under the double influence of Steffani and Kusser, this

"unheard-of novelty" swept through German opera almost immediately.

Christian Hunold-Menantes (1681-1720), one of the better

Hamburg librettists, exemplifies the enthusiasm of the Germans

for the newly introduced da capo style: "Arias without the

da capo are generally not as pretty musically as those with

them; and whoever overloads his operas with them [i.e., arias

without da capos] will not have to stop his ears on account of

such great audience applause."1 0 6 He "limits," as it were,

the aria to a length of twelve lines--contemporary Italian

practice was to use no more than eight lines107--for "these

arias are good to read and pretty in music because they don't

1 0 4 Wolff, Barockoper, I, p. 324. An aria from Kusser's

Erindo may be found in Arnold Schering, editor, Geschichte

der Musik in Beispielen (Leipzig, 1931), p. 357, no. 250.

1 0 5 "Die Erweiterung des rein musikalischen Gestaltens

in den Arien wurde in Deutschland als unerhorte Neuheit

empfunden." Wolff, Barockoper, II, p. 235.

1 0 6 "Arien ohne Da Capo sind insgemein nicht so sch5n in

der Musik; Und wer eine Opera mit dergleichen iberhufft,

wird die Ohren vor dem iberflUssigen Lobe der Zuhrer nicht

zustopffen dUrffen. . . ." Hunold-Menantes, cp. cit., p. 6f.

1 0 7Schmidt, in comparing the distribution of lines be-

tween the-A and B sections of the arias of Schurmann and

Scarlatti, makes provision for only four to nine lines. Op.
cit., II, p. 335f.
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contain many words." 1 0 8  The da capo thus may be considered to

have gained a firm position in North-German opera almost immedi-

ately, and it was not soon to be dislodged.

Both Germans and Italians alike were guilty of the misuse

of the da capo principle on occasion. Schmidt cites instances

where Hasse and Scarlatti progress from A to the B section

before the meaning of the words has become clear. Thus at the

repeat of the A section, the listener is faced with an incompre-

hensible text, the meaning of which he can grasp only by recalling

the words heard at the first of the B section.1 0 9

The basic objection which was to be raised to the da capo

aria during the reformation of the opera by Gluck and his fol-

lowers, that is, the dramatic incongruity caused by the return

to the emotion of the first section after a change has been in-

troduced in the second, had already been recognized by the early

seventeenth-century opera aestheticians. Hunold-Menantes says

on this subject: "If [the dramatist] presents a character who

at the beginning [is] extremely sad, but afterwards, when his

spirit cheers up through a strong urge of pluckiness, derides

his misfortune with a cheerful heart, then this type [the da capo]

1 0 8 "Diese Arien sind gut im Lesen, sch6n in der Musik, weil

sie nicht viel Worte in sich haben." Ibid.

10 9 Ibid., II, p. 338.
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is not proper. . . . In this manner [the dramatist] should not

use the da capo where the above mentioned character is to con-

tinue in his pluckiness, for otherwise it is out of place." 1 1 0

However, Poladian warns that "reversion to the first state, or

vacillation of thought, emotion, or mood is not an exceptional

state of mind. Therefore the da capo need not be condemned

entirely in all cases as undramatic." 1 1 1 Indeed, Gluck was not

above returning to a prior theme when the text called for such

treatment.1 1 2

An Italian invention which achieved a great deal of cur-

rency in German aria technique was that of the Devise. Riemann,

who gave it its name, describes it in this manner: ". . . that

conspicuous, stereotyped preview of a fragment of the first

line of text with subsequent rests in the voice part, only

after which the real (identical) beginning follows, so that the

1 1 0 "Wenn man also eine Person auffihret, die anfangs

Uberaus traurig hernach aber, da sich ihr Geist wieder ermun-

tert, durch einen starken-Trieb der Grossmuth ihr UnglUck mit

freudigem Hertz verlachet, so schickt es auff diese Art uneben.

. . . Auf solche Manier mache man kein Da Capo, wo die vorgestellt

Person in der Grossmuth fortfahren soll, den sonsten dergleichen

Affecterlich oder mal a propos angebracht." Hunold-Menantes,

op. cit., p. 12.

111 Poladian, op. cit., p. 209.

1 1 2See, for example, the aria, "Che fart senza Euridice,"

from Act III of Orfeo ed Euridice (1792), Vol. XXI of Denkmler

der Tonkunst in Osterreich, edited by Hermann Abert (1915).
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preview actually has the appearance of a kind of heading or

announcement."113 Its earliest known use in an opera occurs

in the fourth scene of Act I of Monteverdi's L'Incoronazione

di Poppea (1642), 114although in extra-operatic use it can be

Muih 115 16-
traced back to Caccini's Nuove Musiche of 1602.116 Schmidt

advocates a somewhat broader application of the term Devise to

include under this name the presentation of the beginning por-

tion of the vocal theme by an instrumental part as a prelude

to the actual beginning of the aria.'1 7  Both these forms were

used by Keiser and contemporary composers to the point of be-

coming mannerisms. The Devise often served an important function:

not only the formal function of setting a rhythmic and

melodic pattern in motion, but it also had a dramatic signifi-

cance because the first words emphatically summarized the

113". jene auffallige stereotype Vorausschickung eines

Bruchstiches der ersten Textzeile mit nachfolgenden Pausen der

Singstimme, nach denen erst der eigentliche Anfang (gleichlau-

tend) erfolgt, so dass die Vorausschickung tatsachlich wie eine

Art fOberschrift oder Ankindigung sich ausnimmt." Riemann, Hand-

buch, Vol. II, part 2, p. 410.

'1 4 First modern reprint of the entire score found in Gold-

schmidt, op. cit., II, p. 200ff.

11 5 Facsimile-reprint by Mailand (Rome, 1934). See the

aria, "Odi, Euterpi, il dolci canto."

11 6 Schmidt, op. cit., II, p. 383.

11 7 Ibid., p. 382ff.
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whole aria text.""1 8 As the Devise became more a mannerism than

a calculated function, however, this "dramatic significance"

was occasionally lost sight of, leading to a Devise which might

read: "Vieh'sche Gaben muss der . . . (interlude) . . . Vieh'sche

Gaben muss der haben, etc." l9 Beginning with Franck's Cara

Mustapha of 1686,120 the Devise becomes a characteristic of

German arias in both operatic and extra-operatic use.

A second Italian technique which reached from the Venetian

school through Steffani into the German operatic style is the

use of concertizing instruments in the arias. Although Monte-

verdi may be assigned credit for being the first to make

extensive use of concertizing instruments in ritornelli before

and after the arias,121 it was the Venetian composers, foremost

among them, Cesti, 122 who began the practice of accompanying

11 8 Bukofzer, op. cit., p. 132f. See, for example, Erle-

bach's aria,-"Fortuna, du scherzest mit mir," in Schering, op.

cit., p.-386, no. 262, and-Steffani's "Un balen," in Davison

and Apel, op. cit., p. 122, no. 244.

1 1 9 Aria from Fiedler's translation of Steffani's Enrico

detto il leone of 1716. The Italian original reads: "Per

haver fortuna . . . (interlude) . . . Per-haver fortuna in

corte, etc." Quoted in Schmidt, op. cit., II, p. 388.

120
See Wolff, Barockoper, II, p. 38, No. 56, and 43,

No. 64.

1 2 1 Riemann, Handbuch, 11/2, p. 234, makes this clear.

12 2 See, for example, his aria, "Renditimi il mio bene,"

from La Dori in Robert Eitner, Publikation alterer praktischer
und theoretischer Musikwerke (Berlin, 1884), p. 129ff.
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the voice with instruments other than those of the continuo,

either filling in the breathing spaces in the vocal line in

echo-fashion, or as a continuous support (obligato) throughout

the aria. From this time forth, the continuo aria begins to

decline in favor and the use of concertizing instruments be-

comes more and more the rule in the arias. Although Francesco

Pollaroli (1653-1722) is known to have used one to four violins

to accompany the solo voice,123 Steffani's work, as mentioned

above, must be mentioned as the predominant influence on German

practice.

Steffani seldom used a solo string instrument as an obli-

gato, preferring two or three strings together instead.1 2 4

His most characteristic features were the use of contrapuntal

techniques in the instrumental parts,125 and the application of

the concerto grosso principle in which an aria accompanied by

a concertino of woodwinds is joined by a string ripieno to form

the tutti.1 2 6

1 2 3Gerber, op. cit., col. 617.

1 2 4Wolff, Barockoper, p. 236.

1 2 5 Schmidt, o. cit., p. 440. See, for example, the aria

"Gi& cominci a farmi piangere," Act II, scene 4 of Steffani's

Alarico in Denkmaler deutscher Tonkunst in Bayern, Vol. XI,

2nd series, Hugo Riemann, ed.

1 26 See the aria from Alcibiade in Grout, Short History of

Opera, Example 45, p. 111.
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The first of the North German composers to employ concer-

tizing instruments was probably Franck,127 but it is with Kusser

that the practice comes into its own. In contrast to Steffani's

custom having the instruments echo the vocal themes, Kusser

gave them independent existence; at times they may carry a figu-

ration throughout the aria, 128 while at other times they form a

countermelody to the vocal part.129 His Erindo of 1694 marks

the first appearance in Germany of oboes as concertizing instru-

130
ments; he uses them in a sort of free canon with the voice.

As a consequence of the increased participation of instru-

131
ments in the arias, it happened in Germany, as it had in Italy,

that many of the vocal aria melodies took on the characteristics

of the instrumental lines,132 while, on the other hand, the

continuo bass often proceeded in imitation of the vocal melody.

This might occur either in short fragments, as was typical of

127He uses concertizing trumpets in Aeneas (1680) and Dio-

cletian (1682). See Wolff, Barockoper, p. 214f. The musical

examples in vol. II of Wolff's work show Franck's aria accom-

paniments to be mostly of the type which offers- continuous

support.

1 2 8Ibid., II, p. 68, No. 92.

1 2 9 Ibid., p. 70f., No. 96.

1 3 0 Ibid., I, p. 235.

1 3 1Worsthorne, op. cit., p. 106ff.

13 2Wolff, Barockoper, II, p. 70, No. 96.
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Franck,133 or in more extended passages, as was often found in

Fortsch's work.'
3 4

To summarize the aria characteristics in the period before

Keiser 's appearance on the Hamburg stage, it may be said that,

while Germany was receptive to contemporary Italian practice

(as evidenced in the supplanting of the strophic song by the

da capo aria, the use of the Devise, and the use of concertiz-

ing instruments in the arias), there were also significant

differences: there was less coloratura, the melodies were

more likely to be constructed along chordal lines, rhythms

were frequently drawn from dance forms, and concertizing in-

struments often had independent thematic material.

1 3 3 Ibid. , p. 44, No. 67.

1 3 4 Ibid., p. 54, No. 77.



CHAPTER II

THE OPERA AT HAMBURG'S G2NSEMARKT

Hamburg: The Venice of the North

There are a number of striking similarities between Hamburg

and Venice: both cities have evidenced a long history of in-

trinsic independence,1 both derived their chief importance from

commercial and maritime affairs, both developed an affluent

middle class, and both, drawing upon this patrician body, de-

veloped an opera independent of the desires and demands of

courtly entertainment. Both cities were in a position to se-

lect various elements of the new music drama from diverse

sources and mold them together into a unified creation with

distinct differences from their prototypes. Venice, of course,

drew mostly from the inventions of the Florentines, but also

mixed in liberal portions of French dance music, the progres-

sive poetic contributions of its own Accademia, and its

)Hamburg was one of the three principal cities of the

Hanseatic League, a cooperative trade organization formed in

northern Germany in the thirteenth century for the protection

and regulation of commerce, not only with the member cities

in Germany, but also with foreign ports such as London and

Venice. Many of the member cities were granted the position

of imperial free city which isolated them, to a great extent,

from the ravages of the periodic internecine wars between

neighboring principalities which were the mark of the Holy

Roman Empire of the German Nation.

47
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people's inherent love for the ideals which became realized

in the bel canto style. Hamburg, on the other hand, could

choose from these and an even wider stock of sources. It has

been shown above how the Biblical dramas and the early Singspiele

led up to the introduction of Italian opera. As early as 1292

Hamburg's love for this kind of entertainment was so excessive

that the Archbishop Giselbrecht issued an edict that his parish-

ioners were not to have in their homes performances by scolares

vagi or gogliardi in order that their souls might not be weakened.2

And Hamburg was also the scene of many performances of foreign

spectacles: Wollrabe mentions the construction of a theater for

performances of French mystery plays in 13983 and has evidence

of the activities of the Komodianten from England and Holland

around 1600.4

When the Hanseatic League fell apart in the early seven-

teenth century, Hamburg not only retained its commercial

position in the North, but actually benefited from its well-

maintained neutrality during the Thirty Years' War. The many

2 Ludwig Wollrabe, Chronologie sammtlicher Hamburger BUh-

nen (Hamburg, 1847), p. 5. This was the first of many such

bans. It is only thanks to their existence that any sort of

record of early dramas is extant.

3Ibid., p. 10.

4Ibid., p. 12. Richard Schaal, "Operntruppen," Die Musik

in Geschichte und Gegenwart, Vol. X (Kassel, 1962), col. 111,
gives dates for the English comedians in Germy as ca. 1580-
1640.
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court representatives present from all over Europe created an

atmosphere highly conducive to cultural activities, although the

pressure of liturgical struggles acted somewhat as a brake.5

Even in the sixteenth century, Hamburg was noted for its musical

accomplishments. Hieronymus Praetorius (1560-1629), organist at

the Jacobikirche from 1586 to 1629, was a recognized master of

polyphonic writing whose "motets and psalms are worthy of the

great Venetian, Gabrieli."6 His son and successor, Jakob (1586-

1651), had studied with Sweelinck and brought the "nordische

Orgelkunst" to Hamburg where it was further propagated through

Heinrich Scheidemann (1596-1663) and Jan Adams Reinken (1623-

1722).7 Also, since 1668 there had been in existence the Colle-

gium musicum which was founded by Matthias Weckmann (1619-1674).8

Lang depicts Hamburg in this manner: "The academies, collegia

musica, conviva were all devoted to music, and it seems that the

spirit of the Meistersingers survived in the evening musicals

held in the homes of the simple citizens, artisans, and small

merchants."9

5Kurt Stephenson, "Hamburg," Die Musik in Geschichte und

Gegenwart, Vol. V (Kassel, 1956), col. 138f. See the discus-

sion of the Pietists in the following section.

6 "Seine . . . Motetten und Psalmen sind meisterliche Prunk-

stucke, der grossen Venezianen Gabrieli wurdig." Hugo Leich-

tentritt, Handel (Stuttgart, 1924), p. 37.

7Ibid.

8 lbid.

9Paul Henry Lang, Music in Western Civilization (New York,

1941), p. 395.
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Hamburg's Literary Development

Lang makes a point which is crucial in the development of

Hamburg as a focal point for German opera: ". . . perhaps the

greatest deterrent to a real song poetry was the lamentable

state of German lyric poetry."10 Germany had not undergone

the poetic reforms which the Pleiade had brought about in France

around the middle of the sixteenth century and which Spenser

and his followers effected in England toward the end of that

century. Yet, as early as 1617 we find efforts to "purify"

the German language in the "Fruit-bringing Society" (Frucht-

bringende Gesellschaft) of Weimar,11 patterned on the Accademia

12
della Crusca. Although this group made some progress toward

moderating the coarse tendencies of the language, it was the

librettist of Schitz'Dafne, Martin Opitz (1597-1639), who actu-

ally succeeded in making the first lasting transformation. His

treatise, Buch von der deutschen Poeterey,13 was based on the

l0 Ibid.

11 Wilhelm Scherer, A History of German Literature, trans-

lated from the 3rd German ed. by Mrs. F. C. Conybear (Oxford,

1886), I, p. 317.

1 2 The Accademia della Crusca was founded in 1582 to com-

pile an Italian dictionary and concerned itself with stabiliz-

ing the language. See Simon Towneley Worsthorne, Venetian

Opera in the Seventeenth Century (Oxford, 1954), p. 2.

1 Stuttgart, 1624), reprinted by W. Braune, 6th ed.

(Halle, 1954).
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work of Pierre de Ronsard (1525-1585),l4 Joseph Scaliger

(1540-1609),15 and Daniel Heinsius,16 and in it he encouraged

German poets to use word stress rather than syllable counting

as the basis for lyric poetry.17 His advocacy of the Alexan-

drine opened the way for French and Italian poetic forms to

become absorbed into the German style, and his many followers

propagated the new impulse throughout Germany, in fusing it

with somewhat more warmth than the old master himself felt.1 8

Having achieved a suitable poetic style, the next step

toward a national opera lay in the direction of developing a

"language of affections," the same step the Florentines had

taken half a century before. In the search for a suitable

means of expressing "love, sorrow, joy, anger, pity, fear,

1 4Ronsard was the leader of the French Pleiade. His

efforts toward basing poetry on classical principles gained
him renown as the leading French poet of his time.

1 5 Scaliger, son of Julius Caesar Scaliger who claimed to

be scion of the house of La Scala, achieved a thorough knowl-

edge of classical literature from his father and the University
of Paris. Moving to Holland in 1593, he influenced many young
French and German poets.

1 6 Heinsius, a student of Scaliger, became one of the most
famous scholars of the Dutch Renaissance.

1 7Alexander Gillies, "Opitz von Boberfield, Martin," En-

cyclopaedia Britannica, Vol. XVI (Chicago, 1963).

1 8 Lang, op. cit., p. 391, may be too harsh with Opitz,

however, when he says that there was "probably not a single
poem that came sincerely and frankly from his heart, but he
started modern German poetry. . ." See, however, footnote 22
below.
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impudence, and astonishment,"1 9 there first come to the fore

two Hamburg literary groups: the Elbschwanenorden under

Johann Rist (1607-1667) and the Deutschgesinnte Genossenschaft

led by Philipp von Zesen (1619-1689).

Both of these groups, active at mid-century, were not so

much important in themselves, but rather in the foundation

they laid for the later Hamburg poets--they might properly be

termed the "Hamburg camarata"--who, under the leadership of

Lucas von Bostel (1649-1716), were to bring Hamburg to the

zenith among German cultural centers. Rist and Zesen, while

thoroughly dedicated to the improvement of German lyrical

poetry, were prevented, as Opitz had been before them, from

achieving any lofty height among poets; they became so involved

with mechanics and details that the very thing they were seek-

ing--freedom of expression--was smothered under the massive

weight. Of Rist, Scherer comments: "[He] spoilt himself by

overwriting. His fluency became shallow insipidity, his gran-

deur degenerated into pompous verbosity, and he never knew the

right moment at which to stop."20 And of Zesen: "[He] appears

as a scholar where we only expect the poet. . . . No other

19 "Liebe, Leid, Freude, Zorn, Mitleiden, Furcht, Frech-

heit, und Verwunderung." Johann Walther, Musikalisches

Lexikon (Leipzig, 1732), facsimile-reprint by Richard Schaal
(Kassel, 1953), p. 11.

2 0 Schering, op. 2t., I, p. 324.
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German writer has taken up the patriotic war against foreign

words so thoroughly in earnest, and in consequence, none has

so exposed himself to ridicule."2 1

22
As stumbling as these first steps may have been, it was

nevertheless a beginning. In the following quotation from

Rist's "Betrachtung der zukUnftigen unendlichen Ewigkeit,"

one can feel the struggle of the Affekt to be released from

the bonds of pedantry to gain the light of the impending

Rococo.

O Ewigkeit, du Donnerwort,

O Schwert, das durch die Seele bohrt,

o Anfang sonder Ende'

O Ewigkeit, Zeit ohne Zeit,

ich weiss vor grosser Traurigkeit

nicht, wo ich mich hinwende'

Mein ganz erschrocknes Hertz erbebt,

dass mir die Zung am Gaumen klebt.2 3

2 1 Ibid., I, p. 325.

2 2Rist and Zesen have been much maligned by later critics

(see, for example, Georg Gottfried Gervinus, Geschichte der

Deutschen Dichtung [Leipzig, 1872], III, p. 452f.), but, in

all probability, there exists the same type of prejudice among

them which causes some modern music critics to view late

Baroque music as imperfect Classicism and late Renaissance as

immature Baroque, instead of placing each style within the per-

spective of its own epoch.

23"0 Eternity, you word of thunder, Osword that pierces

the soul, 0 beginning without end'. 0 Eternity, time without

time, I do not know where to turn for great sadness: My

terrified heart trembles so that my tongue cleaves to the roof

of my mouth." Penguin Book of German Verse, Leonard Forster,

ed. (Baltimore, 1959), p. 113.
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The "Hamburg Camarata"

The poets who did succeed in liberating the Affekt and in

constructing a real native German style were the gentlemen who

gathered about the Hamburg alderman, Lucas von Bostel. This

group included the lawyer, Christian Postel (1658-1705), the

clergyman, Heinrich Elmenhorst (1632-1704), the lawyer and

novelist, Christian Hunold (1681-1720, known as "Menantes"),

and Barthold Feind (1678-1721).24 With the exception of Bostel,

each of these men at one time or another furnished libretti

for Keiser's setting, and all of them contributed in many ways

to the rising fame of the Hamburg opera.25 Elmenhorst, in his

position as minister of the Catherinkirche, proved invaluable

in the many struggles between the Pietists and the theater,

while Hunold-Menantes brought an element of maturity to the

Hamburg stage. Feind was an ardent admirer of Shakespeare and

an outstanding opera aesthetician. Also joining with this

24 Stephenson, op. cit., col. 1394.

2 5A complete list of the Hamburg operas with composers

and librettists is given by Friedrich Chrysander in Vols. XII-

XIV of the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung.

2 6Pietism, launched by Philipp Jakob Spener ca. 1675, was

primarily directed against the growing ecclesiasticism in the

Lutheran church, but was also firmly opposed to dancing, public

games, and worldly entertainment. In many cities, as in Hamburg,

there was a division between the Pietistic and the Orthodox

Lutheran churches.
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group in many operatic ventures were Johann Ulrich von K6nig

(1688-1744) of Dresden and Friedrich Bressand (1670-1699) of

neighboring Braunschweig.27

Lucas von Bostel, alderman and later mayor of Hamburg,

began his operatic activities with the text to Franck's Dio-

cletian in 1682.28 He tended toward foreign models, in poetic

forms as well as in choice of material, and he, more than any

other early Hamburg poet, was especially fluent in the French

style.29 His Cara Mustapha of 1686 forms an early high-point

in Hamburg opera history.30 Its recitatives employ materfully-

formed Alexandrines, but it is in the realm of spectacle that

Bostel achieves his summit. His libretto calls for thirty

singers, seven choirs, thirty non-singers (among whom were

distinguished noblemen from Poland, Bavaria, Saxony, etc.),

many machines, and several ballets.31 Despite all this osten-

tation, there are evidences of a well developed sense of the

2 7 Stephenson, o. cit., col. 1389f.

28 Friedrich Chrysander, "Die zweite Periode der Hamburger

Oper von 1682 bis 1694," Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, XIII

(1877), p. 366.

2 9 Hellmuth Christian Wolff, Die Barockoper in Hamburg

(Wolfenbittel, 1957), I, p. 39.

3 0 Selected arias from this work are found in ibid., II,

pp. 35-50.

3 1 Chrysander, "Zweite Periode . . . ," p. 305.
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dramatic; for example, the use of allegorical pictures between

the scenes to achieve a degree of unity throughout the opera.
3 2

And Schiedermair comments on his use of the chorus for dramatic

effect in Thesius (1683) ,33 in contrast to the ordinary Ital-

ian and German practice. Both techniques disclose a strong

French influence.

More important to an understanding of Reinhard Keiser' s

work, however, is a study of his favorite librettist, Christian

Heinrich Postel. Postel's father, a clergyman and writer,

directed young Postel's studies toward the law profession, and,

having studied jurisprudence at Leipzig, he was licensed at the

University of Rostock in 1680. Before beginning his practice

in Hamburg, however, he undertook a tour of Europe, visiting

Holland, Flanders, England, and France. On his arrival in

Hamburg, Gerhard Schott, owner and entrepreneur of the Hamburg

opera, encouraged the young man to write for the newly formed

company, and he subsequently supplied libretti for Fortsch,

Conradi, and later for Keiser. He ranks with Feind and Ktnig

as the most important of the Hamburg librettists. Patterning

himself after Lohenstein and Hoffmannswaldau, he struggled to

3 2 Ibid. These allegorical or "living" pictures consist-

ed of a halting of the stage action while one or more spirits

appeared in mid-air to express a moral sentiment.

3 3 Ludwig Schiedermair, Die Deutsche Oper (Leipzig, 1930),

p. 42.
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create a pure German musico-poetic style devoid of foreign

idioms and expressions.34 Leichtentritt says of him: "Although

his libretti, when we read them today, seem to us to be unaccept-

able from a literary standpoint because of their tasteless

style, they nevertheless enjoyed an immense fame among his con-

temporaries, who were not spoiled by better things, and, viewed

from a purely dramaturgical standpoint, they have probably their

merits."35

Like Bostel before him, Postel was conscious of the drama-

tic possibilities within his material, especially in the use of

the machines which formerly had been limited to the allegorical

scenes.36 And, just as he unseated the gods to give the machines

to mere mortal characters, so he also began injecting historical

37
and political material into the primarily Biblical plots.

Beginning with Eugenia (1688), more and more secular material

is dealt with until, by 1690, with the Ancile romanum, alle-

gorical scenes with gods and goddesses are reserved only for

3 4Hellmuth Christian Wolff, "Postel, Christian Heinrich,

Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, Vol. X (Kassel, 1962),

col. 1515.

3 5 "Obschon seine Libretti, wenn wir sie jetzt lesen,

wegen ihrer abgeschmackten Diktion uns literarisch-unannehmbar

erscheinen, so genossen sie unter den Zeitgenossen, die durch

Besseres nicht verw6hnt waren, dennoch eines ungemessenen Ruhmes,

und rein vom dramaturgischen Gesichtpunkt angesehen, haben sie

wohl ihre Meriten." Leichtentritt, op. cit., p. 45.

36Wolff, Barockoper, I, p. 80.

3 7 Ibid.
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moralizing purposes, i.e., to justify the sensuality and

crudeness portrayed on the stage by having some Olympian

deity appear to comment on what poor fools these mortals be.

In Hamburg during the last quarter of the seventeenth

century these poets were able to take the relatively crude

Hamburg literary style and polish it against the fine emery

surfaces of the Italian and French influences.

Since at that time the German language was still

considered in most circles not suitable for higher

literature, it is one of the most important merits

of the Hamburg opera that it eliminated this pre-

judice through practical experiments on the broadest

possible foundation in a systematic production last-

ing for decades.3 8

These experiments, while drawing upon foreign techniques,

did not allow the results to become mere imitations of for-

eign models. "There was no question in Hamburg of a slavish

imitation of the Italian opera in detail. They drew more

extensively here upon the elements of the German theater as

well and transformed the foreign texts and forms in their

own manner. "3 9

3 8 "Da die deutsche Sprache damals noch in weitesten

Kreisen als nicht geeignet fUr die h6here Literatur galt,

ist es eins der wichtigsten Verdienste der Hamburger Oper,

dieses Vorurteil durch praktische Beispiele auf breitester

Grundlage in einer systematischen, jahrzehntelangen Arbeit

beseitigt zu haben." Ibid., I, p. 10.

3 9 "Von einer sklavischen Nachahmung der italienschen

Oper im einzelnen war in Hamburg keine Rede. Man griff hier

vielmehr weitgehend auch Elemente des deutschen Theaters auf

und gestaltete die fremden Texte und Formen in eigener Weise

um." Ibid., p. 11.
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The Establishment of the Hamburg Opera

Together these points indicate to some extent the readiness

of Hamburg for the opera. Already, in 1670, the citizens had

40
petitioned the town council to erect a permanent theater.

By 1678 the ground swell had reached such proportions that the

council could no longer afford to ignore it, and thus they

favorably received a motion from a fellow councilman, Gerhard

Schott, to erect, at his own expense, an opera house on the

41
Gunsemarkt. Schott, who was backed in his petition by the

St. Catherine organist, Jan Adams Reinken, and several others,

was admirably suited to head the enterprise: he was a man of

position, of wealth, of education, and he was skilled in the

construction and manipulation of the machines.4 2 Taking a

page from the books of the leading German courts, he turned

4 0Wollrabe, o. cit., p. 19.

4 1 Friedrich Chrysander, "Mattheson's Verzeichniss Ham-

burgischer Opern von 1678 bis 1726, gedruckt im 'Musikalischer

Patriot.' . . . " Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, XII (1877),

p. 198. Hamburg's Gansemarkt, or "Goosemarket," was a large

public square located near the geographical center of late

seventeenth-century Hamburg, and was thus an ideal location

for an attraction which was to draw its audiences from all

classes and all sections of the city.

4 2 Schott was noted throughout Germany for the fact that

he had designed machines capable of lifting several people at

a time and for creating the illusion of ships sailing across

the stage. See Hermann Kretzschmar, "Das erste Jahrhundert

der deutschen Oper," Sammelbande der Internationalen Musik-

gesellschaft, III (1901-1902), p. 283.
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to the very best French and Italian set designers to stage his

productions.4 3

The opera house was not without its opponents. The Pietists

had worked in the 1670's to prevent the opening of a theater,

and they continued their pressure after its opening. The

leader of the forces was the pastor of the Jacobikirche, Anton

Reiser, who in 1682 wrote a treatise entitled Theatromania

oder die Werke der Finsterniss, 4 4 attacking the opera as an

agent of the devil, dedicated to turning the people to heathen

gods. Without the support of Heinrich Elmenhorst, who was at

the time both archdeacon at the St. Catherine church and lib-

rettist for the opera, it is doubtful that the infant opera

company could have survived. He was instrumental in having the

dispute submitted for arbitration to a council composed of the

law and theological faculties of the universities of Rostock

and Wittenberg. Dr. Johann Mayer, who had become Schott's

partner, led the opera forces before the council and succeeded

in having the opera reopened with only a few concessions to

4 3 Ibid. Hellmuth Christian Wolff provides much information

concerning the Hamburg opera house stage in his "Rekonstruktion

der alten OpernbUhne," in Gesellschaft fur Musikforschung,

Bericht Uber den Internationalen Musikwissenschaftlichen Kon-

gress, 1956 (Kassel, 1957), pp. 235-39. Additional information

on the house, the stage, and some of the costumes may be found

in his Barockoper, I, pp. 351-375, while sketches and engrav-

ings of scenes from works presented on the Hamburg stage are

presented on pp. 393-416.

4 4 Ernst Otto Lindner, Die erste stehende Deutsche Oper

(Berlin, 1855), I, p. 19.
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45
the Pietists as to subject matter and dates of performance.

In spite of this, however, the opposition continued, reaching

the point that, in 1694, Kremberg and Kusser, who had leased

the opera from Schott only a year before, became discouraged

from the constant harassment and turned the management back to

Schott.46 It is at this most trying time that Reinhard Keiser

made his appearance on the Hamburg scene and led the opera to

its highest point.

Hamburg 's Composers

Even before Keiser, however, Hamburg had been blessed

with capable composers. The first of the operas in the house

on the Gdnsmarkt was Der erschaffene, gefallene, und aufgerichte

Mensch, oder Adam und Eva (January, 1678) by Johann Theile (1646-

1724). The libretto, by the imperial court poet, Christian

Richter, was drawn from an old German Schauspiel but its

treatment shows that, even this early in the development of the

Hamburg opera, the work "has nothing to do with the recitations

4 5 Ibid., I, p. 19f.

4 6Wollrabe, 2. cit., p. 22. As will be discussed below,

there was also a great deal of trouble between Kusser and Krem-

berg leading up to the termination of the lease agreement.

4 7 "Von dem Anfang und Ende der Welt . . ." by Bartholo-

mdus KrUger, first published in Trebbin in 1580. See Wolff,

Barockoper, I, p. 24f.
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of a medieval play, but rather with the presentation of the

affetion of n opra."48
affections of an opera."48 Chrysander blithely points out con-

cerning this work that the first German opera aria is given

to the devil.4 9 The music to this first opera is no longer

extant, but arias from Theile's Orontes (1678) are given by

50
Wolff, one of which is reproduced here as Example 7. The

Example 7--Theile, Orontes (Act II, scene xv)
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48". . . es [hat] nicht mehr mit den Rezitationen eines

mittelalterlichen Spieles zu tun, sondern mit den Affektdar-

stellungen einer Oper." Ibid., I, p. 27.

4 9 Friedrich Chrysander, "Die erste Periode der Hamburger

Oper von 1678 bis 1681," Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, XII

(1887), p. 373.

5 0Wolff, Barockoper, II, pp. 3-7. Wolff has transcribed

the arias from the lute tabulature, Berlin Staatsbibliothek

Mus, ms. 40622.

L
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transcriptions reveal a melodic style strongly influenced by

the light dance style of the German folk operas: purely syl-

labic, simple in rhythm and harmony, and melodically somewhat

51
insipid. Theile, who was Kapellmeister to Prince Christian

Albrecht of Gottorp,52 had been a pupil of SchUtz as a boy

and was noted as a performer on the gamba.53 There is the

possibility therefore that he was a much more capable composer

than is revealed by these examples.

Nicolaus Adam Strungk (1640-1700), who became music direc-

tor in Hamburg in 1678, is more important for his contributions

in the area of the strophic song. As mentioned in Chapter I

above, he began the practice of through-composition of the

verses, and also made use of the Leitmotiv as a form-building

technique.54 Strungk left Hamburg in 1683 after furnishing

5 1 0ne must be wary when judging the style of this com-

poser from the existing lute tabulature, for it is undoubtedly

an arrangement made for amateur performance. Wolff himself

warns that the arias were probably not sung in the form in
which they appear. Ibid., I, p. 200.

5 2 The Prince was in Hamburg in 1678 and 1679 and was quite

flattered by the attention paid to his Kapellmeister. See

Kurt Stephenson, "Theile, -Johann," Die Musik in Geschichte und
Gegenwart, Vol. V (Kassel, 1956), col. 1395.

5 3Friedrich Zelle, J. Theile und N. A. Strungk: zweiter

Beitrag zur Geschichte der ltesten Deutschen Oper (Berlin,

1891), quoted in Wilhelm Kleefeld, "Das Orchester der Hambur-

ger Oper, 1678-1738,"-Sammelbande der Internationalen Musik-

gesellschaft, I (1899-1900), p. 237.

5 4Wolff, Barockoper, I, p. 207, and Gustav Friedrich
Schmidt, Die frihdeutsche Oper und die musikdramatische Kunst

Georg Caspar Schurmann (Regensberg, 1934), II, p. 255.
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seven operas, later working in Leipzig and Dresden as a violist

and opera entrepreneur. Difficulties with several Italian

musicians, however, prevented him from achieving any great

measure of fame in those places.55 Excerpts from his opera,

Esther (1680), as given by Wolff, 5 6 reveal him to be a compe-

tent composer in the older Lied tradition of Krieger, Albert,

and his father, Delphin Strungk. His phrases are short, step-

wise in movement, and, for the most part, unornamented. His

duets demonstrate, even more than do the solo arias, a depth

of feeling and mastery of technique quite like that of Handel.

It is more in the realm of the oratorio, however, that Strungk's

influence can later be felt, for the new da capo style erased

whatever contributions he might have made to the opera.

It is not certain whether Hamburg's first comic opera,

Semiramis (1683), is from the pen of Strungk or Franck; Wolff

assigns it tentatively to the latter on stylistic grounds.57

Johann Wolfgang Franck (1644-1710) was the (bastard?) son of

the Margrave ofBrandenberg. Within a year of his birth, the

Margrave died and Franck's mother took him to her former home,

Ansbach, where he later studied at the famous Musikanten-

Collegium. He attained several minor courtly titles there

5 5See, for instance, the account of his difficulties with

Corelli in Walther, op. cit., p. 583.

56Barockoper, II, p. 15ff.

57 Ibid., I, p. 211.
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and, in 1668, went to Italy for study. Upon his return he

was made "Director der Combdie" and wrote his first German

opera, Andromeda, in 1676 for performance in Ansbach. His

career there was brought up short, however, when, in 1679,

he killed a fellow musician and wounded his wife in a fit of

jealousy and had to flee to Hamburg to escape prosecution.

He produced several operas on historical and comic subjects

in Hamburg,but that city's predilection for Biblical material

denied him much chance for popularity there and he left in

1678, eventually arriving in London where he was to achieve

much acclaim as a performer and song writer.

Although Franck's stay in Hamburg was brief, he neverthe-

less left lasting influences on the opera community there. As

we have seen in Chapter I above, he succeeded in effecting a

workable compromise between the Venetian and German recitative

styles. In addition to this, he introduced the Italian da capo

style, he was the first Hamburg composer to inject historical

material into the plot, and he broke away from the slavish

following of the metrical patterns of the text. His later

melodies are characterized by a lack of coloratura and "a feel-

ing for the long-phrased, expressive melodic line" of the Italian

bel canto.58 His cantilene style is evident in the aria,

5 8 Donald Jay Grout, "German Baroque Opera," Musical Quar-

terly, XXXII (October, 1946), p. 584.
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"Sterbliche schauet," from Cara Mustapha (1686), Example 8,59

which is also important as the first known use of the Devise

Example 8--Franck, Cara Mustapha
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in Hamburg. Since Franck's melodic style of the period before

he came to Hamburg was marked by frequent passages of colora-

tura,60 two possible explanations may be offered for the

subsequent stylistic change: either he decided to refine his

melodies to be more like the written lines of the bel canto

out of admiration of the Italians, or the Hamburg singers were

just not capable of handling the demands of highly ornamented

melody. Further investigation of the contemporary sacred music

in the Hamburg churches might yield additional evidence. In

any case, there is less and less coloratura after his Diocletian

of 1682.

A relatively rare technique employed by Franck and which

appears again in Keiser's Fredegunda is that of the "addition-

duet"--the combining of two solo aria melodies to form a duet.

Although evidences of this practice have been found in the

songs of the English comedians of the sixteenth century,6 1

a survey of various German operatic duets in the standard an-

thologies of the period62 reveals no other examples of its use

than in Act II, scene iii of Fredegunda and Act I, scene ix of

Franck's Cara Mustapha, part 2.63

6 0 Ibid., I, p. 213ff. 6 1 Ibid., p. 223.

6 2 Geschichte der Musik in Beispielen, Historical Anthology

of Music, the various Denkmaler volumes containing operas or
opera excerpts, and Vol. II of Wolff's Die Barockoper in Hamburg.

63Wolff, Barockoper, II, p. 43f., No. 64 and No. 65.
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Another of the composers instrumental in developing a

Hamburg opera style was Johann Philipp F6rtsch (1652-1732).

Although initially educated as a physician, F6rtsch also

studied composition with Johann Krieger and, after touring

Germany, Holland, and France, became a tenor with the Hamburg

Ratskapelle and later sang in and furnished music and libretti

for the opera company. He served for a time as Kapellmeister

at Gottorp, replacing Theile, but was forced to leave there in

1680 for political reasons. While continuing to supply scores

for the Hamburg opera, Fortsch took up his medical practice in

Kiel and later throughout Schleswig-Holstein. Wolff describes

his style in this manner: "The abundance of alternating short

motives and, above all, the richness in frequent changes of

color in harmony as well as a bold, linear voice leading set

out F6rtsch's individuality in sharp relief, fundamentally un-

like that of Italian opera.''64 As Example 9 serves to illustrate,

F6rtsch made use of imitation between the melody line and the

bass, a practice introduced by Steffani.65 Also to be observed

is the increased complexity of the vocal part as compared with

Franck's later work.

6 4 "Die Fille von wechselnden kleinen Motiven und vor allem

der Reichtum an farbig-abwechselnder Harmonik sowie eine kihne

lineare Stimmfihrung lassen Eigenarten F6rtschs hervortreten,

die sich von der Italienischen Oper grundlegend unterscheiden."

Hellmuth Christian Wolff,"Fortsch, Johann Philipp," Die Musik

in Geschichte und Gegenwart, Vol. IV (Kassel, 1955), col. 462.

6 5 Example drawn from Wolff, Barockoper, II, p. 54, No. 77.
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Example 9--F6rtsch, Das unm6glichste Ding (Act I, scene 10)
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It is with Johann Sigismund Kusser (or "Cousser" as he

later wrote his name) that Hamburg met with a true "opera spe-

cialist."6 6 His father had been Kantor of the Lutheran church

in Preussburg and later Director and Informator musices in

Ungarn and the Padagogium in Stuttgart. Johann, who received

his first musical training during this period, later became a

pupil of Lully in France for six years, and, upon his return to

Germany in 1682, he played with the French string quartet at

the court at Ansbach. In 1690 he was appointed chief Kapell-

meister of the newly-formed Braunschweig-Wolffenbttel opera

company. There he composed Julia (1690), Cleopatra (1691),

Ariadne (1692), Andromeda (1692), Jason (1692), Narcissus (1692),

and Porus (1693) .67 His "restless and fiery temperament,''68

never allowed him to remain in one place for any considerable

length of time and caused him to leave Braunschweig for Hamburg

in 1693 to become co-leasor and co-director of the opera with

Jacob Kremberg.

66 Kurt Stephenson, "Kusser, Johann Sigismund," Die Musik
in Geschichte und Gegenwart, Vol. V (Kassel, 1956), col. 1395.

6 7 Schiedermair, . cit., p. 37.

6 8 Walther, op. cit., p. 189.
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The ultimate cause of his leaving Braunschweig had been a

quarrel with the poet, Bressand,69 but he immediately found dif-

ficulties in Hamburg as well when Kremberg, possibly for fear

of inciting the Pietists, refused to allow Porus to be performed

at the Gansemarkt theater. Schott, however, arranged for a

performance of the opera at the dining hall of the Domkirche

where it met with much success.70 This indeed ruffled the

feathers of the Pietists who clamored so loudly that the opera

was again closed by the council. After several attempts to

revive the opera without Kremberg, Kusser formed his own troupe,

and, taking some of Schott's personnel, left Hamburg in 1696

to tour Germany. In 1700, his company having had considerable

success in North and Central Germany, Kusser accepted a position

as Kapellmeister to the court at Stuttgart. By 1704, however,

he had again become involved in quarrels with the Italian musi-

cians there and departed for England where he found conditions

more to his liking.

6 9 Friedrich Christian Bressand (1670-1699) was the princi-
pal poet of the Braunschweig opera company and also contributed
works for the Hamburg composers. Although strongly influenced

by the precise and rationalistic French lyric style- (see Joseph
Maria Muller-Blattau, Georg Friedrich Handel [Mainz, 1959], p. 21),

Bressand tended toward over-long phrases and structures; Kusser

called his Ariadne the "eternal opera"("ewige Opera") and de-

scribes Bressand as "a better charlatan than surgeon," ["ein
besserer Marktschreier als Operateur."] (See Schmidt, 22. cit.,

I, p. 15.)

7 0 Stephenson, op. cit., col. 1914.
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Kusser was a true cosmopolitan. And like the other great

cosmopolitan of Germany's opera history, Steffani, he infused

many foreign innovations into the German operatic life. He

introduced Germany to the Italian vocal style with its impro-

vised coloratura, trills, and other embellishments, and was

responsible for the first German use of the Lullian overture

in his "composition de musique suivant la methode franyaise"

(1682), a group of chamber sonatas.71 His arias, almost all

da capos with either obligato instruments or an ostinato bass,

Example 10--Kusser, Erindo
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are suffused with the rhythmic subtleties of the French 
dance

style. Example 10, from Kusser's Erindo (1694) shows, in its

Italianate bass and French, almost Lullian, melodic rhythm,

how both styles could co-exist within the same framework.7 2

From the French Kusser took the practice of causing the 
musi-

cal and poetic phrases to coincide,
73 but he applied it within

the structure of the Italian da capo--expanding motives 
where

the text dwelled upon a particular affection, constructing a

sharply differing middle section where the text called for

a contrasting emotion.

Kusser was responsible for performances of the works of

foreign composers: at Braunschweig he presented works by

Pollaroli. and at Hamburg, works of Lully and Steffani.
7 5

These works (Lully's work was performed in French, the Italian

pieces in German translation) provided an opportunity for the

native composers to hear the masters at first hand, 
and many

of the French and Italian techniques were undoubtedly 
adopted

much more quickly than would have occurred otherwise, but 
there

was also a most unfortunate result: from this time forth, the

Hamburg audience began to evidence a predilection for 
a variety

7 2Example 10 drawn from Schiedermairo, p. cit., p. 65f.

73 Wolff, Barockoper, I, p. 234.

7 4 Schiedermair, o. cit., p. 28.

7 5Wolff, Barockoper, I, p. 239.
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of languages in the texts. The first Italian aria to be printed

in the libretto occurs in Keiser's Claudius in 1703, but Kusser

had allowed arias to be sung in Italian as early as his Braun-

schweig period.7 6 Therefore, it may be said that he was the

man who not only brought the Hamburg opera into the morning

twilight of its greatest success, but he also introduced the

rapidly darkening clouds which were shortly to plunge it into

an obscurity not lifted until many decades later. His succes-

sor, Reinhard Keiser, embraced both the quickening leaven of

the French and Italian instrumental styles as projected by

Kusser, and the yet latent "kiss of death" bound up in the use

of foreign languages which eventually allowed foreign opera to

crowd the native product off the stage.

It must be stated that interjections of material in the

North German dialect ("Plattdeutsch" or "Low German") had already

been common in the Hamburg operas, especially in the comic one-

acters and intermezzi, since the earliest times,7 7 but only

after Kusser would there have been possible such a tower of

7 6 Schiedermair, o. cit., p. 30. In Kusser's Jason (1697-)-

the arias are written into the score in Italian although print-

ed in the libretto in German. See Friedrich Chrysander, "Die

Feier des zweihundert-jahrigen Bestandes der Oper in Hamburg,"

Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, XIII (1878), p. 131.

7 7The Strungk/Bostel Theseus of 1683 had contained mater-

ial of this kind. Chrysander, "Zweite Periode . . . ," p. 291.
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Babel as the Keiser/Praetorius Barbacola of 1726 in which five

students, each in his own language, sing in Italian, French,

Latin, German, and English.78 "This text shows very clearly

what kind of knowledge of languages and what international

mixtures one had to reckon with in the Hamburg public." 7 9

Bukofzer is correct, of course, in stating that "under [Kusser's]

directorship the Hamburg opera rose above the prevailing pro-

vincialism . . . ,"80 but the remedy had a toxic side-effect

which soon reduced German opera to nothing more than a branch

of Italian opera.

Hamburg in 1696

At the time of Keiser's first acquaintance with the Hamburg

opera, it had already outgrown the amateurish Schauspiele and

was in the process of widening the scope beyond the boundaries

of Biblical material. Musically, it was looking to the achieve-

ments of France and Italy and was now ready to surpass other

German cultural centers if and when it might find the musical

genius who could bring to it the final push. Although Newman

Flower describes Hamburg as "an evil spot" where "musicians,

78Wolf, Barockoper, I, p. lllf.

7 9 "Dieser Text zeigt sehr deutlich, mit was fur einer

Sprachkenntnis und mit welcher internationalen Zusammensetzung

man bei dem Hamburger Publikum zu rechnen hatte." Ibid.

8 0 Manfred Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era (New York,
1947), p. 309.
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artists, writers, mingled in a life of gaiety and poverty,

with occasional affluences, which were dissipated in debauch-

ery of the worst kind,"81 and although Leichtentritt affirms

that "crudeness and lewdness in the texts were the mark of

the Hamburg operas,"82 Hamburg, nevertheless, exerted an ir-

resistible attraction for the young North German composers

and poets who wished to practice the new art. Vienna and the

courts of the South were nothing more than Italian suburbs;

the artist who wished to create in a native style had to go

to Hamburg. This native style, to be sure, was "quite dif-

ferent from the precious, refined Italian diction," and it

"played its trumps confidently with popularly crude, premedi-

tatedly vulgar phraseology on the one hand and bombastic

verbosity on the other, and, in truth, baited the various

classes of its public with this spicy mixture."83 if, as

8 1 Newman Flower, G. F. Handel: His Personality and His

Times, rev. ed. (New York, 1947), p. 62f.

8 2 "Roheiten und Unflatigkeit der Texte waren das Signum

der Hamburger Opern." Hugo Leichtentritt, Handel (Stuttgart,

1924), p. 35.

8 3"Unterdessen hatte sich schon ein gewisser hambur-

gischer Stil zumal der Texthandlung ausgepragt, der, sehr

unterschieden von der preziosen, verfeinerten italienischen

Diktion, mit volkstumlich derben, ausgesucht ordinren Reden-

sart einerseits und einem schwUlstigen Wortschwall anderseits

seine TrUmpfe siegsicher ausspielte, und mit dieser wUrzigen

Mischung in der Tat die verschiedenen Klassen seines Publikums

koderte." Ibid., p. 36.
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Chrysander maintains, Keiser was guilty of catering to the

demands of the Public 84 he was only following the spirit of

the time and place, and it is even more remarkable that he was

able to create such masterful works as have been handed down

to us while surrounded with such an atmosphere.

8 4 Friedrich Chrysander, "Keiser, Reinhard," Allgemeine

deutsche Biographie, XV (Leipzig, 1882).



CHAPTER III

KEISER AND THE HAMBURG OPERA

Keiser's Birth and Education

The circumstances of Reinhard Keiser's birth suggest no

clue to the later position he was to hold in Germany's musi-

cal history. According to Voigt's findings,1 Keiser was born

in Teuchern, a small village between Leipzig and Weissenfels,

where his father, Gottfried,2 was organist. Apparently con-

ceived out of wedlock,3 his date of baptism is recorded as

January 12, 1674 and Voigt supposes his date of birth to have

been January 10.4 His mother, Agnes Dorothee, barely sixteen

years of age when Reinhard was born, had been a music pupil

of Gottfried, and this is the only evidence of any musical

inclination on her side of the family. Gottfried, who deserted

1F. A. Voigt, "Reinhard Keiser," Vierteljahrschrift fur

Musikwissenschaft, VI (1890), pp. 151-203.

2Dates unknown, died after 1712.

3His parent's-wedding notice in the church records is

dated September 11, 1673. Ibid., p. 156.

4Ibid. This is in accordance with the local custom of

the time to have children baptised within two days of birth.

See "Mitteilungen," Monatshefte fUr Musikgeschichte, Robert

Eitner, ed., XXVI (1894), p. 22.

78
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his family shortly after his son's birth, is a somewhat elu-

sive figure whose background is obscure, although he is

characterized by Mattheson as having been a "good composer"

whose works were known among church musicians in Hamburg and

Luneberg.6 It is also obvious that he was a restless wanderer

who traveled from place to place throughout almost all of Ger-

many. The mother either stayed behind in Teuchern, or at

least, was away for only a short period of time, for she is

mentioned from time to time in the church records until her

death in 1732.

Concerning Keiser's early education and training, Becker

speculates that he may have been a pupil of either Christian

Schieferdecker or his successor as Teuchern organist, Gottfried

Weber.8 It is certain that he entered, probably on Schiefer-

decker's recommendation,9 the Leipzig Thomasschule in 1685

where he received instruction from Johann Schelle (1648-1701) 10

5The church records name a replacement organist in 1676.
Voigt, op. cit., p. 158.

6 Johann Mattheson, Grundlage einer Ehrenpforte (Hamburg,

1740), reprint by Max Schneider (Berlin, 1910), p. 126.

7lbid.

8 Heinz Becker, "Reinhard Keiser," Die Musik in Geschichte

und Gegenwart, Vol. VII (Kassel, 1958) ,col. 784.

9Schieferdecker's son, Johann Christian, attended the
Thomasschule from 1692 to 1697 and was later-cembalist-at the
Hamburg opera while Keiser was there. Voigt, op. cit., p. 160.

1 0 Schelle was at the Thomasschule-from 1677 until his
death in 1701. See Hans-Joachim Moser, Schelle, Johann," Musik-
lexikon, 4th ed. (Berlin, 1955), II.
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and it is possible that he also studied with Johann Kuhnau

(1660-1722) during the latter part of his stay there. The

exact time of Keiser's departure from the Gymnasium is not

known; his obligation was to remain as an alumnus for seven

years but it is possible that he did not stay for the full

time. Mattheson's assertion that Keiser also enrolled at the

Leipzig university is shown by Chrysander3 and Voigt14 to

be incorrect. Also uncertain is the date Keiser first took up

residence in Braunschweig and the reason for his doing so.15

The earliest dated evidence of Keiser's presence there is from

169416 but Chrysander dates Keiser's first opera, Der k6nig-

liche Schafer oder Basilius in Arcadia, as being performed in

1 1 Kuhnau was organist at St. Thomas beginning in 1684,
and, following the death of Schelle, he was appointed Kantor,
a post he held until his own death in 1722 when he was suc-

ceeded by Bach.

1 2 Mattheson, op. _cit., p. 120.

1 3 Friedrich Chrysander, "Keiser, Reinhard," Allgemeine
deutsche Biographie, XV (Leipzig, 1882), p. 541.

14Voigt, op. cit., p. 163.

15 Chrysander, loc.cit., feels that he may have been in-
duced to do so by the Braunschweig courtiers.

16 The Braunschweig Cammer-Rechnung of 1694-1695, which
Schmidt found in the Landeshauptarchiv Wolfenbuttel (the
document apparently was destroyed in the war), names Keiser
as successor to Kusser as "Cammer-Componist" in 1694. Georg
Friedrich Schmidt, Die friihdeutsche Oper und die musikdrama-
tische Kunst Georg Caspar Schirmann (Regensberg, 1933), 1,
p. 19.
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Braunschweig "around 1692-94."17 Other operas he produced

there were Procris und Cephalus and Die wieder gefundenen Ver-

18
liebten, both in 1694. None of these works is now extant.

Keiser's "Quick Assault" on Hamburg

The same Basilius which formed Keiser's first effort for

the Braunschweig stage was also his first production in Ham-

burg.19 Although it was performed in 1694, Becker2 0 finds no

support for Mattheson's and Chrysander's statements that Keiser

also moved to Hamburg in that year.21 Indeed, the document

cited by Schmidt above proves Keiser to have been active in

1 7 Chrysander, loc. cit. The date of this first opera is
generally agreed to be 1693. See Becker, op. cit., col. 793.

1 8Hugo Leichtentritt,-in his Reinhard Keiser in seinen

Opern (Berlin, 1901), p. 8, mentions that Fetis may have some
pieces from Basilius in the "Recueil facile d'airs d'operas

par R. Keiser," which is No. 2809 in the Catalogue de la

Bibliotheque de F. J. Fetis (Brussels, 1877). Apparently no

one has verified this.

1 9 The Leichtentritt dissertation mentioned in the above

footnote gives much valuable information about (and, where
scores were available to him, a musical discussion of) Keiser's

early operas through his Octavia of 1705. It is unfortunate

that Leichtentritt's promised volume of musical examples never

appeared.

20 Becker, op. cit., col. 785f.

2 1 Chrysander, op. cit., p. 542, supposes that there was

an agreement between the two men that Keiser was to follow

Kusser to Hamburg. If there was anything of the sort, it was

in all probability limited to an agreement by Kusser to per-
form one of Keiser's works.
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Braunschweig in 1695, and, since Kusser left Hamburg in that

year, it is obvious that the two men did not work together in

Hamburg, nor did they engage in a quarrel as Chrysander main-

22
tains.

When the management of the opera house reverted to Schott

after Kusser's departure, he first staged Steffani's Roland

and then Keiser's Mahumad II. This opened the way for Keiser's

"quick assault"2 3 toward domination of the Hamburg opera scene.

In rapid order, he produced ten new works in only four years,24

and in 1700 began a series of Winter Concerts, sponsored by the

imperial ambassador, von Eckgh. Here one may catch a glimpse

of his flashy personality. Mattheson reports that, although he

had been entertained in many of the most splendid courts of

Europe, he had seen nothing to rival the sumptuousness of these

productions and the banquets which followed, and reports that

Keiser "came there more as cavalier than as musician."25

22 Ibid.

23"In a quick assault the young musician succeeded not only
in forging ahead into the foremost rank of dramatic composers,
but, favored by an uncommon creative ability, in securing for
himself the main part of the Hamburg opera repertory." ("In
schnellem Ansturm gelang es dem jungen Musiker, nicht nur in
die vorderste Reihe der dramatischen Komp. vorzudringen, son-
dern sich, durch eine ungenwohnliche Schaffenskraft begUnstigt,
den Hauptteil des hamburgischen Opernrepertoires zu sichern.)
Becker, op. cit., col. 787.

A complete list of Keiser's operas is found in Becker,

op. citt., cols . 7 c93-95.

25Mattheson, o.,_cit., p. 332.
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Chrysander adds that "from this time forth, he was never seen

without striking, well-trimmed clothes, 'with two servants in

26
fine livery,' and similar gaudy attire." Although Leichten-

tritt pictures Keiser as "an epicure in art as in life [who]

did not have the seriousness, the stubborn patience, the im-

perturbable devotion to his artistic life's work which is the

mark of the great creator,27 Kleefeld is somewhat milder, de-

scribing him to be, "as a man, a slave of passion," but as an

artist, one who strove toward the highest ideals.28 It would

not be an overstatement to say, in view of this, that Keiser

is an example of "too much, too soon," and it is almost un-

reasonable to expect that such success at such an impressionable

age29 would not have a great effect on his personality. Had

Keiser struggled for many years to oversome many obstacles on

his path to artistic triumph, it is conceivable that his con-

duct might have been more sober, his taste more refined, and

2 6"Ohne auffallend verbramte Kleider 'mit zwei Dienern in
Aurora-Liberey' und ahnlichem Tand ging es von jetzt an nicht

mehr." Chrysander, op. cit., p. 545.

2 7 "Epikureer in der Kunst wie-im Leben, hatte Keiser
nicht den Ernst, die zahe Ausdauer, die unbeirrbare Hingabe an

sein knstlerisches Lebenswerk, die das Zeichen der grossen
Schaffenden ist." Hugo Leichtentritt, Handel (Stuttgart, 1924),

p. 39.

2 8Wilhelm Kleefeld, "Das Orchester der Hamburger Oper,
1678-1788," Sammelbande der Internationalen Musikgesellschaft,
I (1899-1900), p. 221.

29 Keiser was twenty-seven in 1700.
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his judgment more sound. Yet there is also the possibility

that such a path might not have yielded compositions with the

head-long excitement of a Stortebecker und Jodge Michels, the

uninhibited fun of a Romisches April-Fest, or the spicy fresh-

ness of a Hamburger Jahr-Markt.3 0 Who could say that under

those conditions Keiser would still have been capable of such

bold strokes as the ensemble of five bassoons in Octavia,

that he would have had the mental energy which is evident in

the great care he took with recitatives, and that he would

ever have achieved the position as "first man of the world"

which his contemporaries ascribed to him?3 1

Keiser as an Opera Manager

Because of Keiser's amazing success with the Hamburg

public and remarkable acceptance among his fellow musicians,

it seems only natural that Schott's widow, after a futile at-

tempt to manage the opera herself, should call upon Keiser to

lead the undertaking. Artistically, this brought Hamburg to

30It may be relevant to point out that, although very

few scores from the Hamburg opera have been preserved, the

Albert Schatz collection of opera libretti in the Library of

Congress holds copies of almost all the libretti published

in connection with performances there.

31"Premierhomme du monde" is Mattheson's term for Keiser

in Das neu-eroffnete Orchester (Hamburg, 1713), p. 217.

Johann Scheibe, in his Ueber die musikalische Composition

(Leipzig, 1773), p. liii, describes Keiser as "perhaps the

greatest original genius that Germany had produced at any

time." ("[Das] vielleicht grosste Originalgenie, das Deutsch-
land jemals hervorgebracht hat.")
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its very peak with such works by Keiser as Claudius (1703),

Nebucadnezar (1704), and Masagniello furioso (1706), and the

works of other composers such as Kusser's Minerva (1703) and

Handel's Almira (1704) and Nero (1705).32 Mattheson indicates,

however, that the situation was far from ideal: "About this

time a certain mother [Lady Luck?] took up with her true son

in Hamburg. Everything was coming up roses; but only in the

beginning. . . . [Christoph] Graupner (cembalist) and [Gott-

fried] Grunewald (singer) well knew how to put the prevailing

luxury to good use."33 One can gather, then, that Keiser and

his partner, DrUsike, tended to be rather loose in their man-

agement of the company's funds and were taken advantage of by

some who were in a position to do so.

The fact that Keiser was forced to give up the opera

leadership in 1706 after only three years may be ascribed to

a number of causes: certainly, mismanagement must have played

a part, for nothing in Keiser's background could have served

3 2 How illogical that Chrysander and many of his successors

should maintain that Keiser became jealous of Handel's success

with Almira when one considers their relative position--Keiser

at the peak of his career, Handel as a rank beginner--and es-
pecially in light of the fact that Keiser staged another of
Handel's works within a short time.

3 3 "Um diese Zeit stellte sich seine gewisse Mutter bey

ihrem wahren Sohne in Hamburg ein. Da ging es in floribus;

doch nur in Anfange. . . . Graupner (Cembalist) und Grunewald
(Sanger) wussten sich das damalige Wohlleben gut zu nutz zu
machen." Mattheson, Ehrenpforte, p. 128.
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to equip him for this sort of work. Another factor must have

been the continued opposition of the Pietists; they closed the

opera several times during this period and also succeeded in

having several of Keiser's works banned after only one perform-

ance.34 Then too, one must consider, in view of his restless

and mercurial personality, that Keiser was more suited to the

creation of new works than to the staging and casting of old

35
scores.

Becker, however, may have come closest to the heart of the

matter when he speculated that Keiser was becoming concerned

with obtaining a court position which might provide security

for him in later life.36 A reading of the petitions Keiser

addressed to several leading noblemen of the time will convince

one of his apprehensions toward the future.37 Apparently, how-

ever, his reputation was no match for the aura of glamor

34
A good account of their activities is contained in the

article, "Mattheson's Verzeichniss Hamburgischer Opern von 1678
bis 1728, gedruckt im 'Musikalischer Patriot'. . . ," Allge-
meine musikalische Zeitung, XII (1877), 198 et passim.

3 5 Chrysander curiously refuses to admit of any other reason
than that Keiser was too extravagant with the company's funds.
See Chrysander, o. cit., p. 525.

3 6 Becker, o. cit., col. 790. Chrysander, oc. cit.,
mentions this concern, but fails to tie it in with his resign-
ing from the management.

3 7Josef Sittard, "Reinhard Keiser in Wurttemberg,"
Monatshefte fur Musikgeschichte, XVIII (1886), pp. 3-12.
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surrounding the Italian musicians in the eyes of the courts.
38

Chrysander's romantic anecdote concerning Keiser's "scandalous

flight" on a night coach to escape his creditors3 9 does not

fit the facts nearly so well as Becker's theory.

Further evidence that Keiser's absence from Hamburg was

not dishonorable may be found in the publisher's preface to

Keiser's Componomenti musicali in which it is explained that

the printing of the third acts of Almira and Octavia will be

delayed since "only as much of the composition has been printed

as the composer had prepared before his trip to Weissenfels." 4 0

It seems highly unlikely that a further printing would even

have been planned had there been a "scandalous flight" from

the city's angry businessmen.

Keiser was once again in Hamburg for the performances of

his Carnival von Venedig (1707) whose Low German songs were

38 Schmidt, op. cit., II, p. 18f., well documents the

problems facing the native musicians and poets in their

financial difficulties growing out of the "hardness" of the
courtiers toward their art.

3 9Friedrich Chrysander, G. F. Handel, 2nd ed. (Leipzig,

1919), I, p. 133.

4 0 "Gewisse Umstande . . . haben verursacht, dass die

Composition nur soweit imprimiret als sie der Herr Verfasser

vor seiner Abreise nach Weissenfels . . . fertiggestellt."

"Vorwort" to Keiser's Componomenti musicali oder: Teutsche

und Italienische Arien, nebst unterschiedlichen Rezitationen

aus Almira und Octavia (Hamburg, 1706).

4 1 Becker, loc. cit.
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sung through the streets by urchins during its year-long run

at the opera house.42 The opera had now been leased to Johann

Heinrich Sauerbrey who "endeavored to cater even more to the

taste of the masses and to point the performances toward sensa-

tionalism."43 Postel had been Keiser's favorite poet44 and

the only one who had struggled to keep German opera on a high

literary plane, free of foreign idioms. Upon his death in 1705

there was no adequate poet in Hamburg to whom Keiser could turn.

As Chrysander says: "The line of decisive progress passed

through the Italian theater, not the German. Noris4 5 was

4 2Friedrich Chrysander, "Geschichte der Hamburger Oper

unter der Direction von Reinhard Keiser, 1703 bis 1707,"

Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, XV (1880), p. 87. Chrysander

here maintains, however, that Keiser was absent from the city
at this time, experiencing the "dreadful end" (from the German

aphorism, "Besser ein Ende mit Schrecken als ein Schrecken

ohne Ende," ["Better a dreadful end than an endless dread."])

of his period at the opera helm.

4 3 "Der neue Direktor Johann Heinrich Sauerbrey versuchte

es damit, noch mehr dem Geschmack der grossen Menge zu schmei-

cheln und die AuffUhrung auf Sensationen zuzuspitzen."

Leichtentritt, Handel, p. 51.

4 4 Friedrich Chrysander, "Die Feier des zweihundert-jahrigen

Bestandes der Oper in Hamburg," Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung,

XIII (1878), p. 131.

4 5Matteo Noris (1640-1708) has received comprehensive

treatment by neither musicologists nor literary critics. In

the article, "Die Venetianische Oper und die Werke Cavalli's

und Cesti's,""Vierteljahrschrift fur Musikwissenschaft, VIII

(1892), p. 18f., Hermann Kretzschmar names the three most pop-

ular poets in Venice in the late 1600's as Minato, Aureli, and

Noris, while, according to Wolfgang Huber, Das Textbuch der
frihdeutschen Oper (Dissertation, Ludwig Maximilian University,
Munich, 1957), p. 70f., libretti by Minato and Noris were those
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succeeded by an Apostolo Zeno [d. 1750], the latter by a Meta-

stasio [1698-1782] who still wrote for Mozart; after our Postel,

however, followed the most deplorable rhyme-smiths."46 Keiser

was forced to accept whatever texts he could obtain, no matter

what the literary quality. And it was at this point that he

half-heartedly turned to the Italian texts, for that was the

style of Feind, K6nig, and the remaining Hamburg librettists.

This, too, could have contributed to his desire to get away

from Hamburg. While continuing to supply scores for the opera

there, and, indeed, some of his best work was done between

1709 and 1726, Keiser turned more and more to other centers,

especially to the court at Copenhagen. In the years around

1720 he more or less commuted between Hamburg and the Danish

capital, producing a number of works in both cities.

Keiser had married Barbara Oldenburg, a well-known Hamburg

church singer, in 1710, and their daughter became a celebrity on

the Copenhagen stage. Although he succeeded in acquiring the

most often chosen by German librettists to be adapted for per-

formance in German. A tabulation of citations in Alfred
Loewenberg's Annals of Opera (Geneva, 1955) supports this con-

clusion. Details of Noris' life may be found in Nouvelle

Biographies Generale, XXXVIII (Paris, 1862), p. 262.

4 6 "Die Linie des massgebenden Fortschrittes ging durch die

Italienischen Theater, nicht die deutschen. Auf Noris folgte

ein Apostolo Zeno, auf diesen ein Metastasio, der noch fur
Mozart dichtete: auf unsern Postel folgten die jmmerlichsten
Reimschmiede." Chrysander, "Die Feier . . . ," p. 131.
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position of Canonicus minor and Cantor cathedralis at the Ham-

burg Domkirche in 1728, the last years of his life were spent

in semi-retirement at his daughter's home in Copenhagen. He

was, nevertheless, in Hamburg at the time of his death on

September 12, 1739.47

The End of the House on the Gansemarkt

There are a great number of theories as to the cause of

the decay of the Hamburg opera. Grout believes the cause to

be threefold: first, the poets were content to cater to the

lowest taste of their public which, of course, increased the

Pietistic pressure toward the closing of the house. Second,

the composers lost interest in composing for the opera because

of the poor quality of the texts, turning instead to other

media.4 8 And third was "the constant persuasive pressure of

Italian music."4 9 Bukofzer goes a step further in stating

that the poor quality of the libretti cost the support of the

4 7 Voigt, o. cit., p. 193, has decisively proved that
Keiser died in Hamburg, although the assumption had been that
he "died in the arms of his daughter in Copenhagen." Klee-

feld, op. cit., p. 223.

48 Keiser, although he continued to supply pasticci and
recitatives for other composer's works at Hamburg and Copen-
hagen, turned most of his later creative efforts toward

sacred composition.

4 9 Donald Jay Grout, "German Baroque Opera," Musical
Quarterly, XXXIII (October, 1946), p. 578.
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educated middle class,50 with which Kretzschmar agrees, adding

that the comic operas which were becoming the vogue51 also had

their effect in estranging the affection of this financially

supportive bourgeoisie.52 A somewhat deeper interpretation is

given by Wolff who feels that a rising tide of realism swept

across Europe in the mid-eighteenth century, citing as an ex-

ample Gottsched's objections to word repetitions in the arias,

to the absurdity of the machines which carried people through

the air, and to the use of interpolated arias in foreign lan-

53
guages. These were, of course, some of the same objections

which led to Gluck's reform operas, lending credence to this

theory.

Hamburg's musico-dramatic life took two directions at

this time. Many composers, Keiser among them, turned more

and more toward sacred music.5 4 Others turned to comic opera,

which appropriated the name, Singspiel, for itself. The German

5 0Manfred Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era (New York,

1947), p. 312.

5 1The international extent of this movement is demonstrated

in the coincident rise of the "Beggar's opera" in England.

5 2Hermann Kretzschmar, "Das erste Jahrhundert der deutschen

Oper," Sammelbande der Internationalen Musikgeschichte, III

(1901-1902), p. 282.

5 3 Wolff, Barockoper, I, p. 341f.

5 4it is perhaps significant that Keiser was the first to

set Brockes' Passion in 1715.
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setting of the English "The Devil to Pay"55 gave the movement its

real impetus in which Telemann56 and Standfuss became the central

figures.

A rather pathetic comment on the last days of the opera

house on the Gansemarkt is this letter from the Matthesoniana

Politica of the Hamburg Staats- und Universitats-Bibliothek:

Mad. Neuberinn will this summer, as it is thought, produce
comedies again at the opera house. Stage, costumes, and
scenery are quite used up. Monza was obliged to leave Ham-
burg quite destitute and covered with debts. Mme. Keiser
[Reinhard's daughter] as well as Monza, have again tried to
get the opera, but up till now without success. The former
is quite unable to do so, partly because she has no money,
partly also because she has lost all her esteem. Moreover,
she has no singers. Monza, however, is amply provided with
those, and might sooner have obtained his object, but the
old debts will not permit him to return. The theater is
quite ruined, there are no costumes, and the building itself
is quite dilapidated. Some old amateurs still follow the
"Kaiserinn" (Mme. Keiser) to enjoy their former magnificence,
and these as well as something more (the daughter's savoir

faire) keep her.5 7

Kretzschmar reports that the opera house was sold for scrap

lumber in 1738,58 putting the "dreadful end" to its last period

of "endless dread."

5 5"Der Teufel ist los" was performed in Hamburg on June 29,
1747 by Sch6nemann's troupe. See Alfred Loewenberg, Annals of
Opera: 1597-1940 (Cambridge, Mass., 1940), p. 86.

5 6 Telemann is notable in this field for being the first com-

poser to give a singing part to commedia dell'arte characters in
the comic one-actor, "Il Capitano," which played during the inter-
mission of Der Beschluss des Carnivals in 1697. Wolff, Barockoper,
I, p. 109 and 111. See also Telemann's Pimpinone, edited by Theo-
dore Werner, Vol. VI of Das Erbe deutscher Musik, Reichsdenkmale

(1946).

5 7 Quoted in Newman Flower, G. F. Handel: His Personality
and His Times, rev. ed. (New York), p. 79.

5 8 Kretzschmar, . _cit., p. 282.



CHAPTER IV

THE LIBRETTO OF FREDEGUNDA

The libretto of the opera Fredegunda, presented at the

Hamburg Schauplatz in March of 1715, was a free transcrip-

tion by Johann Ulrich von K6nig of the original Italian version

by Francesco Silvani.2 While not particularly celebrated for

its literary merits, this opera enjoyed a long opening run and

was revived at least six times during the following two decades.3

Wolff states that "the extraordinary popularity of Keiser's

opera may to some extent be attributed to the imaginative

1A copy of this libretto, printed by Friderick Conrad

Greflingern (Hamburg, 1716) is in the Schatz collection at the
Library of Congress, item no. 5123.

2 The original, La Fredegonde, was performed at the Teatro

Tron in San Casiano (Venice) in 1705. The music of that ver-
sion was by Francesco Gasparini (1668-1727) who held a post at
the Ospedale della Pieta in Venice. He is probably best known

as the teacher of Benedetto Marcello. (Martin Ruhnke, "Gaspa-

rini, Francesco," Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, IV
[Kassel, 1955], cols. 1414-1418.) Silvani (died ca. 1717) was
the court poet at Mantua but was apparently of little renown

among his contemporaries. One of the few biographical notices
concerning him is the brief article, "Silvani, l'Abbe Francois,"
in Jean Benjamin Laborde, Essai sur la Musique ancienne et

moderne (Paris, 1780), III, p. 293.

3Walter Schulze has compiled the performance date from

several sources in Die Quellen der Hamburger Oper (1678-1738)
(Oldenburg, 1938), pp. 49 and 71.

93
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staging in the treatment and the stage design,"4 and one may

imagine the effect on a contemporary audience of such settings

as the royal hall (depicted on the engraving of the title page

of the printed libretto) with its gold and silver-plated statues

of knights on horseback, and the pleasure gardens which Frede-

gunda could transform into the "Place of Forgetfulness," and

the mysterious "Sorceress's Cave" with magic potions brewing

amidst decaying graves and ghastly monsters illuminated by a

shaft of moonlight coming from above the altar dedicated to

Hecate.

A discussion of the historical basis of this opera will

provide a background for the understanding of the libretto as

presented to the Hamburg audience. As might be expected,

discrepancies exist between the identities of the stage char-

acters and the lives of the historical personages. These

discrepancies will be indicated at the appropriate points in

the summary of the libretto.

Fredegunda in History

The historical Fredegunda (567-597)5 lived during a

period of marked changes in the structure of West European

4"Die aussergew6hnliche Beliebtheit dieser Oper Keisers

dUrfte zu einem Teile auf die iberraschungsvollen Szenen in

der Handlung und der Dekoration zurickzufuhren sein." Hell-

muth Christian Wolff, Die Barockoper in Hamburg (Wolfenbittel,

1957), I, p. 265.

5Also cited by historians as "Fredegond," "Fredegundis,"

or other variants. Since the names of many sixth-century
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society, and as such, a period not easily comprehended by

modern students of history. This was the beginning of the

Middle Ages, the time of the foundation of the feudal system,

and the age in which the area west of the Rhine emerged as a

force in world history. In order to come to an understanding

of the customs and social forces which were active during

Fredegunda's lifetime, it is necessary to explore the back-

ground of the Frankish people and to ascertain the position

of Fredegunda's associates in the society which was emerging.

The Franks, who overran Gaul in the early fifth century,

had come a long way from their nomadic life during the times

of Tacitus. Having had a long period of intercourse with

the Romans, their prowess as warriors became tempered with

acumen in business and government. The formulation of the

Lex Salica in the early sixth century illustrates the extent

to which this barbaric people had approached a civilization

which can be understood in the modern sense, for this docu-

ment, while couched in terms derived from Roman law, was

basically a codification of Germanic legal practices.6

Franks exist today in several spellings, the policy within
this section will be to use the form employed in the Hamburg
libretto for those characters who appear therein and to se-
lect a form for other personages which seems to be more
frequently used by historians concerned with the period.

6The most comprehensive modern edition of the Lex Salica
appears in the series, Germanenrechte, Neue Folge, Westger-
manisches Recht: Lex Salica (Weimar and G6ttingen, 1953-55),
edited by Karl August Eckhardt. A brief discussion of its
historical and social significance may be found in John
Michael Wallace-Hadrill, The Long-haired Kings (London, 1962),
pp. 163-185.
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Menzel warns, however, that "the success of the Frankish kings

of the race of Merowig, who by violence and fraud had risen

from obscurity and had become the most powerful monarchs in

Europe, led to the indulgence of the deepest moral depravity."7

Accustomed as this people was to "violence and fraud," it is

not surprising to find that interpersonal relations between

members of the ruling families might proceed along the same

lines and that rivalries might develop into bloodfeuds. Some

of these bloodfeuds8 might be excused on the grounds

that political unity of the nation [made them] necessary
for its protection against foreign aggression, while
others may have been caused by the desire of gaining
sole possession of the enormous treasure, composed of
booty taken from many nations, preserved at Paris, which
is beautifully and truly designated in the Nibelungenlied
as the source of all their corruption.9

The history of the rise of this people and the gathering

of this treasure is an absorbing one. The first of the Ger-

manic Heerkonige (a sort of tribal chieftain) to achieve the

stature among neighboring tribes to deserve the title, Rex

frankorum, was Clovis (ca. 466-511),10 for he was the first

7Wolfgang Menzel, Germany from the Earliest Period,

Nations of the World (New York, 1902), I, p. 220.

8The nature and basis of the Frankish bloodfeud are set

forth in Wallace-Hadrill, op. cit., pp. 121-147.

9Menzel, o_. cit., p. 221

1 0 "Chlodevecchus," "Chlodovech," or "Clodoveus."
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to rise above the level of a local war chieftain to that of

a monarch able to represent a confederation (though admittedly

a loose one) to the Roman Empire. He built an enormous king-

dom stretching from the Pyrenees into present-day Belgium and

embracing almost all of the territory within the boundaries

of present-day France.1 1

At his death in 511 the kingdom was divided into four

regions: Paris, Reims, Orleans, and Soissons, and each region

was ruled by one of the king's sons. These sons, Theuderic

(d. 534), Chlodomer (d. 524), Childebert I (d. 558), and

Lothar I (d. 562), added to the kingdom, making advances into

Burgundy and Provence, but they were unable to coexist peace-

fully with one another and thus never equalled the achievements

of their father.12 Through careful and methodical elimination

of all successors to the thrones, Lothar was able to reunite

the kingdom between the years 558 and 562, the year of his

death. At that time it was again divided among his four sons:

1 1 The account of Clovis' rise to power is to be found in

Gregory of Tours's Historia Francorum which is available in

an excellent English translation: Ormonde Maddlock Dalton,

translator and editor, The History of the Franks, by Gregory

of Tours, 2 vols. (London, 1927). Vol. 1, the introduction,

serves as commentary to Gregory's text. References to this

volume will be cited as "Dalton, op. cit." while reference to

the account in the contemporary chronicle will be cited as

"Gregory, Historia," followed by book and, where necessary,

the chapter. This will allow the reader to find relevant

passages in any edition of the work.

1 2 The story of the many intrigues of the brothers against

one another is related in Gregory, Historia, iii.
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Charibert inherited Paris, Guntram acquired Orleans, Sigibert

received Rheims,and Chilperich took over his father's old

capital at Soissons.

Judging from the incidents related in Gregory, there is

little to choose between these brothers, though Guntram may

13
have shown less guile. All were ruthless toward enemies,

subjects, and clergy alike, and each suffered from insatiable

greed. Restricting our attention to the members of this

generation who appear as characters in the Hamburg Fredegunda,

the following observations may be gained from a reading of

Gregory and other contemporary sources.

Chilperich (539-584), whose mother was not the same as

that of his half-brothers, is called by Gregory "the Nero and

Herod of our time. "14 While not in any way a "philosopher-

king," he had some knowledge of theology (though of somewhat

heretical views) and the arts. A rather crude attempt at

poetry which he made is preserved in a St. Gallen manuscript,1 5

13Historia, v.

1 4 Historia, vi, p. 33.

1 5 According to Wallace-Hadrill, .2cit., p. 195, the

manuscript is now in the Zurich Zentralbibliothek, C. 10.

Gregory, Historia, vi, 33, mentions Chilperich's attempts at

writing, commenting that, "as in his ignorance, he put short

syllables for long and long for short, his feeble lines had

no feet to stand on."
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and it is known that he wished to add four Greek letters to

the Latin alphabet, an idea which would hardly have occurred

to an illiterate.1 6

Chilperich was evidently quite jealous of his brother,

Sigibert, who had received a better share of the inheritance.

It is this jealousy which led him to cast aside his first

wife, Audovera, in order to marry the Visigothic princess,

Galsuinda (daughter of the Spanish king, Athanagild). Sigi-

bert had previously married Brunhilda, her younger sister, and

she had brought a measure of dignity to his court.17 Galsuinda

might have done the same for the court at Soissons had Chil-

perich lived up to his promise that "he would forsake all

others if only he were deemed worthy to receive a spouse be-

fitting his rank and royal blood."18 But steadfastness was

not one of the attributes of the Frankish king.

Dalton describes Chilperich in this manner: "He was

grasping and cruel to his subjects, showing no mercy to those

who could not pay heavy taxes. . . . His lack of moral sense

is so absolute that the occasional swerve towards decent con-

duct seems almost the effect of chance, never of grace." 19

1 6 Ibid., v, p. 32.

1 7 Ibid., iv, p. 20f.

1 8 Ibid.

1 9 Dalton, M. cit., p. 62f.
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Yet, in comparison with the tenor of the times, it is unlikely

that Chilperich would seem any more unprincipled than his

brothers had it not been for the pernicious influence of his

third wife, Fredegunda. Dalton continues: "His subjection

to her amounted to servitude; he callously sacrificed to her

hatred not only his former queen, Audovera, but that unfor-

tunate queen's sons."20 And this list of sacrifices might be

extended to include the lives of his second wife and his

brother, among others.

The murderer of Chilperich has never become known.

Guntram accuses a certain bishop, Theodore, with whom he had

had a long quarrel,2 1 while Fredegunda lays the blame on

Chilperich's former treasurer, Eberulf, who had refused to

continue in her service.22 Both charges are to be discredited

since they stem from personal animosity quite unrelated to

the incident in question. Gregory feels that the assassin

was one of the king's subjects acting in revenge,23 while

others attribute the murder to an assassin hired by Brunhilda.2 4

2 0Ibid., p. 63f.

2lGregory, Historia, viii, p. 5.

22 Ibid., vii, p. 21.

23 Ibid., viii, p. 5.

2 4 Fredegar, Fredegarii Chronicorum, book iii, chap. 93.

Fredegar's chronicle continues the thread of Frankish history

at the point where Gregory leaves off. His book iv is avail-
able in interleaved Latin and English versions as: The Fourth

Book of the Chronicle of Fredegar with its Continuations,

translated by John Michael Wallace-Hadrill (London, 1960).
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The most interesting theory in light of the version which

Ulrich von K6nig prepared for the Hamburg stage is that pre-

sented in the Liber historiae Francorum2 5 which lays the

blame on Chilperich's Mayor of the Palace, Landerich.26 The

gist of the tale contained therein is that Chilperich, re-

turning unexpectedly from the chase, entered the chambers of

Fredegunda whereupon she, expecting her secret lover, uttered

the name of Landerich. Hearing of this, Landerich murdered

the king in order to save his own life.27

Sigibert (d. 575), king of Metz, was the third son of

Lothar who, on the whole, proved to be a fair ruler, although

his alliance with the pagan Germans from across the Rhine

against one of his own brothers was considered a great blot

on his character by his contemporaries.28 Despising the

fact that his brothers had married serving-maids and other

2 5 This work, also known as the Gesta Francorum, is

available in the series, Monumenta Germaniae Historicae,

section 2, Scriptores rerum Merovingicarum, Vol. 2, edited

by Bruno Krusch (Hannover, 1888, recent reprint: Hannover,

1957).

2 6 Little biographical detail is known about Landerich.

He is not mentioned by Gregory, although Fredegar gives an

account of his taking part (against his will) in an uncon-

ventional duel in the year 604 (Fredegar, op. cit., iv, 26).

The position of Mayor of the Palace was similar to that of

a viceroy and carried with it a considerable degree of power

and independence.

2 7 This is basically the incident occurring in Act IV,

scene iv of Fredegunda, although there is no other support

of its authenticity.

2 8 Dalton, . cit., p. 114.
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unworthy women, Sigibert chose for a wife "a girl of graceful

form, fair to look upon, honorable and comely, prudent in judge-

ment, and amiable of address," the Visigothic princess, Brun-

hilda.29 His Austrasian subjects seem to have rejoiced in his

leadership and he was magnanimous in his relations with his

kinsmen.30 The story of Sigibert's death is recounted by

Gregory31 and, since it involves the treacherous machinations

of Fredegunda, it will be discussed below in the section which

treats of this "Frankish Medea."

Galsuinda (d. 566) was the older sister of Brunhilda,

both being daughters of the Visigothic king, Athanagild, who

controlled most of what is now Spain. When Sigibert sought

to dignify his court in 567 by marrying the lovely Brunhilda,

Chilperich immediately began negotiations for the hand of

Galsuinda, an object he achieved within the same year. The

rather pathetic story of her tearful departure from Toledo

in a silver carriage is told by Fortunatus. Despite her

2 9 Gregory, Historia, iv, p. 20. This was, of course,

the Brunhilda later to be celebrated in the Nibelungenlied.

3 0 Gregory, Historia, iv, p. 16, relates how Sigibert,

having taken Chilperich's son prisoner in battle, released

the young man on the promise (subsequently broken) that

the young man would never bear arms against him again.

31 Ibid., iv, p. 36.

3 2 Venantius Fortunatus, Carmina, iv, p. 21. The best

edition of this work is found in Venanti Honori Clementiani
Fortunati presbyteri Italici opera poetica, edited by F. Leo,

Vol. 4, part 1 of Monumenta Germaniae Historica, 1. Auctores

antiquissimi (Berlin, 1881, recent reprint, Berlin, 1961).
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misgivings, she offered herself to Chilperich, swearing her

allegiance and that of her entourage, and turning over to him

her large dowry. The couple apparently lived happily together

for some time, but Fredegunda gradually regained her old power

over the king. Galsuinda, finding herself being left out of

most of the courtly functions, began to make bitter complaints

and offered to leave behind all her treasures if only she were

allowed to return to Spain. Chilperich "cleverly dissembled,

and appeased her with smooth words," but then ordered her

strangled by one of the slaves.33 Although Chilperich claimed

her death to be a natural one, Brunhilda and Sigibert were not

deceived and, turning the Austrasian army against Chilperich,

wrested away the five cities which Chilperich had promised to

Galsuinda.

Basina (dates unknown) was Chilperich's daughter by his

first wife. As might be expected, she found little favor at

court after her mother's removal to the nunnery at Maine.

Little is known of Basina's life beyond the fact that, after

being tricked into entering the nunnery at Poitiers by Frede-

gunda's servants,34 she was one of the principals in a rebellion

33 Gregory, Historia, iv, p. 21.

3 4 Ibid., v, p. 29.
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of some forty nuns against the abbess.35 Although she lived

for a while outside the cloister, she later repented and was

readmitted.36

Herminigild3 7 (d. 585) was the son of Leuvigild, the

Visigothic king who married the mother of Brunhilda and Gal-

suinda after the death of Athanigild. Herminigild later

married the daughter of Sigibert and Brunhilda and the couple

settled in Seville where Herminigild adopted the Catholic

faith of his bride. Leuvigild, being Arian, banished his son

to Toledo.38 He there attempted to raise an army in opposi-

tion to his father but was soundly defeated.39 There is no

evidence that he ever had any relations with the court at

Soissons. He met his death in Tarragona in 585.40

Fredegunda (567-597), who rose from the position of the

queen's serving-girl to usurp her mistress' position, 41is

3 5Ibid., ix, p. 39f.

36 Ibid., x, p. 20.

3 7 Sometimes written as Hermanigild.

38 Ibid., iv, p. 25.

39 Ibid., vi, p. 29.

4 0 See the note in Dalton, op. cit., II, p. 578, concern-
ing Herminigild's death and references to his ficticious
"martyrdom" through Gregory the Great.

41 The story of Fredegunda's early life, not told by
Gregory, is recounted in the Liber historiae Francorum.
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one of the most fascinating and most terrifying women of all

history. Dalton compares her to Medea, to Lady Macbeth, and

to certain oriental queens known for their appalling cruelty,

"but each of these lacks something that she has. . . . No

single parallel unites in her person the qualities which

gave her so notable a place among the wicked women of history."
4 2

Her lust for power is unsurpassed and her ability to entice

men to carry out her evil bidding is almost beyond belief.

While "this remarkable female character still awaits her

Shakespeare,"43 she has incited sporadic literary interest.44

Gregory recounts the life of Fredegunda in scattered

incidents throughout his chronicle, beginning with her part

in the murder of young queen Galsuinda.
4 5  Galsuinda's

brother-in-law, Sigibert, urged on by enraged Brunhilda,

4 2 Dalton, p. cit., I, p. 80.

4 3 "Diese merkwirdige Frauengestalt harrt noch ihres

Shakespeare." Felix Dahn, "Fredigundis," Allgemeine

deutsche Biographie, VII (1878), p. 733.

4 4Probably the best-known instance of her treatment in

literature is in Pierre de Ronsard's La Franciade (modern

edition edited by Paul Laumonier, Vol. 16 of Societe des

textes franyais modernes [Paris, 1950]). Other adaptations

of the Fredegunda epic from various literatures include

Teodor di Zacco, Fredegonda; la morte d'una regina nel 597

(Padova, 1871); Giovanni Servais, La Neustrie sous les

Merovingiens suivie de Fredegonde (Torino, 1889); Johannes

van Rooy, Fredegonde (Antwerp, 1950), Felix Dahn, Frede-

gunde, historischer Roman aus der V6lkerwanderung (Leipzig,

1923); Charles Swinburne, Chronicle of Queen Fredegond

(London, 1909).

4 5Gregory, Historia, iv, p. 21.
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pursued Chilperich and Fredegunda into refuge at Tournai

where the hapless couple, deserted by most of their subjects,

found themselves in dire straits.46 But Fredegunda's dia-

bolic power over men came to their assistance: two of her

retinue, whom she had provided with poison-smeared daggers,

managed to mingle with the crowd at Vitry,where Sigibert's

victory was being celebrated. His barbarous assassination

took place while he was yet being raised on the victory

shields.47 Chilperich, when informed of his brother's death

in the midst of his victory, quickly took advantage of the

confusion; not only did his rapid action gain him his brother's

territory, but also delivered into his hands the queen, Brun-

hilda.48

The lovely Brunhilda was not to stay in bonds for long,

however, for she too had the ability to charm men, and the

man falling under her spell was Chilperich's own son, Merowech.

Although Merowech managed to persuade the bishop Praetextus

4 6 Ibid., iv, p. 35f. Fortunatus, op. cit., ix, p. 1,
relates that Fredegunda bore a son while under siege at Tournai

and was prepared to have the child killed rather than allow
him to fall into the hands of Sigibert. Fortunatus, however,

is not considered a reliable historian.

47 Gregory, Historia, p. 36.

4 8 Ibid., v, p. 1. Her son, Childebert, who would almost

certainly have been killed had he been found, was smuggled
from the city by a faithful Austrasian subject. Although
only five years of age, he became recognized as the Austra-
sian king.
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to perform a marriage ceremony,49 the couple was soon sepa-

rated, for the Austrasians, while they would offer sanctuary

to the bride, refused to accept Merowech. He was forced to

find refuge at St. Martin's.50 Both Merowech and Praetextus

were soon to become victims of Fredegunda's treachery, the

latter being mortally wounded while conducting mass.51

Only one slight spark of remorse ever appears in Frede-

gunda's dark heart, and it, finding no kindling of human

virtue, soon dies. This incident occurs as her two sons are

faced with death from dysentery. Gregory is of the opinion

that she momentarily perceived that God could not be defied

without the visitation of His vengeance, and therefore she

sought to make recompense for her past actions.52 Whatever

the reason, she and her husband called witnesses to watch

their burning of the tax lists with which the kingdom had

been oppressed almost beyond its ability to bear. But the

spark of humaneness died with the children's death and she

soon reverted to her usual mode of conduct. Coming before

49 The marriage of a nephew to an aunt was forbidden
by canon law. Ibid., v, p. 12.

50 Ibid., pp. 8 and 12.

5 1 Ibid., vii, p. 31.

5 2 Ibid. v, p. 26.
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the king, she accused Chlodevech, Chilperich's remaining son

by Audovera, of causing the death of the two children through

the sorcery of his sweetheart and her mother. By the king's

command the two women were tortured and murdered,and Audovera,

who had long been in seclusion at Maine, was killed. Her

daughter, Basina, was tricked into entering a convent, and,

most astonishing of all, the king agreed to deliver his own

son into the hand of Fredegunda, full well knowing that she

would make short work of him, leaving her as yet unborn son

in line for the succession.5 3

The death of Chilperich in 584 has been discussed above.

Fredegunda realized the danger to which his death left her

exposed and turned to the church at Paris for sanctuary even

though the clergy there had been the object of her abuse in

the past.54 Guntram, probably because he saw the possibility

of gaining Chilperich's kingdom as guardian of her infant son,

took pity on his sister-in-law and took her under his protec-

tion.55 He kept his promise even in the face of the wrath of

5 3 Ibid., p. 29.

5 4 Ibid., vii, p. 4. While Gregory makes it appear that
he was always quick to speak out against the sins of the
royal family, the clergy of the time were careful to render
every possible service to the regency. When Fredegunda was
compelled to "prove" the legitimacy of the son born after

the death of Chilperich, over 300 witnesses appeared at her
side, some among them bishops of the church (Ibid., viii,
p. 9).

5 5 Gregory, Historia, vii, p. 5ff.
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his nephew Childebert, now king of Austrasia, who demanded

her life in these words: "Give up to me this murderess who

suffocated my aunt [Galsuinda] and did to death my father

[Sigibert] and my uncle [Chilperich]56 and put my cousins

[Merowech and Clovis] to the sword."57 He soon found her

intrigues too much for him to cope with in his old age,

however, and sent her out of the city of Paris, an act to

which she responded by attempting to have him assassinated

at Mass.58 Brunhilda, having regained much of her former

status in Austrasia, was also the subject of assassination

59
attempts by Fredegunda at this time, and even her own

daughter, Rigunth, was almost murdered by her mother.6 0

One would expect to find that this venomous creature,

who struck out at all around her, would have died a violent

death, but such was not the case, for she died peacefully

in Paris in 597.61 Dahn feels that her immunity from attack

5 6Modern historians tend to agree that Fredegunda was
innocent of Chilperich's death in spite of this claim, for
she had much to lose in the death of her consort. Other
contemporary theories about his death have been mentioned

above.

57 Gregory, Historia, vii, p. 8.

5 8 Ibid., p. 19.

5 9Ibid., p. 20.

6 0 Ibid., ix, p. 34.

6 1 Gregory does not mention her death. It is recorded

by Fredegar, op. cit., iv, p. 17.
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stemmed from the fact that she so terrified and overawed her

contemporaries that they were afraid to act against her,6 2

although other historians are of the opinion that "the achieve-

ment of Fredegunda in keeping alive Neuastrian hopes through

very evil days outweighs much of her wickedness. To them she

is patriot and heroine. . ."63 Nevertheless, it is impor-

tant to recognize an important distinction which sets her

apart from another primary figure in the nationalization of

Gaul, Brunhilda.

It would be an atrocious injustice . . . were one to
place the high-minded, courageous [Brunhilda] on the
same order with her bloodthirsty mortal enemy, Frede-
gunda, as is the usual habit. . . . The all-decisive
contrast lies in the fact that the Austrasian princess
exerted her power for the good of her people, and only
for this purpose did not shrink from equally forceful
means [as those employed by Fredegunda] in rare cases

while Fredegunda, driven only by lust for power,
greed, revenge, and all the worst passions of selfish-
ness, stormed from atrocity to atrocity." 6 4

6 2 Dahn, op. cit., p. 737.

6 3 Dalton, op. cit., p. 78

64 "Aber himmelschreiend Unrecht geschieht der hochge-
sinnten, muthvollen gothischen K6nigstochter, stellt man
sie, wie landlaufige Unsitte thut, mit ihrer bluttriefenden
Todfeindin F[redegunda] in eine Reihe . . . der all-entscheidende
Gegensatz liegt darin, dass die Regentin Austrasiens ihre
Herrschaft zum Wohle des Volkes ausdbte und nur fur diesen Zweck
auch gewaltsame Mittel in seltenen Fallen . . . nicht scheute,
wahrend F[redegunda], nur von Herrschgier, Habgier, Rachgier,
allen schlimmsten Leidenschaften der Selbstsucht getrieben,
von Verbrechen zu Verbrechen stirmte." Dahn, op. cit., p. 734.
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The Hamburg Version of the Fredegunda Epic

Act 1

Scene 1.--Following the overture, the opening scene

finds Chilperich, already disturbed by political events forc-

ing his marriage to one other than his heart's desire, being

shamed by the haughty maid-turned-paramour, Fredegunda.6 5

She calls attention to the disgrace which the impending re-

ception of the Spanish maid, Galsuinda, will bring upon her

and plays for his sympathy in the aria, "Du verlachest die

Thrinen."

You laugh at my tears; you scoff at my sufferings; you
break the bond of two eternally united hearts, thus
quenching completely the sad taper of our love's dying
flames with my faithful blood and your faithless hand.6 6

The king attempts to explain his unfortunate situation

and pledges his love to Fredegunda. She, however, reiterates

the shame which will come to her and, accusing him of perfidy,

proclaims that she will henceforth seek the comfort of the

sword and dagger to replace his affection.

65 Fredegunda, although ostensibly a maid-in-waiting to
the king's intended bride, is revealed to be a sorceress who
attempts to use her magic powers (derived from Hecate, chief
goddess of magic arts and spells) to prevent the royal mar-
riage in order that she herself might become queen.

66 No attempt is made in the prose translations of the
arias to indicate line endings or to retain the original
word order.
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Scene 2.--Galsuinda, accompanied by Sigibert,67 makes a

"magnificent entrance" before the assembled townspeople. She

and her entourage approach the confused Chilperich who all

the while is staring at Fredegunda sulking at one corner of

the stage. Vowing faithfulness and love, Galsuinda offers

herself and her attendants to the king. He, however, merely

says, "Galsuinda, farewell," turns away coldly, and follows

Fredegunda from the stage.

Scene 3.--Sigibert attempts to comfort the heartbroken

Galsuinda who sings the lament, "Lasciami piangere e morir."

Let me weep and then die. Grant me, dear friend, this
bitter comfort in my sorrow.

Sigibert wonders that she should feel sorrow rather

than anger at such an affront and encourages her to enter

into an alliance with him against his brother. Galsuinda

reminds him that she has pledged her faithfulness to the

king and that she will not countenance any plot against

him. Openly affirming his love for her, Sigibert agrees to

forswear revenge against his brother out of respect for her

wishes. He asks her to accept his escort and protection as

they leave for the castle.

671n contrast to the historical Sigibert, who was king
of Metz, he here has no kingdom of his own. Rather, he is
envious of his brother's throne.
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Scene 4.--Herminigild68 and Basina,69 who have evidently

met beforehand, vow their love to one another--a pledge which

is to be fulfilled only after the many complications of the

main plot.7 0

Scene 5.--Landerich and Fredegunda come upon the lovers

and inform them with evident relish of the churlish reception

given to Galsuinda. Herminigild, angered by the insult to his

sister, declares that he can no longer feel affection for the

king's daughter, expanding upon his decision in the aria, "Eine

stolze Hand zu kissen."

To kiss a proud hand is suited only to those of low
character. Love must yield to honor; therefore,
expect me to be able to forget you in the same manner.

Scene 6.--Basina attempts to change his mind, but is

chided by Fredegunda for abasing herself before this one who

shows no respect for her father. Basina, recovering her

composure, assures Fredegunda that, although momentarily

68 Herminigild is, in this version, the blood-brother
of Galsuinda. The historical Herminigild, on the other hand,
was a step-brother, and even this relationship came about
only after the events here concerned.

69 The historical Basina does not figure in contemporary
accounts of events surrounding the reception of Galsuinda.

70 As will be seen, this sub-plot exists for the most
part to allow for changes while they are on the fore-stage.

7 1 The position of Landerich in this version is basically
that presented in the Chronicle of Fredegar as discussed
above.
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weakened by love, she now sees that she must reject this

foreigner, concluding with the aria, "Fahre hin, falscher

Sinn'"

Falsehood, go away. Do you think that I too am deter-
mined to desert you and to hate you? Falsehood, go

away.

Scene 7.--As the lovers go their separate ways, Frede-

gunda remarks to Landerich that fate is indeed being kind to

them, but he begins to wonder if she might be planning to marry

the king herself. This she parries by announcing that, even

if she were to become queen, she would lay her crown at his

feet. Poor Landerich, not quite comprehending the import of

her words, decides to put his trust in them and to seek her

guidance in escaping the obvious realities Fate is dealing

him. To bolster his confidence, he sings the aria, "Eure

Macht, ihr strenge Sterne, ist nicht gross."

Your power, you severe stars, is not great. Yes, I
know that. For your influence can be of little value
with the eyes of my fair one. Your lightning is much
too far from me and her rays are much too close to me.

Act II

Scene l.--As Galsuinda and Sigibert arrive at the palace,

she again reminds him that her virtue will not allow her to

consort with him. He begs her permission to leave the king-

dom, for he cannot bear to see her mistreated. Her conflicting
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emotions are evident as she begs him to stay as support for

Herminigild in the case insult turns to injury, but yet not

to provide the king with any reason for suspicion about her

honor. He replies in the moving aria, "Ich muss schweigend

von dir gehen."

In silence I must leave you, yet you see in my eyes
that my heart is disconsolate. Because my speaking
is a crime, glances and sighs must say that I will
be true from afar.

Scene 2.--Basina approaches as Sigibert leaves, attempt-

ing to reassure the princess that her father is not beyond

being touched by her great beauty, but Galsuinda explains

that it is because she is the child of a royal family that

she must take Chilperich's insult so to heart. Herminigild

argues that it is Fredegunda who is at the heart of the matter,

and that she might be done away with, but Galsuinda feels she

can sway the king by the eloquence of her innocence, reiterat-

ing her resolution in the aria, "Ich riste mich aus Liebe."

Because of love, I arm myself for a hard struggle with
force full of innocence. Only tears are the weapons
which will provide my victory in spite of all his
cruelties.

Scene 3.--As Galsuinda leaves, Herminigild and Basina are

left together. In asides, each remarks that the flames of

love have not been quenched, but each is unsure of the feel-

ings of the other. Basina fears that perhaps Herminigild is
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waiting to murder her. To draw him out, she pretends to have

lost something, but he replies that there is nothing there

which belongs to her. The dialogue reveals to the audience

that they may yet see a reconciliation of the pair. Hermini-

gild nevertheless sings, "Di ghiaccio io son per te."

I am cold toward you. There is no more flame in me.
I am wholly at peace. My heart loved you and you are
proud of it. But know this: What once has pleased
does not please for all time.

Basina answers in a similar aria, "Tutto di ghiaccio, ho il cor."

I have a heart of ice. Further, I do not feel love's
warmth. I do not deny that I once loved you. You are
proud of it, but your pride is unfounded.

Following this the two arias are repeated simultaneously--the

intertwining of words and themes leaving no doubt that the

pair is destined to come together again.

Scene 4.--The scene changes to the Royal Pleasure Gardens

with its statues of knights on horseback, lovely arcades and

arbors, and a rippling fountain. Fredegunda, who is alone,

declares her love for Landerich but admits that above all she

aspires to the throne and will use all her powers to attain

that goal. She will use the power of "forgetfulness"7 2 to

cause the king to think of Galsuinda only in terms of anger

and hate. To the agents of evil she addresses the aria, "Ihr

reitzende Blicke,verdoppelt die Strahlen."

72 Perhaps one would say "hypnosis" today.
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You charming glances: double the rays, caress-with smiles,

and coax with desire. With enchanted flashes, attempt
to dazzle an eye, to inflame a heart. Indeed, storm so

long on this [i.e., Chilperich's] breast that he will
know no other object than me.

Scene 5.--Chilperich enters with compliments and flattery,

but Fredegunda caustically reminds him that such terms belong

only to his intended bride whom she is to serve. Chilperich

hastens to remind her that, even though the royal bed may be

Galsuinda's, his heart will always be hers. Fredegunda cleverly

agrees to this, retaining only one right: that the king always

grant her preference. The royal band appears with a serenade

accompanying a group of dancers who then sing the chorus,

"Festeggi ogn' alma, brilli ogn' core."

Let every soul exult and every heart rejoice. Here only

Love has its abode. Since now hill and vale stand assured,

everybody will rejoice over this beloved peace.

Fredegunda gives a signal and the Pleasure Gardens are instantly

transformed into the Place of Forgetfulness. The chorus is

joined in a minuet by nymphs who come from the bushes. The king

becomes drowsy. Fredegunda invites him to place his head in

her lap and, accompanying herself with the lute, sings to him

the lullaby, "Schliesset euch," which is interrupted by her

invocation of the powers of Evil.

Go to sleep, you brave lover. Sleep well, oh, my desire.
(Three-headed goddesses from Phlegeton's waves: fulfill
now that which can make me content.) Lie down on my

breast, rest gently on my heart which knows no other
treasure than you. (I feel already how his calm is being
drawn away in dreams by suspicion and suffering.)
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Chilperich awakes from his dream with a start crying,

"Traitor, unfaithful . . ." and explains to Fredegunda that

he has dreamed of finding Galsuinda in the arms of his brother.

Fredegunda assures the king that his dream is true; that she

has not told him before because he would not have believed

it. Giving a sign which changes the Place of Forgetfulness

back into the Royal Pleasure Gardens, she leaves Chilperich,

who arises in a rage and sings, "Zur Rache: Zur Rachel"

Revenge. Revenge: Offensive state of mind. Despise,

deride-a heart full of perfidious passion. Wrath,

fervor, and rage, up: Hasten to avenge this despicable

crime. With what? With blood:

Scene 6.--The king confronts Galsuinda with the charge

of unfaithfulness. She asks if her deep sorrow over his in-

sult might be termed unfaithfulness, to which he replies that

it is a mock sorrow to cover a heart of disgust and fear.

Galsuinda attempts to win over the king with the aria, "Ricor-

dati ben mio che sol tu vivi in me."

Bear in mind, my love, that only you live in me. Remember

that I love you, that I want to live with you and to die

with you.

She asks the king only to imagine that she were his bride, for

then her happiness would move him to love, but he responds

that he knows of her vile love for Sigibert. Herminigild,

just entering, hastens to her defense, threatening to use

his sword to defend her honor. As Chilperich summons the

guards to disarm him, Herminigild casts his sword at the
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the king's feet, proclaiming that this sword will not forget

the tyrant's blood. He shows his contempt in the aria, "Ich

spiele mit Ketten."

I play with fetters, I deride the bonds. You can force
my hands but not my heart. I carry the fetters to your
own disgrace. My high spirit laughs even in imprisonment
and suffering and meets your threats with jests.

Scene 7.--Chilperich, delighted with the turn of events,

now declares that Fredegunda will become queen and that Gal-

suinda must serve as her maid. The young princess gives vent

to her sorrow in the aria, "Vieni, o morte."

Come, o death, to comfort me. You are sweet and pleasant
to my heart. Only through you can I be happy and thrust
aside all sorrow.

Act III

Scene l.--Fredegunda, with Basina and a retinue of attend-

ants, is preparing herself for the royal banquet. Basina,

declaring that she no longer loves Herminigild, asks of Frede-

gunda that he be released from prison. Fredegunda, however,

takes pleasure in announcing that, since it is evident that

she still loves him, this will only serve to double his sen-

tence. Basina, now completely alienated from her, responds

with the aria, "Du drohest and rasest."

You threaten and rage, but I have to laugh. You cause
the thunder of passion to crack. I am silent before
your blind rage. Therefore, bluster and rage as you
please, but I will not trouble myself about it. Yet
learn this from your arrogance: too much severity
does no good.
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Scene 2.--Chilperich, Sigibert, and Landerich enter just

as Fredegunda starts to upbraid Galsuinda for her insolence.

Basina reminds her that she is the king's daughter and Chil-

perich cuts short the altercation by turning thoughts to the

coming wedding celebration. Sigibert takes advantage of the

king's good humor to apply for leave to go afar to seek fame

and honor (for he feels he will not be able to restrain his

anger much longer). Fredegunda bids the king not grant the

request (for she wishes everyone to see her in her exalted

state) and the king accedes to her wishes. A group of

maskers enters as the group is seated at the banquet table

and, as they serve the meal, they dance and sing the chorus,

"Liebe, dich rufen wir alle'"

Love' We call on you with a happy sound. Do you dis-
appear? Stay' Comfort our hearts, Mother of Joy,
Source of Delight. You give us only the sweetest
desires. Love. Love:

Sigibert and Basina remark in the midst of the celebrat-

ing that heaven should send lightning to avenge the unjust

seating of Fredegunda in Galsuinda's place. The chorus con-

tinues:

Let your souls rejoice. Throw out all worry. Let your
souls be aroused. Here hearts play in love and joy.

Chilperich calls for the best wine to be served in the

golden vessels. As a servant holds forth a beaker for the

king, Galsuinda takes it to hand to the king personally,

stating that this is her duty by virtue of her love for him.
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Fredegunda calls the king's attention to the fact that she is

being neglected, and Chilperich commands Galsuinda to serve

the wine to his intended bride. As she turns to obey the

king's command, she remarks to Fredegunda that what seems to

be unalterable course of Fate is subject to change, for it

was once Fredegunda who was seemingly destined to be serving

the Spanish princess. Fredegunda starts to take the beaker,

but Sigibert seizes the vessel and dashes it to the ground,

stating that he cannot allow one so base to be served so

highly.

Scene 3.--Chilperich starts up angrily, exclaiming that

he regards this as a personal insult and that such boldness

will be regretted. Sigibert answers him in the aria, "Mich

schrecket kein Eifer."

No passion frightens me; I heed no threats. When I am

able to defend innocence I heed nothing. Barbarian,

Tyrant' Observe her cheeks on which only good breeding

and virtue are displayed. [He takes Galsuinda's hand

and leads her to Chilperich.] Speak' Doesn't your

heart tell you that you have come too close to her?

He then charges that the king's unseemly affair with

Fredegunda has been the cause of all the difficulties. Frede-

gunda makes the counter-charge that the king's brother is

desirous of the king's former intended bride, and, despite

Galsuinda's denials, the king vows to teach him respect for

his royal station. Sigibert then repeats the aria, "Mich

schrecket kein Eifer."
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The king orders Sigibert enchained, declaring that even

Herminigild will have the lighter punishment than he. As

Sigibert is overpowered by the guards, the king turns angrily

to leave the hall but pauses before Fredegunda to sing "Mich

stirmen des Eifers aufsteigende Wellen."

The rising waves of passion assail me. Anger, impatience,
and vengefulness are astir in me, yet the magnet found in
your eyes knows how to restore my peace.

Sigibert, though in chains, shouts after him that his sword

will convince him of Galsuinda's faithfulness and his inno-

cence. Turning to Galsuinda he sings, "Parto, ti rasserena."

I leave you. Be cheerful, o lovely face. Be confident

and hopeful. [To Fredegunda:] However, you fear the
righteous punishment of the enraged heavens, o proud

soul'

He is taken away by the guards.

Scene 4.--Fredegunda seeks to taunt Galsuinda, gloating

that her tears arise from the fact that she will never attain

to the queenly station. The princess replies that as yet

there is no queen, and that the tears of a noble person arise

more often from anger than from pain. Fredegunda continues

to chide her, saying that she must not let her tears disfigure

her lovely face, for a bride must apply herself to being joyful.

Sarcastically she sings, "Quando baci il tuo diletto."

When you kiss your beloved, kiss him for me as well.
Kiss, hug, and caress him. Look for every satisfaction,

because he is not so terrible.
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Scene 5 .-- Landerich, now alone with Fredegunda, tells

her that, as a faithful lover, he will rejoice in her high

station as queen. She quickly advises him that he should

have referred to himself as "a faithful subject." Not

realizing how her new-found position had gone to her head,

he remarks that such words show how well suited she is to

be a royal person. He is soon to realize her true feelings,

for, as he asks her to reiterate her vow to remain true to

him, she replies that when she becomes queen she will be

released from her pledge. Landerich refuses to believe her

words, and, thinking she is jesting, attempts to embrace her.

She roughly orders him away, bidding him respect her high

office. He replies in the aria, "Da du mir schon dein Hertz

gegeben."

Since you have already given your heart to me, why do
you deny me your hand? After such a pledge can you

still struggle against my kisses? No, no. You are

joking, my love.

Fredegunda again orders him away, informing him that he no

longer fits into her plans. She despises him for his weak-

ness, she continues, and, though she will tolerate him as a

subject, he may no longer claim to be her lover. In the

aria, "Ach, ich will lieber sterben," Landerich declares

that he will die before he will accede to this.

Oh, I had rather die than be cast off by you. While
I yet live, I will not give back to you your heart
which is dearer than life.
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Fredegunda begins to be touched by his love. Landerich

calls upon death to take him, stating in an arioso that "I

have lost the most faithful heart that ever lived." Fredegunda,

now fully won over, renews her pledge of love and they open

their arms to embrace. At that moment, however, Chilperich

enters directly behind Landerich and Fredegunda, arms out-

stretched, moves past the bewildered Landerich to embrace

the king. Together they sing "Vieni, o cara."

(Chilperich:) Come, my dear, my treasure.
(Fredegunda:) I am coming to you, my love.

(Chilperich:) You alone are my comfort.
(Fredegunda:) You alone are the joy of my heart.

Scene 6.--They leave as Landerich attempts to compose

himself, asking if this is the sweetness of love, that his

joy should so abruptly be turned to depression. Nevertheless,

he decides that Fate has done this to him, not Love, and

sings "SUsse Quelle meiner Schmertzen."

Love, sweet source of my sorrow, torture me no more.

Yet I love your tortures, for they emanate from those
two lovely eyes. Therefore, o source of my sorrow,
just keep on torturing me.

Act IV

Scene l.--The scene is a rocky mountain with an under-

ground vault in which Herminigild and Sigibert are seen working

on opposite sides. Basina and Galsuinda are approaching, each

by a different path. Although apparently unaware of
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other, they sing a duet, "Sanfte Luffte, kuhle DUffte, dunkle

Gruffte."

Gentle breezes, cool vapors, dark vaults, is my satis-

faction near? Have you seen him here--him who makes

my heart sigh? Oh, make him understand that I come

here to comfort him.

Scene 2.--The men come up from the vault to meet the

maidens. Galsuinda and Sigibert stand at the rear of the

stage while, nearer the front, Herminigild accuses Basina of

coming to taunt him. She acknowledges that he has just grounds

for anger, but asks him to accept her love, even though she

be Chilperich's daughter. He reminds her that she turned

from him at a crucial moment and that, even though he might

confess affection for her as a person, he is committed to be

her enemy, for he is a prince and she is the king's daughter.7 3

As he turns to re-enter the vault, he asks her to regard it

as an act of veneration that he must bear such torment in

doing what he has resolved to do. Basina expresses her anguish

in the aria, "Ein Sklav ist mehr beglUckt zu schtzen."

A slave is to be considered more fortunate than she who

is encircled by Cupid's bonds. The slave can at least

hate the fetters in which freedom must languish. This,

however, my heart cannot do.

7 3 1n regard to the strict and inviolable code which
bound Herminigild to swear hatred and vengeance in these

circumstances, see Wallace-Hadrill, op. cit., pp. 121-147

(and particularly pp. 133-136).
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Scene 3.--As Basina and Herminigild part, Galsuinda and

Sigibert move up to a better position. Sigibert declares that

he is not worthy of her noble tears and implores heaven that

Chilperich's heart might be softened that Galsuinda might

achieve the fame and honor which she deserves. Galsuinda,

fearing that her sympathy might become something more, turns to

go but pauses to hear Sigibert sing "Wo du gehest, wo du stehest."

Wherever you go, wherever you are, my lovely, think of

my faithfulness. Remember that I am steadfast, that I

am not alienated, but also that I am unfortunate.

Galsuinda unintentionally reveals her true feelings in

her reaction to his concern that she might one day lie in the

arms of another. Interrupting him, she heatedly declares

that, once Chilperich and Fredegunda are united, only love

for Sigibert will remain in her heart. Realizing that what

she has said would be the final satisfaction for Chilperich

were he to hear of it, she implores her companion to consider

her "a liar, not a lover" so as not to tinge her innocence.

Together they sing the duet, "Mit Seufzen und mit Klagen."

With signs and with moans Cupid only plays his game. Such

tremendous sorrows in an anxious hear--it is too much.

Scene 4.--Fredegunda sits in an arbor apart from the palace.

Chilperich approaches unseen through the bushes and, in an

aside, explains that Fredegunda often comes here when she finds

him busy with affairs of state. She sings "Vieni a me."

Come to me, sweet object of my thoughts, beautiful re-

minder of my constancy. My fate is much too hard when

you, my idol, are not with me.
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Even as she is singing Chilperich confidently remarks to

himself that her thoughts are with him even in his absence.

He touches her on the shoulder with a twig and she, thinking

it is her secret lover, says, "Only closer, beloved Landerich."

The king, in a rage, will not allow her to speak and upbraids

her in the aria, "0 du ungetreue Seele."

O you unfaithful soul, have I deserved this affront from
you? Can you forget duty and pledge and so presumptuously
misuse my goodness and patience?

He enumerates all the things he has done for her sake--he has

raised her from the dust, he has insulted a royal maid for

her sake, he has broken holy law, he has sent two noblemen to

prison. Each time she starts to speak he begins again his

aria, and, at the conclusion of the third repetition, he pro-

mises a terrible vengeance upon her and Landerich. As he

stalks out, he makes the blood-curdling vow, "Con le stragi,

con le morti."

With choking and with murder I will avenge my love. And
before the eyes of those ungrateful to me I will slay
the worthless rival.

Scene 5.--Landerich arrives to find his lover extremely

distressed. Explaining their perilous situation, she warns

him that the king must be killed before he can carry out his

threats. She promises that she will provide him with military

forces through her evil art, and he displays his eagerness for

the battle in the aria, "De voi fieri guerrieri begli occhi."
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Your lovely eyes, your bold champions: I demand from you
the fatal arrows of love so that my anger in battle can
discharge them in bold and fierce manner with a crashing

effect.

As he rushes off, Fredegunda removes a mound which has hidden

the entrance to her enchanted cave. Within may be seen the

altar dedicated to Hecate, surrounded by hoary monsters and

located in the midst of decaying graves. Putting on a horned

head-band and taking up her magic wand, Fredegunda throws some

herbs into the fire.

Scene 6.--Fredegunda begins a magic ritual, calling upon

the spirits of the underworld to heed her voice. Her request

is embodied in the aria, "Offne die dunkle Kluft."

Open the dark chasm of your mysterious breast, Hecate.
Listen to me: Send up in rapid course such a people

that can defend me.

Finding no immediate answer to her demand, she questions aloud

whether "audacious Hell" will sleep "despite Cerberus' awful

howling." As she repeats the aria the moon, shining through

an opening above the altar, suddenly grows dark, the air fills

with thick dust, and Fredegunda suddenly sees, "amid the black

vapors of Hades' sulphurous waves . . . a writing painted with

blood." To the accompaniment of thunder and lightning and a

great earthquake she reads: "Fate has bound Hell's might and

crushed Fredegunda." Though shaken by the proscription, the

near-mad Fredegunda vows to laugh in spite of everything and,
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with renewed courage, pledges to "make altar, table, temple,

throne, and bed all to naught." Her madness explodes in the

aria, "Lass sich die Wolcken mit Donnern erheben'"

Let the clouds rise with thunder' Let the globe quiver
with a crash: Let the hellish gates burst asunder: I
will laugh at that. I fear no sound; no explosion
frightens me. No clashes, no rattles, no howling, no
tumult, no crying of murder:

At this she rides up through the air in a carriage drawn by

serpents. The hill closes up leaving no trace of the cave.

Scene 7.--Galsuinda and Basina are standing outside the

prison where the two noblemen are confined. Even as Basina

is explaining that Landerich has organized a force to over-

throw the king and place Sigibert on the throne, a mob of

armed men, among them Sigibert and Herminigild, appear from

the prison mine led by Landerich who is urging them to storm

the palace. Sigibert shouts to Galsuinda that the moment

has come for him to avenge her shameful treatment, and Her-

minigild promises Basina that he will offer his heart to her

anew after he has avenged his own disgrace. The maidens,

however, suddenly stop the mob's advance toward Chilperich's

palace--Galsuinda refusing acknowledgment to anyone who draws

his sword on her bridegroom and Basina disdaining to accept

the heart of one who would spill her father's blood. Hermini-

gild wishes to urge the men forward again, saying, "If the

daughter herself can break the oath, that is all the more
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reason I should break the father." Basina, in desperation,

pledges to give herself to Herminigild if only he will spare

Chilperich's life. She further entices him in the aria, "Sei

troppo caro, sei troppo bello."

You are much too desirable; you are much too handsome.
You alone are who pleases my heart. For you I have
nothing but love.

Stunned by the maidens' actions, the princes cannot

decide what to do as Basina and Galsuinda plead for them to

lay down their weapons. Herminigild sings "Ach, nein' Ich

kan mich nicht entschliessen'"

Oh, no: I cannot make up my mind. 0 most beautiful,
leave me in peace. I must yet avenge myself, though
love insists that I must not.

Landerich, realizing that the tears and pleadings of the

princesses are having their effect, reminds the princes that

to accede to their wishes would be to place their heads on the

king's chopping block and would bring even further disgrace to

the two noble ladies. Sigibert agrees and again takes up his

weapons, asking Galsuinda to release him from her harsh prohi-

bitions. He sings "Su'l mio crine amore."

Through love and revenge I shall be crowned. To the
embraces of my love and over the spilled blood of the
unworthy tyrant I shall joyfully prevail.

Galsuinda and Basina can no longer hold back the mob,which

breaks into a frenzied dance. Hoping to do something at the

palace to protect Chilperich's life, they retreat over one of

the mountain paths.
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Act V

A hall, decorated to resemble a lagoon with cascade, swans,

reeds, and mussel shells, is the scene as Chilperich descends

the stone staircase at the rear of the stage. He is singing

"Weich immerhin zurUcke, o wankelbahres GlUcke."

Give way in spite of everything, o fickle Fate, and do
what you please. Reject me from tie throne. I can do
without the crown if only I die as a hero.

Basina rushes in, pleading with him to flee the palace.

He replies that he cannot give his enemies the pleasure of

sneering at a cowardly escape. He then intimates that she

wishes his disgrace for she is in love with the agent of his

humiliation, to which she responds that she considers herself

first a princess and daughter, and only secondly a lover.

She pleads with him to breathe into her heart the spirit of

his fervent love that she might be "as horrible and tyrannical."

Even as she finishes speaking, the sound of the mob reaches

their ears: "The tyrant dies'" Chilperich exclaims that he

will die a king, fighting. The mob, led by Sigibert and Her-

minigild, bursts through the palace door. Galsuinda steps in

front of them.

Scene 3.--Herminigild shouts to the king that he shall

now die by their hand. Galsuinda demands Herminigild's sword.

The king, misunderstanding her intentions, hands her his own

sword, saying that it is indeed her prerogative, as the one
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who has been disgraced, to strike the first blow, and he bids

her "strike off an offering for your Sigibert." She, however,

turns the sword to her own breast, threatening to plunge the

instrument through her heart if one dares to draw his sword

on the king. Turning to the king she sings "Felice moriro, se

per te moriro."

I will die happily if I die for you and if I can only
say to you by dying: I adore you.

The princes are at a loss to know what to do. Despite

their protests that Chilperich is a tyrant who must be de-

stroyed, the two maidens place themselves before him, vowing

to die before they will allow him to be harmed. Suddenly

struck by the significance of Galsuinda's bravery, King Chil-

perich declares, "Chilperich dies: The others I absolve

since Galsuinda is innocent and faithful. I go forth to kill

myself, and with my blood they shall write to your father

that your humiliation is cancelled by your revenge and my

remorse." Galsuinda, however, asks her brother to allow her

the greater honor by not requiring the king's life, for he

has demonstrated his remorse by vindicating her even though

he had pledged to hate her. This would also serve, she

continued, as a sign of Sigibert's love for her if he would

accede to her desire. Herminigild states his willingness to

accept this solution in the aria, "Ich fluche meinem Zorn,

ich hasse meine Waffen."
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I curse my anger; I despise my weapons and lay them at
your feet. I hurry to punish myself by a noble conclu-
sion which, in order to assure you peace, must enshackle
my heart eternally.

Sigibert too then lays his sword at his brother's feet

and agrees to remain subject to him. Chilperich chooses not

to impose any punishment on the men and proposes that "pain

and trouble shall become joy and happiness" for all. After

the men have embraced, Chilperich further declares that he

will love Galsuinda from this time forth and sings to her

"Cara, cara mi vince cara."

Beloved, your great faithfulness has conquered me.
Dearest, your noble loyalty has enflamed me. Yes, it
binds me still more since it gave me back my life and
my freedom.

Scene 4.--As the royal pair turns to leave, Fredegunda

appears in the doorway. She bewails the fact that destiny has

torn the queenly name from her grasp and, despite Galsuinda's

attempt to stay her hand, she stabs herself with a dagger.

While inflicting only a small wound, the dagger, she explains,

is poisoned with Cerberus' poison, and, even as she begins to

feel its effects, she makes her last request, "Ach, nenne mich

doch nur einmahl K6nigin."

Only once call me queen; then shall I die satisfied. I
plunge myself joyfully into my ruin if I may only gain
this: so only once call me Queen.

In the face of the king's silence, she holds the weapon

out for the king to take, prophesying that one day it shall be
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found in Galsuinda's back by the king's hand. She repeats

her pleading aria and, again receiving no answer, swears to

return from the underground with a hundred furies at her side

to torment the sleep of the royal couple. As she falls dying,

she shouts, "Despair, mistrust, jealousy, anger, madness,

horror, and fear shall be the fruit of your love." Galsuinda,

who should be shaken by all this, only remarks that she is

sorry she was denied the satisfaction of forgiving the wicked

sorceress. Sigibert, anxious to turn thoughts to more joyful

objects, offers the aria, "Facele chiare e splendido."

With my own hand I will ignite the gleaming flare of love
at your altar and strew with roses your sweet wedding bed.

Scene 5.--Landerich attempts to ingratiate himself with

the princes by calling attention to the victory won at his

instigation, but Sigibert informs him that the king is in com-

mand and that he must report to him. Chilperich declares that

he is to receive the punishment of an insurrectionist. Gal-

suinda, ever the conciliator, asks that mercy be shown, for

Landerich has already been forced to watch his sweetheart die.

The king agrees that perhaps a life of regret over his lost

love might be just recompense for his crime. He then proclaims

that, from this time forth, love shall inseparably unite him

to Galsuinda and Herminigild to his daughter. Galsuinda, with

the support of the chorus of townspeople, delivers the Schluss-

Aria, "Tutta giubilo festeggi."



(Galsuinda:)

(Chorus:)
(Galsuinda:)

(Chorus:)

Let the echo which has become pure rejoic-
ing exult and jest everywhere, and let

jesting take place everywhere.
Viva' Viva'

And, in the heavens, let all stars shine
forth with joyful beams.
Viva' Viva'
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CHAPTER V

THE CHARACTERISTICS AND STRUCTURE OF THE SCORE OF FREDEGUNDA

The score of Fredegunda may be conveniently studied in three

parts. Chapter V is concerned with the physical score and

the structural aspects of the work. The characteristics of

Keiser's instrumental writing as revealed in this work will

be discussed in Chapter VI, while his vocal writing will form

the subject of Chapter VII. The score of Fredegunda is given

in the appendix as a transcription from a microfilm copy fur-

nished to the writer by the Musikabteilung of the Deutsche

Staatsbibliothek in East Berlin. All musical references are

to this transcription.1

Physical and Notational Aspects of the Score

The only known extant score of Fredegunda, bound in one

volume, is housed in the Musikabteilung of the Deutsche

Staatsbibliothek in East Berlin.2 It is apparently a copy of

the original score, for it bears none of the corrections,

'The numbering of the transcription agrees with that of

the Berlin copy as to acts and scenes; the designation of the

individual pieces within the scenes (recitatives, arias, etc.)

is supplied by the writer. References will be made in the

following manner: acts (in capital roman numerals), scenes

(in lower-case roman numerals), and pieces (in arabic numerals

occasionally followed by lower-case letters where several

pieces in the score are analyzed as subdivions of a larger form.

2 It bears no location symbol at the present time.

136
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additions, or deletions usually found in performance scores.3

In addition, the microfilm examined shows no evidence of signs

of use on the score. The handwriting and musical notation is

consistent throughout, suggesting that the same copyist pro-

duced the entire work. Lacking, however, is a copyist's sig-

nature or date. The cover sheet, which appears to be pasted

to the verso of the front cover, is lettered in a florid script

as follows: "Reinh. Keiser/ Fredegunda/ 5 Atti/1715/ Autographa."

At the lower quarter of the page is a stamp-mark reading: "Ex

Bibl. Regia Berolin."

The title page has a two line superscription in cursive

writing which, unfortunately, has faded to such an extent that

it is illegible; the first two words appear to be "Reinhard

Keiser. . . ." This is followed on a third line by what might

be a date, of which only the initial portion, "IV . . . ," is

still legible. Following, in large block capitals, are the

words: "Opera/ Fredegunda/ dell Sigr./ Keiser/ 1715." The

lower quarter of the page carries, above the same stamp-mark

found on the cover sheet, two cursive lines reading: "Enthlt

ausser die Sonata statt der Ouvertdr, 49 Arien, darunter sich

mehrere Duette, Terzette und Chore befinden."

3 Karl-Heinz Kohler, Director of the Musikabteilung, re-
ports that the manuscript was purchased from the Wagener
Collection in 1887 as a purported autograph; later, it was

determined to be a copy.
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The score proper consists of 148 numbered pages, each bearing

15 ruled staves. The final page carries no musical notation.

All stage directions appearing in the printed libretto are

also found in the score. The underlaid text in the score

follows that of the printed libretto exactly with the excep-

tion of a few minor slips of the pen.

The notational characteristics of the score are typical

of contemporary scores. Meters are indicated by the symbols,

C, 3/4, 2/4, 6/4, 3/8, 6/8, and 12/8; there is no use of pro-

portional signatures. Clef signs are employed in conventional

fashion, that is, violin, oboe, and flute parts are written in

the G (treble) clef, the viola in the alto clef, and bassoon

and continuo parts in the F (bass) clef,4 and the vocal parts

employ the clefs peculiar to the particular voice: sopranos

use the soprano or descant clef (middle C on the first line);

tenors, the tenor clef (middle C on the fourth line); and

basses, the F clef as used by the continuo.

There are seven instances of the use of incomplete key

signatures, reflecting the eighteenth-century reticence to

abandon the modal practices of the previous era. In such in-

stances the third and fourth accidentals are written in as

required.5 However, keys notated in some arias with incomplete

4 The symbol, however, is the reverse of the modern clef
sign, viz., 6:.

occasionally the required accidentals are omitted by

either Keiser or the copyist, as in II,vii,2, measures 3 and 4

of the continuo.
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signatures may be found in other places with all accidentals

notated in the signature.6

Recitatives are presented without key signatures and the

necessary accidentals are written in as required. There is no

use of the natural sign; a flat cancels a previous sharp and

vice versa. An accidental affects only the note it precedes

and subsequent notes of the same pitch directly adjacent to

the affected note, even though these notes may be separated

from the first by a bar line.

Figures are used sparingly in the continuo part. Ordinarily,

figures will be given where unusual or unexpected harmonic changes

occur, but instances may be found where the needed figures are

not supplied. In most instances a first inversion will not be

figured if the root of the chord is present in the voice part, or

if there is an accidental before the bass note. Where figures

are found, they occur above the bass line and conform to con-

temporary practice.8

6 For example, "Quando baci il tuo diletto" (III,iv,2), is in
A major but notated with only two sharps in the signature, while
"Wo du gehest" (IV,iii,2), also in A Major, has the usual three
sharps.

7 The middle section of "Zur Rache" (II,v,6) is one such
place. Measure four begins a progression which moves far from
the original key, yet only one chord, the A major chord on the
final beat of the measure, is figured.

8 The figure "r " is written "6'", " " is written "6 " , and
"66" is written "o ". This was a practice of convenience for the

copyist.
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Trills, both instrumental and vocal, are indicated by

"t" in the score. The only other ornaments found are appog-

giaturas which are formed in conventional fashion: an in-

verted eighth-note slightly smaller and lighter than the

principal note which follows it. There is no slur to connect

the two notes. Also lacking are phrase markings, and articu-

lations are but haphazardly given, usually in only the first

violin part. Dynamic markings are limited to an occasional

"piano" or "forte" in an aria which, as will later be shown,

functions as an indicator of instrumentation.

The sections of the arias are generally set off one from

the other by double bars, especially where the aria is not in

strict da capo form. Within many da capo arias, however, a

fermata will indicate the end of the initial section (and, of

course, the reprise) and there will be no double bar. The

final written measure (that is, the end of the middle section

in the case of the da capo aria) is always followed by a double

bar whether the piece be an aria, a recitative, or an instru-

mental number. The identification for repeating the initial

section of an aria is always the words, "Da Capo," following

the final written measure and, as noted above, the end of the

reprise usually carries a fermata. Where there is no fermata,

the double bar may be used to indicate the fine, but, as in

"Parto, ti rasserena" (III,iii,6), some arias have no indication
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at all of the end of the reprise, in which case the performers

will naturally cease before the key change at the middle section.

The Structure of the Large Divisions

The basic form of Fredegunda is determined by the struc-

ture of the libretto: there are five acts of which the first,

second, and fourth are composed of seven scenes each. Act III

has six scenes and Act V has five. Each scene is subdivided

into a varying number of movements (recitatives, arias, choruses,

etc.). The basic plan of the scenes is the presentation of the

dramatic situation in a recitative with subsequent exposition

in an aria of a character's sentiments concerning the situa-

tion. Ten of the 32 scenes fit this pattern. Two other scenes

contain only a single recitative and another consists of a

single aria. The remainder of the scenes continue beyond this

simple division either adding an additional recitative as a

means of resolving the situation, or by further expanding the

situation in a series of recitatives and arias. Somewhat

surprisingly, however, most of the scenes are open-ended,

that is, they are concluded with an aria without subsequent

resolution by a recitative. The extreme limit of this addi-

tive process is reached in Act IV, scene iv, which may be

represented schematically as R A r a r A R A r A R A R A

(where "R" indicates a recitative; "r", a very brief reci-

tative of only one or two measures in length; "A", an aria

or duet; and "a", an arioso).
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Occasionally an aria is replaced in the overall structure

by a chorus expressing the feelings of the people. There is

also an instance in which a recitative is interrupted by the

chorus in a brief interjection,9 while, at other points, in-

strumental dances are inserted or appended to the structure.

Several of the larger scenes (Act II, scene iii; Act IV,

scene iv; and Act V, scene iv) are unified by recurrence of

material in what appears to be a rondo-like structure. An

alternative analysis, however, finds in these scenes a devise

which can more appropriately be viewed as an expanded aria

form; discussion of this type of structure will be reserved

for the section on aria forms.

The Thematic Structure of Fredegunda

The libretto provides a formal basis for not only the

larger musical structure, but for the internal structure of

the recitatives and arias as well. In the recitatives the

structures coincide exactly: the rhythm of the poetry dic-

tates the rhythm of the musical setting,10 the cadence of

the poetic lines dictates the points at which musical

9Act V, scene ii.

1 0 Keiser does not repeat phrases in his recitatives,

nor does he insert melismatic passages. The rhythm of both

text and music is thus identical.
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cadences occur, and even the melodic line is influenced to a

large extent by the natural rise and fall of certain sorts of

11
expressions.

The arias of Fredegunda, however, show a greater degree

of independence from the poetic structure. The cadences of

the text may yet determine the ends of the musical phrases,

and the usual natural division of the verse into two sections

by a period or semi-colon may determine the division of the

aria into its first and middle sections. There are, neverthe-

less, certain points at which the composer was allowed some

degree of freedom. He could repeat portions of the text sev-

eral times before approaching the cadence of the musical phrase,

or he was free to repeat entire phrases several times before

proceeding to new textual material. In other places, he might

dwell on certain affective words in long, melismatic passages

while the less important words were compressed into a rapidly

moving, syllabic setting somewhat like that of the recitative.

The arias may be grouped on the basis of the number of

lines of text within the verses and the point of division

between the A and B sections of the arias, as in Table I.

11A question, for instance, is often spoken in a rising

inflection with the final syllables on the same pitch. This

is an apt description of the melodic patterns occurring with

the questions in II,v,5.
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TABLE I

DISTRIBUTION OF TEXT LINES IN DA CAPO ARIAS

Number of Textual Lines Number of Arias

in Category

In Aria In A Section In B Section

4 2 2 7
4 1 3 1

5 2 3 12

5 3 2 1

6 3 3 8
6 2 4 3
7 3 4 3
4 4 3 1

8 2 6 1

8 4 4 1

The information given in Table I is quite similar to analyses

of da capo arias of other German composers such as those given

by Schmidt.12

The influence of the text upon the musical structure goes

beyond this simple relationship, however, as is illustrated

in the first aria, "Du verlachest die Thranen" (I,i,2). Anal-

ysis reveals that the rhyme scheme of the text determines the

order of the appearance of the musical themes as may be seen

in Table II.

1 2Gustav Friedrich Schmidt, Die frUhdeutsche Oper und die

musikdramatische Kunst Georg Caspar Schirmanns (Regensburg,

1954), II, p. 335f.
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While there is no exact repetition of musical material, it is

significant that themes strongly related in their opening

phrases should be chosen to correspond to recurrence of the

same end-rhyme. Only theme C in the first section and

theme F in the second section fall outside this scheme, and

it might be noted that theme C is rhythmically closely related

to theme A and therefore might be considered a variant of

theme A. The majority of the arias of Fredegunda exhibit simi-

lar correspondences.

There are, of course, other factors affecting the struc-

ture of the vocal numbers. Numerous arias are constructed

over quasi-ostinato basses,13 while others are verses of a

strophic variation.14 A third group of vocal numbers assumes

the structure of dance forms,1 5 but in all cases, the thematic

construction of the three types exhibits a close agreement

with the rhyme scheme of the text. Only the aria, "Mich be-

stUrmen des Eifers aufsteigenden Wellen" (III,iii,4) is

through-composed and lacks the recurrence of thematic material.

13 See, for example, "Lasciami piangere" (I,iii,2). Dis-
cussion of this technique as a type of orchestral accompani-
ment will be found in Chapter VI.

1 4 The two arias and duet of Act II, scene iii form such

a structure.

l5 As in the chorus, "Festeggi ogn' alma" (II,v,2a), which

is followed by an instrumental dance composed of the same

thematic material.
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One should not surmise, however, that the musical form is totally

dependent on that of the text, for Keiser's arias are well within

the bounds of the forms common to his contemporaries. Although

a few numbers lack an instrumental introduction,16 a majority

of the pieces follow the pattern of introductory ritornello,

vocal solo with instrumental accompaniment, and ritornello. If

the number is a da capo form, the middle section will then pro-

ceed without introduction and will be followed by a ritornello

which often serves as a modulation leading back to the reprise.

An important element incorporated into the structure of

21 of the 46 vocal numbers of Fredegunda is the Devise. Follow-

ing the lead of earlier composers, Keiser employs the Devise

in the introduction to affirm the tonality and to set the mood

of the piece.18 Often, however, he departs from strict imita-

tion of the vocal theme in his Devisen to make them into

variations of the vocal themes or into extensions of the in-

strumental lines.1 9

16See, for example, "Vieni o cara" (III,v,6) and "Di

ghiaccio io son per te" (II,iii,2).

17 See the discussion of the Devise on page 41.

1 8See, for example, "Venio morte" (II,vii,2) where the

Devise forms the entire introduction.

19 For an example of a Devise as a variation, see "Ein

Sklav ist mehr beglickt zu schatzen" (IV,ii,2). The Devise

as an extension of the instrumental line is found in "Ach

ich will viel lieber sterben" (III,v,4a).
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An interesting stylistic feature is the insertion of

recitatives within an aria form. When recitatives both pre-

cede and succeed the middle section of the aria (ARARA), this

20
produces what Wolff terms a "double da capo," although a

more logical procedure would be to analyze it as a da capo

aria in which the instrumental ritornelli are replaced in the

structure by vocal recitatives.21 In either case, the imposi-

tion of the structure of the libretto on that of the music is

evident.

The Tonal Structure and Tonal Relations of Fredegunda

The overall tonal relationships of Fredegunda are conserva-

tive, although not any more so than that of other North German

composers of the period before Handel. Table III lists the

tonalities of the vocal numbers (exclusive of recitatives) in

each scene of Fredegunda, and also gives the tonality of the

20 As in "Schliesset euch" (II,v,4). See Hellmuth Christian

Wolff, Die Barockoper in Hamburg (WolfenbUttel, 1957), I, p. 267.

Note that since the middle section of the aria contains contrast-

ing material to that of the reprise, it cannot be regarded as a

rondo form.

2 1Manfred Bukofzer, in his Music in the Baroque Era (New

York, 1947), p. 129, finds evidence of the injection of recita-

tives into the arias in the works of Cavalli. However, Schmidt,

op. cit., II, p. 273, feels it is a technique peculiar to the
church cantatas of the period.
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TABLE III

TONALITIES OF VOCAL NUMBERS AND RELATIONS

BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE NUMBERS

Aria T o n a 1 i t y Relation to

Number Opening Middle Returning*IPreceding Aria

I,i,2

I,iii,2

I,v,2

I ,vi,2

I,vii,2

II,i,2

II,ii,2

II, iii, 2

II,iii,4a

II,iii,4c

II, iv,2

II,v,4a

II ,v,6

II,viI2

IIvi,4

II,vii,2

III,i,3

III,iii,2a

D

Bb

D

a

B6

g

d

A

A

A

D

F

D

Bb

F

E6

D

Bb

b

g

b

C

g

g

B6

A

A

A

b

F

D

g

e

C

b

BA

3

d (D)

A

C

Ek

F

a (A)

A

d

e

d

e

c

b

Bb

(D)

major third

major third

perfect fifth

minor second

minor third

perfect fifth

perfect fifth

unison

unison

perfect fifth

minor third

minor third

minor third

perfect fifth

major second

minor second

major third
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TABLE III--Continued

Aria T o n a l i t y Relation to

Number Opening Middle Returning* Preceding Aria

III,iii,2b

III,iii,4

III,iii,6

III,iv,2

III,v,2

III,v,4a

III ,v,6

III,vi,2

IV,i, 1

IV,ii,2

IV,iii,4

IV, iv, 2a

IV,iv,4a

IV,iv,6

IV,v,2

IV,vi,2a

IV,vi,4

IV,vii,2

IV,vii1,4

IV,vii,6

Eb

C

d

fl

g

B

e

Bb

b

g

c

g

C

F

A

d

B

G

g

D

Bb

g

d

g

G

D

d

D

A

F

G

d

f#

a (A)

FA

d (D)

Bb

A

g

d (D)

g

D

b

F

A

e

d

D

(E)

minor third

perfect fifth

perfect fifth

major third

perfect fifth

minor third

major third

unison

perfect fifth

major third

minor third

perfect fifth

perfect fifth

unison

perfect fifth

unison

unison

perfect fifth

major third

major second

g

e

b

Bb

G

f

d

e
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TABLE III--Continued

Aria T o n a l i t y Relation to

Number Opening Middle Returning* Preceding Aria

Bk

A

F

E

Bb

a

D

g

d

E

f

c

b

g

A

g

f# F

Bk

e (E)

D

minor third

minor second

major third

minor second

diminished fifth

minor second

perfect fifth

*Final cadence of middle section. Letters in parentheses
indicate possible interpretation as a major cadence as ex-

plained in footnote 22.

opening phrase and final cadence of the middle section of each

piece.2 A final colum of Table III indicates the intervallic

relation of each aria to the preceding aria.

While Table III discloses one example each of pieces in

the keys of E and B, the majority of the pieces fall into key

22It should be noted that where the final cadence of the
middle section is in minor, it is not always possible to de-
termine whether the composer actually intended the minor
cadence or a tierce de Picardie. The table lists the tonality

as notated with an alternative reading in paranthesis where

the context would seem to ask for the major cadence (i.e.,
where the relation to the opening tonality is that of the medi-
ant or the dominant).

V,il

V, iii, 2

V,iii,4

V,iii,6

V,iv,2a

V,iv,4

V,v,2
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the libretto: the "pathetic" arias and recitative passages tend

toward the dull flat keys, while those of joy and mirth move

toward the brighter sharp keys. This may be seen in Table IV.

TABLE IV

TONALITIES OF VOCAL NUMBERS AND PASSIONS EXPRESSED

Opening Opening
Aria Tonal- Passion Aria Tonal- Passion
Number ity Expressed Number ity Expressed

I,i,2 D Sarcasm III,v,4a B Dejection
I,iii,2 B6 Dejection III,v,6 G Love
I,v,2 D Pride III,vi,2 B Confusion
I,vi,2 a Reassurance IV,i,l D Anticipation
I,vii,2 Bb Defiance IV,ii,2 Bb Dejection
II,i,2 g Resignation IV,iii,4 g Oppression
II,ii,2 d Resolution IV,iv,2a d Anticipation
II,iii,2 A Admonition IV,iv,4a g Anguish
II,iii,4a A Admonition IV,iv,6 G Anger
II,iii,4c A Admonition IV,v,2 D Resolution
II,iv,2 D Command IV,vi,2a d Command
II,v,4a F Deception IV,vi,4 D Defiance
II,v,6 D Anger IV,vii,2 A Adoration
II,vi,2 Bb Love IV,vii,4 F Uncertainty
II,vi,4 F Defiance IV,vii,6 G Pride
II,vii,2 Ek Dejection V,i,l Bb Resignation
III,i,3 D Defiance V,iii,2 A Love
III,iii,2a Bk Defiance V,iii,4 F Remorse
III,iii,2b g Admonition V,iii,6 E Adoration
III,iii,4 C Distress V,iv,2a B6 Supplication
III,iii,6 F Hope V,iv,4 a Joy
III,iv,2 A Mockery V,v,2 D Exaltation
III,v,2 d Confusion

Inspection of the table reveals that the key of D, which may

be considered the basic tonality of the opera, encompasses the

widest number of emotions. Most of these Affekten, however, must
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be classed among the more violent emotions. The key of F appears

to represent the widest range of emotions as it is used for such

extremes as Dejection and Hope. Most tonalities, however, tend

to remain basically joyful or morose, lively or moribund, peace-

ful or violent. That Keiser was not inflexibly bound by the

"Doctrine of the Affections" is demonstrated by the use of the

"bright" A tonality for such diverse Affekten as Love and Ad-

monition. The minor mode, which is slightly in the minority,

is not reserved for gloomy situations, for it is also found in

pleasant circumstances, as in the gay "Frohlocket ihr Seelen"

(III,ii,4) which is in g.

Tonality within arias in the major mode is fairly stereo-

typed, as is shown in Table V.

TABLE V

TONALITIES OF DA CAPO ARIAS IN THE MAJOR MODE

ARRANGED ACCORDING TO TONAL MOVEMENT

Opening Opening Closing

Tonality Tonality Tonality

Type of Tonal Motion of of of

A Section B Section B Section

Modulating to the relative minor:

And returning from the relative

minor:

II,vii,2 Ek c c

III,i,3 D b b

III,iii,6 F d d

III, iv, 2 A f#f

IV,ii,2 Bb g g

IV,v,2 D b b

IV,vii,4 F d d

V,i,l Bb g g
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TABLE V--Continued

Opening Opening Closing

Tonality Tonality Tonality

Type of Tonal Motion of of of

A Section B Section B Section

And returning from the dominant:

I,v,2 D b A

II,iv,2 D b A

III,v,6 G e D

IV,i,l D b A

IV, iv,6 G e D

IV,vii,6 G e D

And returning from the tonic:

V,iii,2 A f' A

V,v,2 D b D

And returning from the mediant:

I,iii,2 Bb g D

II,vi,2 Bk g D

And returning from the sub-

dominant:

I,vii,2 Bb g E6

And returning from the

supertonic:

I,i,2 D b e

V,iii,4 F d g

Remaining in the tonic:

And returning from the super-

tonic:

II,v,6 D D e

V,iii,6 E E f

And returning from the dominant:

III,v,4a B B F

And returning from the relative

minor:
II,v,4a F F d
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TABLE V--Continued

Opening Opening Opening

Tonality Tonality Tonality

Type of Tonal Motion of of of
A Section B Section B Section

Modulating to the subdominant, and

returning from the dominant:

IV,vi,4 D G A

Modulating to the subtonic, and

returning from the subtonic:

II ,vi,4 F e e

Modulating to the dominant minor,

and returning from the tonic:

V,iv,2a B6 f B

This table reveals that Keiser ordinarily chose to shift to the

relative minor at the middle section of a da capo aria which

began in a major tonality. Only seven of the twenty-eight arias

in this class are handled in a different manner; four of these

lack modulations at the beginning of the middle section while

the remaining three modulate to the subdominant, minor subtonic,

and minor dominant, respectively.

With regard to the key chosen to close the middle section,

however, there is considerable diversity. Table VI shows a

surprising rejection of the dominant as a cadential point lead-

ing back to the reprise; only eight of the twenty-eight arias

cadence on the dominant of the opening key to close the middle
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TABLE VI

TONALITIES OF DA CAPO ARIAS IN THE MINOR MODE ARRANGED

BY TYPES OF SECTIONAL ARTICULATION

Opening Opening Closing
Tonality Tonality Tonality

Type of Articulation of of of

A Section B Section B Section

Modulating to the submediant:

And returning from the dominant:

II,ii,2 d Bk A

And returning from the mediant:

IV,vi,2a d Bb F

Remaining in the tonic:

And returning from the tonic:

IV,iv,4a g g g

And returning from the lowered

subtonic:

II,i,2 g g F

Modulating to the subdominant

minor:

III,v,2 d g A
IV,iii,4 g c D

Modulating to the relative major,

And returning from the relative

major:
I,vi,2 a C C
III,vi,2 g BO Bb

Modulating to the mediant minor:

And returning from the dominant

V,iv,4 a c E
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section. Indeed, several sections may be found in which the

dominant close is deliberately avoided by a last-minute change

of tonality.24 Except for the three arias which move to the

subdominant minor and the mediant minor, Keiser chose to shift

to the major mode at the middle section. The two arias which

are shown in the table as remaining in the tonic are not ex-

ceptions to this statement, for examination of the score reveals

that the tonic chord at the beginning of the middle section

merely serves as a stepping stone to a major tonality. Again,

diverse tonalities may be found in the table at the close of

the middle sections, and again, the dominant is neglected in

favor of such cadences as those on the mediant, the tonic, or

the lowered subtonic.

The comparison of beginning and ending tonalities in the

recitatives yields little of value, for progressions to almost

every possible tonality are found with approximately equal

frequency.25 Apparently, then, the progressions within the

recitatives are not governed by factors within the recitatives

themselves. Tabulation of the relationships between the

2 4See, for example, III,iii,6 and IV,v,2.

2 5 Tabulating the beginning and ending tonalities on a
frequency chart reveals slight peaks on the relationships
I - I,I - ii, and I - IV, but the spread is so wide that the
peaks are statistically insignificant. Such frequently found
relations as I - flat III, I - flat vii, and i - flat V em-
phasize the immateriality of such analysis.
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closing tonalities of the recitatives with the tonalities of

the following arias, on the other hand, shows significant

frequency peaks on certain relationships, and all but three

of these relationships are diatonic.26 The relationships

found most often are V - I, vi - I, flat VI - i, iv - I,

iii - I, and I - I in that order.27 The three non-diatonic

progressions, each occurring one time, are flat V - I, flat

VII - I, and flat VII - i.

The Tonal Structure Within the Arias of Fredegunda

The tonal relations between arias and between the sections

of the arias have been discussed. Within the aria sections,

however, are found further elements of Keiser's style. While

the initial vocal phrase remains in the same key throughout

in about half the arias, one often finds that a modulation to

a closely related key is effected, often by means of a chromatic

alteration of the melodic line. The modulations noted are to

the dominant, to the relative minor (or relative major according

to the mode of the opening phrase), the sub-dominant, and to the

supertonic. Arias opening in the minor mode often have interior

26 This figure does not include the relation, flat VI - i,
even though it is diatonic in harmonic minor.

27 In making this analysis, the closing tonality of the
recitative is assigned a relationship to the tonality of the
following aria; thus, a recitative ending in f would be iv if
the following aria were in C.
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cadences in the relative major and at times seem to vacillate

between minor and major in the course of the phrase.2 8

There are several basic structures among the arias of

Fredegunda. The simplest, as might be expected, are the brief

da capo arias. "Ach ich will viel lieber sterben" (III,v,4a)

is a copy-book example of this kind of structure, remaining

in the tonic key throughout the opening section. Larger forms

allow more tonal changes. For example, the aria, "Ich spiele

mit Ketten" (II,vi,4) , has two phrases in the first section,

the first moving from tonic to dominant while the second returns

from the dominant to the tonic. Although this is a common pat-

tern with many of Keiser's contemporaries, it is not frequently

found among the arias of Fredegunda, for the score more often

reveals such patterns as illustrated by "Eine stolze Hand zu

kissen (I,v,2). The tonal structure may be represented sche-

matically as I - V / I - V - I. Often the second phrase is

more restless tonally than the first and may consist of a series

of transitory modulations. "Susse Quelle meiner Schmertzen"

(III,vi,2) has a conventional first phrase moving from i to V.

The second phrase, however, briefly strikes the tonic chord

and moves immediately to the relative major by the common chord:

iv/g = ii/Bb. Although a firm cadence is effected in the new

28 See, for example, "Ich muss schweigend von dir gehen"

(II,i,2).
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key, the final measure momentarily implies c, returns briefly

to BP, then cadences suddenly in tonic g.

Several of the opening sections have three themes and, as

might be expected, are even more complicated tonally. "Quando

baci ii tuo diletto" (III,iv,2) contains three melodically

unrelated themes, of which the first and second move from the

tonic to the dominant. A one-measure interlude interposes

the tonic key briefly following the second theme, which allows

the third theme to commence on the subdominant. The progres-

sion to the close in the tonic key is uneventful.

An interesting structural device connects three of the

four themes of the opening section of "Parto, ti rasserena"

(III,iii,6) and recalls the Baroque propensity for continuous

expansion. After an opening statement which does not leave

the tonic key appears a device (measures 16-18) in which the

accompaniment briefly shifts to the dominant and Sigibert is

given a two-measure interlude (cadenza?) under which the or-

chestra returns to the tonic. The second phrase opens on the

subdominant and proceeds to the tonic through a series of

coloratura figures. Again comes the device (measures 27-32)

as the orchestra shifts to the dominant, Sigibert holds the

fifth scale pitch, and the accompaniment returns to the tonic.

This time, however, the interlude melts into the third phrase

as it is prolonged and tied into a four-measure semi-sequential
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phrase closing on the tonic key. The final phrase begins

without the device and remains in the tonic key throughout.

As was mentioned in the preceding section, there is usu-

ally a shift of mode to begin the middle section. It is within

this section that the greatest variety in tonal movement is

found, for there are usually three to five short phrases of

rapidly fluctuating tonality. In "Zur Rache" (II,v,6) the B

section begins in the same key as the A section and eventually

reaches the supertonic after excursions through the dominant,

the tonic, the supertonic, the subdominant, and a repetition

of the same series of modulations. A less extreme and more

typical example is afforded by "Quando baci il tuo diletto"

(III,iv,2), the middle section of which begins on the relative

minor and, in short-breathed phrases, shifts successively to

the dominant, the supertonic, and the dominant minor, finally

closing in the relative minor as it had begun. All of the

modulations, it will be noted, are to closely related keys and,

in general among the arias of Fredegunda, the tonalities found

in the B sections are the same as those in the A sections; the

distinction, however, lies in the greater frequency of modula-

tion in the B sections.



CHAPTER VI

THE INSTRUMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FREDEGUNDA

The orchestra at the time of Keiser's activity had emerged

from the Renaissance concept of the broken-consort, in which

little consideration was given as to which or how many instru-

ments were to play the instrumental lines, and was moving toward

the period of the fully-orchestrated and completely specified

scores of the early classic era. While not as specific as one

might desire, Keiser's instrumental practice offers many valu-

able clues toward the solving of the puzzles of instrumentation

among later German composers who often were even less specific

regarding performance instructions.

The Instrumentation of Fredegunda

Paul Kleefeld has investigated most of the early sources

which deal with the instrumental resources of the Hamburg opera.
1

His research reveals that the full array of instruments at the

approximate time of Fredegunda's production in Hamburg was as

follows: 1 cembalo, 8 violins, 3 violas, 2 violoncellos,

1"Das Orchester der Hamburger Oper, 1678-1738," Sammel-

bgnde der Internationalen Musikgesellschaft, I (1899-1900),

p. 219ff.

162
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2 basses, 5 flutes, 4 oboes, 5 bassoons, 4 waldhorns, and

4 trumpets.2 Other miscellaneous instruments available if

needed included a viola d'amore, a viola da gamba, 2 piccolos

(i.e., flageolets), 2 zuffoli3 a traversa bassa, a quartfl6te,

2 cornetti, 2 oboes d'amore, an alto oboe, 2 chalumeau, and

2 trombe de caccia. Aside from those already mentioned, the

only continuo instruments which can be definitely established

during Keiser's time is the theorbo.

The instruments classed above as "miscellaneous" are usu-

ally called for in the scores of the time by name, for they

were not in common use; Keiser makes no use of them in Frede-

gunda. Neither are horns and trumpets, which also utilize

separate lines in the score, called for in this work. The

2According to Kleefeld, ibid., p. 243, the viola is the
instrument Keiser intends by the term, "violette." The basses

are the weak French basses of which Mattheson comments:

all of the French basses which are put together in our

operas cannot produce such a strong humming as two of the
Italian ones." (". . . alle Franz6sische Bass-Geiger die man
in unsern Opern zusammendringt, geben kein solch starkes
Gesumse als zwo Italianische.") Johannes Mattheson, Critica

Musica (Hamburg, 1722), p. 157. The flutes are the "flauto

dolci" or recorders, for the transverse flute had not come
into common use in Hamburg at this time. Kleefeld, o2. cit.,

p. 256.

3 Speculation concerning the identity of this instrument

has ranged from a small shawm to a type of flageolet (see the

article, "Zuffolo," in Groves Dictionary of Music and Musi-
cians, Eric Blom, editor [London, 1954]). Kleefeld, o2. cit.,

258, presents convincing evidence that the intended instrument
was panpipes. Indeed, the writing for it in such works as
Croesus seems ideally suited for this somewhat primitive in-

strument.
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remaining instruments, then, may be supposed to constitute

the orchestra used in Fredegunda, though it is not possible

to determine the exact numbers of each.4 This resulting in-

strumentation is similar to that prescribed by Johann Joachim

Quantz with the exception that Quantz calls for two cembali

whereas Hamburg had only one.5

The score of Fredegunda contains few specific indications

of instrumentation. One finds, however, three guides which,

considered together with a knowledge of contemporary practices

as described by Quantz, Mattheson, and others, may allow the

instrumentation of each orchestral or orchestrally-accompanied

number to be determined with a fair degree of accuracy. The

most consistently found, though least distinctive, guide exists

in the disposition of the clefs; not only does this indicate

the number of instrumental lines desired but also, where the

alto clef is found, it specifies that the viola is to play

4 Nor can it be ascertained which instruments were

handled as "doubles," i.e., which were secondary instruments

played when required by the score by a performer of another

instrument. The writings of Quantz and Mattheson, among
others, reveal that the flutes were usually handled in this

manner by oboists.

5 Versuch einer Anweisung die Flote traversiere zu spielen

(Breslau, 1789), Hauptstuck XVII, Abschnitt I, paragraph 13.

Kleefeld, op. cit., p. 234, presents a sketch of the disposi-

tion of the Hamburg opera orchestra in the pit; it is, however,

quite unlike that recommended by Quantz.
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one of these lines.6 The second, and most specific guide,

exists where there is a note in the score that a certain

instrument is to play a part as a solo or, conversely, that

the instrument is not to play the part. The third guide is

that of the superscription at the head of many arias which

may or may not specify exactly which instruments are to play

the lines.

The following list gives a complete repertoire of super-

scriptions found in Fredegunda and the pieces in which they

are found:

A. Tutti l' istromenti--I,iii,2; II,v,6; II,vii,2;

IV,vi,4; IV,vii,6.

B. Tutti gl' istromenti al unisoni--I,i,2; II,ii,2;

II,vi,4; IV,iv,6.

C. Unisoni--Ivi,2; III,iii,4; IV,i,l; IV,iii,2;

V,iii,4; V,iv,4.

D. Istromenti--II,vii,2; III,i,3; III,iii,2a; IV,iii,4;

IV,vi,2a.

E. Istromenti unisoni--IV,v,2.

6 The absence of the alto clef does not always imply
that the viola is not to be played, for, as Quantz noted

(op. cit., Hauptstuck XVII, Abschnitt III, paragraph 4),
the violist was often expected to play with the basses.

7As, for example, senza bassoni, which implies that up
to this point in the score the bassoons have been playing
this line even though not specifically called for.
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F. V[iolino Imo],V[iolino IIdo]--III,v,4a.

G. V[iolino Imo], V[iolino Ido], e oboi--III,iv,2;

III,vi,2; IV,ii,2; V,iii,2.

H. Bassoni e violette all' ottava basso--II,i,2.

I. Flauto dolci e violette all' ottava basso--III,iii,6.

J. Violino solo--IV,iv,2a; IV,iv,2c.

K. Bassoni--V,v,l.

L. Oboi--V,iv,2a; V,iv,2c.

It may be noted that A through E are only general indica-

tions of instrumentation, while F through L are more specific;

the latter group, therefore, needs no interpretation, for the

instruments named are to perform the parts above the continuo

accompaniment. Close inspection of the score, however, reveals

that the former group also implies a specific instrumentation;

though it is not possible to say beyond all shadow of doubt

what this instrumentation was intended to be, a close approxi-

mation may be made. If it may be assumed that the 17th and

early 18th century composers thought basically in terms of the

8string choir, it then follows that the addition or substitution

of wind instruments would either be noted specifically in the

8Adam Carse, who has made an exhaustive study of the or-
chestration of this period, supports this assumption in his The
History of Orchestration (London, 1925; reprint, New York, 1964),
pp. 61, 77-80, 119 et passim. See also Ludwig K. Mayer, "In-
strumentation. III: Geschichte der Instrumentation," Die Musik
in Geschichte und Gegenwart, Vol. VI (Kassel, 1957), col. 1285.
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score or at least be in accord with a well-known convention.

The former case resolves itself, taking the form of one of

the specific superscriptions (F - L) listed above or merely a

note that a certain wind instrument is to play a particular

line. In the latter case, however, evidence concerning con-

temporary conventions must be sought. A summary of the

relevant results of the research of Carse (concerning the

period in general) and Kleefeld (concerning Hamburg in par-

ticular) is as follows:

1. Wind instruments never perform a part alone unless

specifically directed in the score.

2. Recorders perform only where specifically called for

in the score.

3. Oboes serve to reinforce the violin parts in purely

instrumental numbers and in instrumental parts of instrumentally-

accompanied numbers (that is, in ritornelli).

4. Oboes may serve to reinforce the violins in fast-moving

arias.

5. Bassoons serve to reinforce the bass part in purely

instrumental numbers as well as in the instrumental sections of

instrumentally-accompanied numbers.

6. Oboes and bassoons may double the strings at other

points where reinforcement is desired (as, for example, in the

sections marked "forte").9

9 These generalizations refer only to the use of wind in-

struments as supportive instruments. Their use as solo or
obligato instruments would, of course, be subject to no such
restrictions.
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Consideration of these generalizations in the context of

the score allows several distinctions to be made. The most

clear cut distinction is that between "Tutti gl' istromenti"

and "Istromenti." Arias carrying the former superscription

are almost invariably of one of the more intense passions,

such as grim determination, haughty contempt, or reckless

love. Several of them (I,iii,2 and IV,vi,6) call for concer-

tino and tutti effects which would be possible only if the

entire orchestra were performing. It thus seems apparent

that this superscription calls for the oboes and bassoons

to double the strings throughout (except, of course, in the

concertino sections where the string ripieno drops out).

"Istromenti," on the other hand, occurs in arias of somewhat

quieter passions, such as despair, calm resolve, or love.

None of the writing in these arias seems to require concer-

tino and tutti effects,10 and occasionally the scoring is

thick enough that the addition of winds would probably cause

the orchestra to overpower the vocal part. This superscrip-

tion, then, would seem to imply that the body of the aria is

to be accompanied by the string choir with the winds joining

in only at the ritornelli.

10IV,vi,2a has a "piano" marking at the end of the in-

troductory ritornello, but this seems best interpreted as
"insurance" that the winds drop out at this point rather
than a deliberate concerto grosso device.
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"Tutti gl' istromenti al unisoni" is the superscription

marking the most violent pieces of the opera and, with the

exception of "Ich spiele mit Ketten" (II,vi,4), finds both

treble and bass voices adding to the passion by reverting

to the most rudimentary form of accompaniment: the unison.

"Unisoni," on the other hand, is found where the arias express

longing, resolve, or earnestness and, while treble voices

move in unison, the continuo instruments still furnish har-

monic support. It therefore seems logical to assume the same

distinction here as above, that is, that the winds lend sup-

port throughout the arias marked "Tutti gl' istromenti al

unisoni" but only in the ritornelli of those marked "Unisoni."12

The two remaining orchestrally-accompanied arias with

neither superscription nor specified instrumentation must be

dealt with individually. "Eine stolze Hand zu kussen" (I,v,2),

which deals with injured pride, would seem to ask for the de-

cisive "bite" of oboe and bassoon tone. From a strictly

objective viewpoint, however, the writing is in the string

idiom (being a typical example of the seventeenth-century

1 The absence of figures in the continuo indicates that
even the cembalo was expected to forsake its harmonic function
and join in the unison. The isolated chord found in "Ich rUste
mich aus Liebe" (II,ii,2), measure 17, is not an exception to
this statement, for the chord comes at the beginning of an or-
chestral rest where the cembalo must supply harmony in the

absence of other instrumental support.

12One number, "De voi fieri begli occhi" (IV,v,2) is in-

scribed "Istromenti unisoni." It appears to have the same
characteristics as those marked merely "Unisoni" and thus, what

may be a slip of the pen serves to reinforce the assumption
just made.
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string "tremolo") and the middle section will not allow winds,

for it is scored thickly and winds would cover the tenor voice

in places.13 This kind of treatment would seem to call for

strings alone throughout.

The second number of this type, "Eure Macht, ihr strengen

Sterne" (I,vii,2), presents a more difficult problem. As it is

written, the "Alberti" bass could probably not be performed by

other than the cembalo or the theorbo. According to Quantz,

the bass players of this time were not capable of moving this

rapidly,14 and the unkeyed bassoons in use at this time would

have encountered difficult fingering problems. The treble, on

the other hand, seems to be well suited for the oboe. To con-

tend that the oboe is to support the treble while the bassoon

remains tacit seems inconsistent with Keiser's usual practice.

It is more probable that the full orchestra played this number,

with the double basses and bassoons playing only the first

note of each beat of the continuo part.1 5

1 3 See, for example, the fifth measure after the fermata.
The voice descends to the lower part of its range while the

three treble parts have separate attacks on each half-beat

in the upper half of the clef.

1 4 Quantz, op. cit., Hauptstuck XVII, Abschnitt V, para-
graph 7.

1 5 Quantz, loc. cit., recommends this procedure in

similar situations.
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The Orchestration of Fredegunda

As Wolff has pointed out, Keiser was more conscious of

the coloristic possibilities of instrumentation than were

many of his contemporaries.16 If not the first, he was one

of the first in North Germany to use such effects as five

flutes (Orpheus, 1709) , bassoon trios (Achilles, 1692),

pizzicato strings (Adonis, 1697), and muted instruments

(Croesus, 1711) for strictly coloristic purposes. Nor is

Fredegunda lacking in such devices: no instrument other

than the oboe could serve so well to highlight the poignancy

of Fredegunda's "Ach nenne mich doch nur noch einmahl Kanigin"

(V,iv,2). The velvety tone of the recorder duet which accom-

panies Sigibert's "Parto ti rasserena" (II,iii,6) vividly

reflects the prince's noble love, especially when contrasted

with the heavy unison of the preceding aria and the sarcasm

of the one which follows. And probably the most moving aria

of the entire opera is Sigibert's "Ich muss schweigend von

dir gehen" (II,i,2) which is accompanied by the warm rasp of

the bassoons and violas. Other tone painting effects include

the use of muted violins and oboes in Galsuinda's "Felice

16 Hellmuth Christian Wolff, Die Barockoper in Hamburg
(WolfenbUttel, 1957), p. 271. Hermann Kretzschmar, in his
"Erste Jahrhundert der deutschen Oper," Sammelbande der In-
ternationalen Musikgesellschaft, III (1901-1902) , 287,
considers Keiser the equal of Monteverdi and Rameau in this
respect.
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morir6 se per te moro" (V,iii,2) and the use of a lute senza

cembalo in Fredegunda's lullaby, "Schliesset euch" (II,v,4).

Occasionally Keiser turned to the neutral color of the

continuo aria,18 and, although Mattheson stated in 1744 that

they had "long been out of style,"19 Keiser found them suitable

for scenes where only one or two persons were on the stage.

They frequently occurred between two heavily-accompanied arias,

serving as a measure of relief. The structure, usually like

that of the popular song of the day, often contained imitative

interplay between the continuo and solo.20

Imitative interplay, or, more specifically, the borrowing

of the vocal idiom for an instrumental part, is a characteristic

which Keiser adopted from Steffani.21 However, while Steffani

1 7Not unknown at the time was the muting of wind instru-

ments by "little bored-out wood-blocks" (Johann Mattheson, Das
neue erofnete Orchestre [Hamburg, 1713], p. 266) or by the plac-
ing of a soft chamois in the bell of the instrument (Quantz, o.
cit., Hauptstck XVII, Abschnitt II, paragraph 29).

18I ,iii ,2 ; II ,iii,4a ; I I,iii ,4c ; I I I,iii,2b; I II ,v,2 ;

III,v,4c; III,v,6; IV,iv,4a; IV,vii,2; IV,vii,4; and V,iii,6.

1 9 Johannes Mattheson, Die neuesten Untersuchungen der Sing-
spiele (Hamburg, 1744), p. 161. Robert Haas (Die Musik des
Barocks [Potsdam, 1929], p. 202) indicates that this change in
preference took place around 1700.

20
As in "Di ghiaccio io son per te" (II,iii,2.

2 1 See above, p. 11. Steffani's technique of granting the
concertizing instruments a degree of thematic participation

resulted in much interchange of vocal and instrumental idioms.
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carried the vocal themes into the instrumental parts unchanged,

Keiser almost invariably altered the theme in such a way as to

make it almost idiomatic to the instrument. Noteworthy in

this respect is Sigibert's "Ich muss schweigend von dir gehen"

(II,i,2). The theme is basically vocal in spite of its large

leaps, yet Keiser, by using instrumental dance-like rhythms,

turned it into a theme admirably suited to the agility of the

bassoon. The ritornello at the end of the reprise is again a

restatement of the vocal theme, but here is stated in purely

instrumental terms. The opposite situation, that of the chang-

ing of instrumental themes into vocal idioms, will be discussed

in the section on the vocal writing in Fredegunda.

Characteristics of the Instrumental Accompaniments

The basic structure of the arias of Fredegunda was given

in Chapter V as introductory ritornello, vocal solo with in-

strumental accompaniment, and ritornello. When the aria was

in da capo form, this structure was.continued by another or-

chestrally accompanied vocal solo and a ritornello leading

back to the reprise.

The introductions vary from one to eleven measures in

length, depending to some extent upon the tempo and meter of

the piece. While thematic material for the introductory

ritornello is most often drawn from the vocal melody,2 2 it

2 2 Seldom does it literally imitate the vocal melody.
Usually it "summarizes" the salient points of the vocal
line, as in "Lasciami piangere" (I,iii,2).
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may alternatively have an independent existence, in which

case it will reappear either as an obligato against the solo

voice2 3 or may serve as a source from which motivic elements

are drawn for instrumental ritornelli during the breathing

spaces of the vocal lines.24 Keiser did not usually restrict

himself to the use of accompaniments in any one such category,

however; most of his pieces combine elements of these several

types.

The vocal solo itself may be accompanied in any one of

several ways or in a combination of these ways. Most fre-

quently, two or three treble voices will fill in the inter-

stices of the vocal line with material from the introduction, 2 5

or, rarely, from the vocal melody in echo fashion.26 The

unison accompaniment is used in similar manner but, in this

case, there is a slight predominance in the use of the unison

orchestra (or solo or soli instruments) as an obligato. When

there is an obligato part, it tends to function as an equal

partner with the voice; while often moving in sixths or thirds

with the other, each part may also have its own thematic

2 3 See, for instance, Ich riste mich aus Liebe" (II,ii,2).

2 4As in "Parto, ti rasserena" (III,iii,6).

2 5As in "Ein Sklav ist mehr beglickt zu schtzen (IV,ii,2).

26 As in "Ihr reitzende Blicke verdoppelt die Strahlen."

(II,iv,2).
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27
material which it presents in solo. The ritornello follow-

ing the first section of the aria is usually of the same

material as that of the introductory ritornello, although it

may alternatively be constructed from a motive which is de-

rived from the accompaniment;28 only rarely is it new material.29

When the number is in da capo form, the middle section

is usually treated in either of two ways, depending upon whether

it is accompanied by the orchestra in unison or in parts. In

the latter case, the tendency is to continue the style of ac-

companiment used in the first section, even to the point of

using thematic material from the preceding section.30 In the

case of the unison accompaniment, however, the accompaniment

is usually reduced to continuo alone at the beginning of the

second part.

The Bass Line

The bass lines in the arias of Fredegunda may be divided

into four categories on the basis of their function. These

categories, in order of the frequency of their occurrence, are

2 7 This is, of course, a direct influence of Kusser. See

page 45 above.

28 See, for example, "Facelle chiare e splendidi" (V,iv,4).

29 But see "Ich muss schweigend von dir gehen" (II,i,2).

3 0 See "Sanfte Lifte (IV,i,l).
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harmonic support, quasi-ostinato bass, obligato, and figura-

tion. Chromaticism is often found in contemporary aria bass

lines, but this work contains few chromatic passages in either

vocal or instrumental lines. With this exception, Keiser's

practice with regard to bass lines is typical of the practice

current in North Germany at the time. However, the stamp of

his originality is recognizable within each category, for seldom

does his inventiveness fail to show itself--even in the compara-

tively less important bass lines.

The use of the thorough-bass as harmonic support at caden-

tial points is common to every aria (except those marked "Tutti

gl' istromenti al unisoni)31 and, where the vocal solo has long

melismas or coloraturas, the bass often reverts to this usage.32

The majority of the arias of Fredegunda, however, have harmonic

bass lines throughout. "Recordati ben mio" (II,vi,2) is a typi-

cal example of this type. It may be noted here (and in many

other arias as well) that the bass line expresses more than the

roots of the chords. In fact, it outlines the harmony and does

so in such a manner as almost to form a second melodic line to

that of the voice part. This practice, taken over from Steffani33

3 1In these arias, of course, the bass line doubles the treble

part at the octave throughout.

32 See, for instance, "Mich schrecket kein Eifer" (III,iii,2a).

3 3 See his "Un balen," Davison and Apel, o. cit., II,

p. 122, no. 244.
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and Scarlatti,34 was brought to fruition in Germany by Keiser

and passed on to Telemann and Handel. The great energy that

this technique imparts and the resulting disjunct bass lines

form real points of distinction, setting the German aria style

apart from either the Italian or French styles.

Keiser's use of the quasi-ostinato bass to such a degree

(nine arias are clearly of this category and others contain

elements of the quasi-ostinato technique) is surprising at

35
this late data.

The fact that the bass lines are freely modified with

transpositions and interpolations of fresh material, however,

attests to the breakdown of the sixteenth-century reverence

for the integrity of the ostinato patterns, and forms another

solution to the problem of form which had plagued Nicolaus

36
Strungk. "Lasciami piangere e poi morir" (I,iii,2) remains

close to the chaconne pattern even though, as the vocal melody

begins, the theme is inverted and there are two points at

which fresh material is inserted. Another aria which comes

close to the chaconne pattern (except at the cadenzas) is

34Ibid., p. 155, no. 259.

3 5 As was mentioned above, p. 10, Kusser's Erindo of

1694 reveals that he was an enthusiastic recipient of this

technique from Steffani. His Stuttgart operas of a later

period, however, and early eighteenth-century operas of Mat-

theson and other North German composers, show much less use

of ostinato and strophic basses which, for the most part,

were reserved for the purely instrumental forms from which

they grew.

3 6 See p. 33.
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"Eure Macht, ihr strengen Sterne" (I,vii,2). Its middle

section, however, admits transpositions of the pattern to

the subdominant minor and the dominant. In "Mich schrecket

kein Eifer" (III,iii,2a) the strophic pattern is so freely

treated that it leaves considerable doubt as to whether it

was intended to be an ostinato or merely a recurrent figura-

tion. At the appearance of the vocal theme in measure three,

the pattern is given three times in its original form. Then

follows a modulatory passage leading to a reiteration of the

pattern another three times, but now transposed a fourth lower.

At this point the bass becomes a harmonic bass supporting the

coloratura; the ostinato pattern does not reappear until the

ritornello closing the first section.

Steffani's predilection for obligato bass lines may be

said to have passed to Keiser through Kusser. In common with

these predecessors, Keiser employs the obligato in three man-

37
ners: in continuo arias, in arias accompanied by the unison

orchestra,38 and in arias where the thorough-bass acts as an

obligato while the orchestra is tacit and as a harmonic bass

when supporting orchestral fill-ins.39 But the true extent of

Keiser's fascination with this technique becomes apparent upon

37 As in "0 du ungetreue Seele" (IV,iv,4a).

3 8 As in "Du verlachest die Thranen" (I,i,2).

3 9As in "Ach ich will viel lieber sterben" (III,v,4a).
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examination of arias which have bass lines mainly in other

categories, especially those with harmonic basses, for there

is hardly an aria in the entire score which does not contain

thorough-bass passages of an obligato character.
4 0

Closely related in treatment with the quasi-ostinato

basses is the use of repeated and recurrent figurations in

the thorough-bass. The most striking of these figurations

are the sixteenth-note patterns which imply the harmony in

"Eure Macht, ihr strengen Sterne" (I,vii,2) and "Ihr reitzende

Blicke verdoppelt die Strahlen" (II,iv,2; middle section only).

Pachelbel had used this kind of figuration in his Hexachordum

Apollonis as early as 169841 and J. S. Bach also made use of

it in his Das wohltemperirte Klavier,
4 2 but Keiser seems to

have been the first to use it in opera. Its effect in operatic

numbers is to thicken the texture without the addition of treble

instruments, while the incisive attack of the cembalo coupled

with the one-note-per-beat manner in which the basses and bas-

soons ordinarily performed such passages
4 3 adds a strong

4 0 See, for instance, "Ich muss schweigend von dir gehen"

(II,i,2), measures 11-13, where the bass forsakes its ostinato

pattern to form a duet in thirds with the voice part.

4 1 Denkmaler der Tonkunst in Bayern, Vol. II, part 1, edit-

ed by Max Seiffert (Leipzig, 1901). See, for example, "Aria

quarta variatio 4" and Ciacona," parts 5 and 10.

4 2 "Preludium II" in Vol. I.

4 3 See above, p. 170.
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rhythmic propulsion. "Du drohest und rasest" (111,1,3) also

uses sixteenth-note figurations in the bass, but here the

figurations are melodic rather than harmonic in nature and

serve not only to illustrate the impudent "laughing" of the

text, but also, with the abandonment of the figuration at

the end of the middle section, to set off and underline Basina's

warning to the haughty Fredegunda: "Too much harshness brings

no good."

The Instrumental Pieces of Fredegunda

The overture of Fredegunda, termed by Keiser a "Sonata,"

is in the style of an Italian sinfonia with three parts:

Vivace (C), Adagio (6/8) and Andante (C and 12/8). This is in

contrast to his earlier opera overtures which were almost

always in the two-part French style. The actual point of

this departure was his Nebucadnezar of 1704, and it marks

not only a structural change in the overtures, but also the

point at which Keiser began to show a greater awareness of

the possibilities of the use of the overture to set the

mood for the scenes to come. This is apparent in Fredegunda,

for, over the Italian framework, Keiser has stretched a

4 4 The earliest of Keiser's extant works are described by

Hugo Leichtentritt, who had access to most of the scores, in

his Reinhard Keiser in seinen Opern (dissertation, Berlin,

1901). See also the comments on Keiser's overtures in Gustav

Friedrich Schmidt, Die fruhdeutsche Oper und die musikdrama-

tische Kunst Georg Kaspar Schrmanns (Regensburg, 1954), II,

pp. 148 and 174.
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fabric that conforms neither to the Italian nor the French

modes, but rather was intrinsically bound up with the prevail-

ing passions of the libretto.

The Vivace section, with its insistent dactylic rhythm,

is no mere "curtain-raiser," for its tonality, D major, is

intended to set the mood of the opera as a whole,4 5 and the

dactylic rhythm is carried over into the first aria and into

arias in each of the following three acts as well.46 The

Adagio is a somber movement whose melody is characterized by

a wide downward leap at the climax of each phrase, brings to

the listener a foretaste of the mood of the "pathetic" arias,

such as Galsuinda's "Lasciami piangere e poi morir" (I,iii,2),

although it bears no thematic relationship to any of them.

The imitative entrance of the second violins serves to heighten

the intensity of the passion while the "walking" bass line,

which occasionally drags its feet, introduces an eerie aura

that anticipates the evil machinations of the sorceress, Frede-

gunda. After a two-measure modulation in common time, the

Andante movement launches out into a hearty dance in 12/8 time

45 Mattheson, Orchestre, 242, declares D major to be "more

suited for pandemonium, joyousness, martial scenes, and enliv-

ened affairs than for the more easy-going things." ("D-dur

. . eigne sich aber zum Larmen, lustigen, kriegerischen, und

auffmunternden Sachen wol am allerbequemsten.")

46 II,v,6; III,iii,2a; and IV,vi,4. Wolff, op. cit.,

p. 266f., finds in this relationship the influence of Antonio
Sartario and Carlo Pallavicino.
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whose theme, depicting the joy of the people at the "triumph

of innocence,"47 draws even the basses and violoncellos into

the imitation. There is also a Sinfonia at the beginning of

Act III, but it is only eight measures in length. This move-

ment, as the overture had done, serves as a forerunner of the

following aria, with motivic relationship between the two

numbers.

Within the body of the opera there are five instrumental

numbers, three of which are purely instrumental while the other

two are dances in conjunction with choruses to the same melody.

There is no music provided for the dance at the end of Act IV;

instead, Keiser merely writes the direction: "There follows a

dance by a tumultuous crowd." The first of the instrumental

numbers is II,iii,4d, a five-measure appendage to Basina's and

Herminigild's duet, "Di ghiaccio io son per te." Notated for

two treble voices and continuo, it continues in the same vein

as the duet without interruption, but it is thematically unre-

48
lated. The second instrumental number is II,v,2b, a minuet

4 7 This is the subtitle of the opera as given in the printed
libretto.

48 0ne can only speculate as to the reason for its insertion.

It is unlikely that it is to be danced, for a dance would be

incongruous in light of the dramatic situation. However, the

following scene requires a complete change in the stage setting

from that which had come before and thus it may serve as a "pad"

to allow extra time for the change (Basina and Herminigild

apparently sing on the forestage during the change).
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danced by the townspeople and the nymphs of the Enchanted

Pleasure Gardens. There is only one treble part over the

49
continuo and its melody is drawn from the preceding chorus.

The first four measures (in 6/8 time) of the chorus become,

with slight melodic alteration, an eight-measure (in 3/8 time)

sentence in the dance, which is then repeated. The next three

measures of the chorus serve as a point of departure for the

second sentence of the dance which extends to 12 measures, also

repeated. The middle section of the da capo chorus is not

used in the dance. One will notice that Keiser did not carry

the melody over literally from the choral to the instrumental

version; the small, and, to the listener, barely discernible

changes in the second version, lead to a considerable differ-

ence in effect, and serve to point up Keiser's instinctive

recognition of the idiomatic distinction between instrumental

and vocal lines.

49I should not be assumed that the melody and the con-

tinuo sounded alone. Gloria Rose has brought to light evi-

dence of orchestral improvisations in similar situations from

the earliest history of opera in her "Agazzari and the Impro-

vising Orchestra," Journal of the American Musicological

Society, XVIII (Fall, 1965) , pp. 382-393.



CHAPTER VII

THE VOCAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FREDEGUNDA

Melody, the arrangement of tones in time sequence, was

recognized throughout the Baroque period as the means by which

the intrinsic meanings of the text were displayed. Not only

its overall design, but also its specific elements--movement,

contour, rhythm, and range--were directed toward the symbolic

representation of the text. Although this compositional pro-

cess could be, and occasionally was, carried to the extreme to

produce lifeless, mechanical stereotypes, it also served as a

useful means for regulating and organizing the genius of the

composer and facilitated the understanding of the text by the

public. To attempt to relate each of the elements of Keiser's

compositional technique to its underlying basis as the expres-

sion of particular passions or ideas would extend this study

far beyond normal limits; however, the examination of the

elements themselves will, it is hoped, produce a revealing

portrait of the practices of this composer.

Melodic Movement

The melodic writing in the opening phrases of the 46

vocal numbers of Fredegunda (excluding choruses and recita-

tives) is predominantly diatonic (only "Fahre hin, falscher

184
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Sinn" [I,vi,2] is chromatic) and, in 20 of the phrases, the

movement is basically conjunct.1 Example 11 demonstrates

this aspect of Keiser's style which often is evident in the

quieter arias.

Example ll--"Su'l mio crine amore e s'degno"

(IV,vii,6; measures 11-14)
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Seldom, however, are phrases found which are as purely conjunct;

often several leaps will be found which highlight a certain

affective word or keep the melody in the proper range (this

being the case in the leap of D to G in the example). Twelve

of the opening phrases are disjunct, usually representing one

of the more energetic passions. Example 12 illustrates just

such an angular line and also shows how the melody is based

on the harmony, as is often the case with disjunct phrases.

For the purpose of this study, "conjunct" is defined as

melodic movement by single scale degrees, while "disjunct" is

defined as movement in steps larger than one scale degree.
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Example 12--"Susse Quelle meiner Schmertzen"

(III,vi,2; measures 3-6)
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A third sort of melodic writing, balancing elements of each

of the above types, is found in 13 arias and is demonstrated

in Example 13.

Example 13--"Lasciami piangere e poi morir"

(I,iii,2; measures 8-10)
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The affective differentiation between the two elements of the

textual phrase--"Lasciami piangere" ("Let me suffer") and

e poi morir." (". . . and then die.") is graphically

lawftwoIA
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represented by an angular line for the first and a conjunctive

motive for the latter. The one aria which contains a chro-

matic passage (measure 2 of Example 14) is handled in a some-

what clumsy fashion harmonically, yet the melody seems well

suited to emphasize the uncertainty of Basina as she is torn

between love for Herminigild and loyalty to her tyrannical

father.

Example 14--"Fahre hin, falscher Sinn"

(I,vi,2; measures 4-7)

The melodies of the middle sections of the da capo arias

may be categorized in the same manner as was done for the open-

ing sections, except that no chromatic melodies are found. The

proportions of themes within the categories differ, however, in

that disjunct motion is found in 18 arias, conjunct in 13, and

mixed in 15. Comparison of the A and B sections of the arias

affirms the fact that Keiser usually effected a contrast in

melodic motion between the two sections; in over half the arias

such a contrast is in evidence. By categories, it is found

that half of the mixed-motion themes change to another type at

the B section, 60 per cent of the conjunct themes change types

of motion, and only one-third of the disjunct themes fail to
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change to another type of motion. Example 12 above presented

the first theme of "Susse Quelle meiner Schmertzen" as an ex-

ample of disjunct motion. The theme of the B section of that

same aria is given as Example 15 to illustrate the strong con-

trast in response to the change in the Affekt of the text,

for the angular motion is replaced by a smooth line.

Example 15--Susse Quelle meiner Schmertzen

(III,vi,2; measures 7-12)

DOc IdH L'E - BE DGI - Ne Q Av-LEN DAN SE STM-A-MEN VON DEN STRAht - LEN

Melodic Contour

Example 11, already cited as an example of conjunct writ-

ing, also serves to illustrate another dimension of Keiser's

writing, that of contour. It may be seen to rise above the

starting pitch, then to fall below, to execute a turn about

the starting pitch and, finally, to reach a half-close on the

upper neighbor to the starting pitch. This rising and falling

about a central pitch is found in exactly half of the first

themes of the arias and may be considered Keiser's basic contour.
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A second contour category is demonstrated in Example 16.

The line, after establishing the tonality of Bb, rises to a

peak on G, then falls to close on C. Ten of the opening phrases

contain this rising, then falling contour. The reverse con-

tour, which falls, then rises, is found in only two arias, both

of which occur as repeated motives combined with motives of

other contours.

Example 16--"Ach nenne mich" (Viv,2a; measures 4-5)

ACH NEN - NL M d" (OCHjtNUR NOCH r't-rIAHL KOQ NI GN,

A melodic contour, which falls from a higher pitch through

a series of intermediate pitches to a lower pitch is observed

in only one instance.2  The opposite contour, from low to high,

may be observed in several themes of the middle sections of

arias, especially in Act IV, scene vii, but again the incidence

is quite low and the phrases are so short that this type of

contour, like its opposite, may be termed atypical.

Two-thirds of the arias with contours which revolved

about a central pitch in the A section retain such motion in

2The third theme of "Mich bestUrmen des Eifers aufsteigen-

den Wellen" (III ,iii,4) .
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the B section. Surprisingly, however, only four instances

are found in which this type of contour does not occur in

either the A or B section of an aria. Much more commonly,

the contours which did not revolve about a central pitch in

the A section change to that type at the B section. Rarely,

one type of contour which does not revolve about a central

pitch gives way to another type as in "Sei troppo caro" (IV,vii,2)

where the falling, then rising phrases of the first section are

replaced by the opposite motion.

Melodic Rhythm

Another aspect of Keiser's style which is commonplace in

its inventory of resources and yet quite remarkable in its appli-

cation is that of rhythm. The majority of the themes of Frede-

gunda may be placed in one of four common rhythmic categories--

recurrent figures, repeated patterns, dotted rhythms, and straight-

forward rhythms--but seldom does Keiser allow the rhythm to

remain static, for in almost all vocal numbers Keiser uses a

process of progressive development or continuous expansion. In

the first category, which is illustrated in Example 17, it is

apparent how the recurring figures on the third beats of each

measure are prevented from becoming mere mechanical repetitions

by a process of successive alteration and continuous expansion
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at each occurrence.3 Even the character of the phrase is

changed as the weak, almost feminine themes of measures

1 and 2 become strengthened by notes falling on the formerly

Example 17-"Du verlachest die Thranen"

(I,i,2; measures 4-8)

ha -A Vi va al
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vacant fourth beats of measures 3 and 4, and particularly by

the fifth measure's intrusion upon the first half of the first

beat. With the last beat of the sixth measure, the theme has

been transformed into a masculine, sturdy statement which,

nevertheless, is left open-ended in anticipation of the cadenza-

like final measures.4

3The dactylic figure which is predominant in this-aria

may be considered the basis rhythm of the entire opera, for
it occurs more often and in more prominent positions than any

other rhythm. Other-instances of its use are in II,v,4;

II,v,6; III,i,3; III,iii,2a; and IV,vi,4.

4Measures 11 to 22 in the score.
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Altogether, 23 of the 46 vocal numbers exhibit the charac-

teristic of continuous expansion or development of a recurrent

figuration in the A sections, while 20 employ a similar procedure

in the B sections. Only 5 arias, however, continue the same

figuration into the B section. With regard to meter, 60 per cent

of the arias in this category are in common time, and almost

75 per cent of the common time arias are in this category.

A closely related artifice, differing only in the lesser

degree of motivic development, is the reiteration of a more or

less conventional pattern, often a recognizable dance pattern

such as the broad Siciliano of "Lasciami piangere e poi morir"

(Example 13). Here the opening measures of the vocal statement

present an embellishment of the basic pattern which was first

stated by the orchestra in the opening ritornello5 which reads,

in rhythmic outline, )JU)).P J)7 )), ,P) . This cretic6

pattern, ). ,P , appears in almost every measure of the opening

section. Fourteen of the opening phrases of the arias exhibit

similar characteristics, and 5 of these continue the pattern

into the middle section. Seven other arias have patterns in

the B section which differ rhythmically from that of the A sec-

tion. Over a third of the arias having repeated patterns are

in 12/8 tlime, aa of all arias in a compound meter, 60 per cent

5See the score.

6 See the table in the article by Elder J. Olson, "Verse,"
Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol. 23 (Chicago, 1963).
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have repeated patterns as the underlying rhythmic structure.

Example 18 illustrates the use of dotted rhythms as found in

four opening sections and six middle sections. It is interesting

Example 18--"Parto, ti rasserna"
(III,iii,6; measures 9-11)
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to note the variety of ways in which dotted patterns are used

in the course of the arias , for again Keiser has avoided the

mechanicism to which repeated use of such a device might lead

by the occasional substitutions of other patterns or by the

shifting of the dotted pattern to another position in the

measure.

A final rhythmic category, in which the rhythm is more or

less straight-forward, is found in Example 19.

Example 19--"Mich bestUrmen des Eifers aufsteigende Wellen"
(III,iii,4; measures 2-6)
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While the rhythmic momentum developed by this device may be

greater than that of other categories, Keiser was not greatly

fond of its use; only three arias have rhythms in the A sec-

tions which may be placed in this category, and the same

number are found in the B sections, two of which carry the

motion of the A section across the double bar.

Melodic Range

As was mentioned in the discussion of melodic contours,

the majority of the vocal phrases in Fredegunda revolve about

a central pitch. The extent of the range above and below

this central pitch is most often the interval of a fourth.

Within an aria, however, the range may extend to well over an

octave and, in one instance, reaches a maximum of two octaves.

The ranges of the voice parts are listed in Table VII,

both for individual arias and for all arias taken together.

The most extensive range, as is not uncommon in arias of the

period, belongs to a bass, Sigibert. His aria, "Mich schrecket

kein Eifer" demands both F and f' within five beats of one

another (Example 20). The low F is approached from the octave

Example 20--"Mich schrecket kein Ei fer
(III,iii,2a; measures 12-14)
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above and is followed, after a rest of a beat and a half,

by the pitches an octave and a fifth and an octave and a

seventh higher. Skips of sixth, seventh, and octave inter-

vals abound in the aria.

Herminigild, on the other hand, has a rather limited

range whose limits do not exceed an octave and a fourth.

His most extensive aria, "Ich spiele mit Ketten" (II,vi,4)

reaches from D to f#'. The highest pitch, g', occurs in

his first aria. Landerich, the other tenor, reaches from D

to a' (which occurs in his final aria) and usually has a

greater range in each of his arias than does Herminigild.

Two of the three soprano parts reach to c''' while Gal-

suinda goes only to b'''. Galsuinda and Fredegunda have

arias which require both d' and b''. Where the arias are

more limited in range, it is usually the lower octave which

is shortened; the tessitura thus remains high.

A high tessitura is a characteristic of all the voice

parts, even when one allows for the somewhat lower tuning

of the time. Basina's first aria, "Fahre hin, falscher Sinn"

(I,vi,2) is an example of this, for it features ten succes-

sive attacks between f'' and a'' within the space of nine

measures. The final vocal section of that singer's last

aria, "Sei troppo caro" (IV,vii,2) has only one pitch below

c'' and most of the aria lies between d'' and a''. Only
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Herminigild's part seems to offer some relief from these extreme

demands as the opera progresses.

Instrumental Influences on the Vocal Writing

The previous chapter made mention of the transfer of vocal

characteristics to the instrumental lines. This technique,

which was evident in the works of Steffani as early as 1687, was

more or less restricted in Keiser's works to the granting of a

certain degree of melodic participation by the orchestral in-

struments, although evidence was shown of the remolding of a

vocal line for more suitable instrumental treatment.

The transfer in the opposite direction, in which the vocal

line is influenced by the instrumental idiom, is more pronounced,

and in this Keiser's prototype seems to be Alessandro Scarlatti.

His La Rosaura8 of 1690 shows the beginnings of this technique--

vocal passages which satisfy Bukofzer's description of the con-

certo style: ". . . consistent adoption of continuo-homophony,

frequent unison passages in all voices, fast harmonic rhythm, and

themes that emphatically circumscribe the key by stressing the

7The different treatment of the voice parts suggests that

Keiser had particular performers in mind and wrote to suit them.
There were not a great many performers in the Hamburg company,
and, even though Keiser was no longer the manager of the opera,

he undoubtedly knew the regular performers intimately.

8 Part of this score is printed as Vol. 14 of the Gesellschaft

fur Musikforschung, Publikationen Hlterer praktischer und theore-

tischer Musikwerke, vorzugsweise des XV. und XVI. Jahrhunderts,

edited by Robert Eitner (Berlin, 1887).
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fundamental triads and the diatonic scale." 9 The lack of avail-

ability of complete scores of Keiser's work before 1705 does not

allow the tracing of the first appearance of this technique in

his work, but his Croesus of 1711 contains numerous masterful ex-

amples of its use. The most indicative instrumental character-

istics appearing in the vocal lines include melodies of wide range,

large skips, broken chord figures, triadic motives, fast scale

passages, repeated notes, and repeated rhythmic figures.

The most obvious manifestation of borrowed instrumental idi-

oms is in the use of violinistic or other instrumental figures in

the vocal lines. Example 21 illustrates a type of writing

Example 21--"Su'l mio crine" (IV,vii,6; measures 28-35)

IIof a Ra

ooVm.

9 Manfred Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era (New York, 1947) ,
p. 222.
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characterized by wide-range, broken-chord figures, and the out-

lining of the harmony typical of virtuoso violinistic writing.

Trumpet-like figures on triadic motives are found in "Lass sich

die Wolcken mit Donner erheben" (IV,vi,4; middle section) and

"Schliesset euch" (II,v,4a; following the first double bar).

The imitative interplay between the violin and the voice

in "Ich fluche meinem Zorn" (V,iii,4) is a harbinger of a tech-

nique which found much favor with the future generations. Of

particular interest is the change occurring in measure 11 from

linear interplay to a duet style (with the vocal line playing

the subordinate role). The "addition duet" (II,iii,4c), which

is produced by the combination of the themes of "Di ghiaccio

son per te" (II,iii,2) and "Tutto di ghiaccio h6 il cor" (II,

iii,4a), is quite similar in style to an instrumental duet, with

both parts taken by the voices. As was pointed out above10 this

kind of treatment was not unique with Keiser, but was nonetheless

rare.

This is, of course, more a formal than a stylistic device.

Along the same lines the arias which borrow from the instrumental

concerto. Mention has been made of the incidence of concertino

and tutti effects in the instrumental writing. In such arias

as "Du drohest und rarest" (III,i,3), "Ihr reitzende Blicke"

(II,iv,2), and "Tutta giubilo festeggi" (V,v,2), there is direct

borrowing from the solo concerto in which the voice alternates

lOSee p. 67.
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with the orchestra in the presentation of thematic material.11

Two of the arias are a strange hybrid of both the solo concerto

and concerto grossi forms: "Ihr reitzende Blicke" (II,iv,2)

pits the voice against the orchestra in solo concerto style

but also contrasts a concertino of oboes against the full

orchestra in the ritornelli. In "Tutti giubilo festeggi"

(V,v,2) the vocal solo is contrasted with the orchestral accom-

paniment which at points is filled out by the chorus.

Since these forms were comparatively recent development

at the time of the writing of Fredegunda12 Keiser's craftsmanlike

"The writer is not attempting to deny that the stile con-

certato originated in the tonal contrasting of voices against

voices of another register or voices against instruments (both

types of which are found in the Gabrieli's Concerti . . . per

voci e stromenti of 1587) and was thus ultimately a technique

developed from the treatment of vocal themes. The point made

here, however, is that Keiser made use of refinements of the

stile concertato which took place in a line of succession

which passed through the instrumental works of Giovanni Gab-

rieli (Sonata pian e forte [1597]) to Corelli (Concerti grossi,

op. 6 [published 1712, but probably written ca. 1680]) to
Torelli (Concerti musicali, op. 6 [1698]) and Vivaldi (L'Estro

armonico [ca. 1712]). It must be admitted, on the other hand,

that there is a good case for a purely vocal line of succession

which reaches from Viadana (Missa dominicali [1607])through

Monteverdi (seventh book of Madrigals [1619]) to Schutz (Histor-

ia der Geburt Jesu Christi [1664], and it must also be admitted

that the vocal solo-ritornello contrasts of the operatic arias

must have exerted a strong influence on the instrumental writings

of such composers as Vivaldi, who was also an operatic composer.

Only a subjective impression gained from examination of the

scores listed here has led the writer to the conclusion that

Keiser's style was more in the Corelli-Torelli-Vivaldi tradition

and, thus, that he was applying a technique developed for the

handling of instrumental themes.

1 2 Torelli is often credited with bringing the concerto
grosso form to perfection around 1698, and Vivaldi shaped the

solo concerto form around 1710.
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handling of them points not only to Hamburg's position in the

mainstream of contemporary musical culture, but also to Keiser's

ready adaptation to changing trends.

The Recitative Style

Keiser's recitative style is generally agreed to be excep-

tional for his time, both by his contemporaries and by later

critics. Robert Eitner, whose remarks concerning Keiser were

not always complimentary, says of his recitative that it "is

of a dramatic force and interesting modulatory variety [such]

as one hardly finds in the case of Handel." Hugo Goldschmidt,

comparing Keiser's style to that of the French and Italians,

felt that it leaned more toward that of the Italians "with run-

ning, rhythmically lively passages" and occasional "wide and

altered intervals." 4 A judgment closer to the truth, at least

in so far as revealed in Fredegunda, is that of Kleefeld who

placed Keiser's recitative style "midway between the far too

song-like [style] of the French and the excessively speech-like

[style] of the Italians."1 5 He concludes that,

1 3 "Keiser's Recitativ ist von einer dramatischen Kraft und

interessanten modulatorischen Mannigfaltigkeit, wie man es kaum

bei Handel findet." "Cantaten aus dem Ende des 17. und Anfange

des 18. Jahrhunderts," Monatshefte fUr Musikgeschichte, XIV
1885), p. 42.

1 4 Die Lehre von der vokalen Ornamentik (Charlottenburg,

1907, I, p. 46.

1 5"Keiser hat einen eigenen Rezitativstil geschaffen, der

die Mitte halt zwischen dem allzu gesangmssigen der Franzosen

und dem Ubertrieben sprechahnlichen der Italianer." "Das Or-

chester der Hamburger Oper, 1678-1738," Sammelbande der Inter-

nationalen Musikgesellschaft, I (1899-1900) , p. 223.
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Keiser 's great service . . . consists of the earnest

struggle toward naturalness [and] toward a more appre-

hensible, more musical declamation which was particularly

desired for the recitative, and [toward] appropriate

characterization of the passions and moods which make up
the import of the arias. 6

Many of the elements of Keiser's recitative style are im-

mediately evident upon examination: The melodies are primarily

disjunct and diatonic, and are short-breathed. It is striking

that the dactylic rhythm which is so predominant in the arias

(and which is a frequently noted element of the Italian recita-

tive) is conspicuously absent from the recitatives of Fredegunda.

Instead, a straightforward trochaic pattern pervades almost

every phrase.

Table VIII presents the rhythmic patterns noted in a random

sample of recitatives from this opera.1 It may be noted that

almost every phrase begins with an anacrusis. Examination of

the recitatives themselves reveals that, for the most part,

they are constructed of a steady alternation of patterns A and

C or B and D with articulation between the two groups of patterns

1 6"Das grosse Verdienst Keisers . . . besteht in dem ernsten

Streben nach Naturwahrheit, nach sinngemasser, musikalischer

Deklamation, wie sie namentlich das Rezitativ verlangt, und tref-

fender Charakterisierung der Affekte und Stimmungen, die den

Gehalt der Arien ausmachen." Ibid.

1 7Recitatives from which the patterns are taken are: I,i,l;

I,iv,l; II,i,1; II,vi,3; III,ii,1; III,v,3; IV,iv,1; IV,vi,3;

V,iii,l; and V,v,l. Variations of patterns, such as J~3 or J yJf

for n- within a pattern or 2 or) ) for) at the end of a phrase, are

not noted as different patterns.
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TABLE VIII

RHYTHMIC PATTERN:

Category A

1. 7. "" J

3. x JJJ' I J 4TJ|" J

4. c 7. "J"7 )I .J .

5. r f J||""l"I J"J"J"17"

,. x .J7TJ'I .1 rJ47 J
7. 7AJ I4 J 7)4 'r"I J

10. N .rja J|
11. x 7 r J'f""| x r'" "1

u. x ii J"5"I"1 J11

2. - ..

3. = x all J"IMJ

4.

5. . n ""

8. i"

7 .

Q. AI1.LI2 \Ky

9. -y""SJ

r. M-1[: rJr

t''"S"r1J'"J'T1

J7'T .m-J
74fJ"T2

.fJ .
"'n n') .1J

J

Iif a" J"5" 1'3T717717)

\I

7m m -" "I"T.n "|
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Category C

2. . ~r~7I

3. IJ J Ip1

4. J, 147 J 1 4

5. I4 YP'4T71173

6.

Category D

1.

2.

3. 17

4.

5.Y4j

5. 77

T2
4 t: 1 i 1

4 714 .r724

4- . p5 j4 71 '7 flTf 4

nr .1
7.

8.

9.

Category E

1.1

2. 1If7 2

31..1
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being effected by a full cadence. The exact pattern depends,

of course, on the number of feet in the poetic line. There

are, nevertheless, sections which are composed of repetitions

of a single rhythmic pattern.18

As in the arias, there are instances of figurative repre-

sentation of the meaning of the text in the recitatives, but

to a much lesser extent. One such example occurs in the reci-

tative, I,vi,3, where the pattern A6 from Table VIII, is used

to reflect the "Spanish sound" mentioned in the text. In other

instances, one finds the use of wide leaps to represent violent

emotions, high tessituras at points of excitement, and unusual

harmonic progressions to reflect surprise or rapid change in

the course of events.

For the most part, however, the harmonic practice is con-

servative and well within the bounds of contemporary usage.

While an occasional passing ninth may be noted in the melody,

one does not find the jarring cross-relations which may be

heard in the recitatives of some of Keiser's contemporaries.

There is a great deal of harmonic movement in the recitatives

and, as might be expected, more changes of key than are found

in the arias. In the 18 measures of the opening recitative,

as a typical example, modulations are effected from the opening

18 See, for instance, II,vi,3 in which the A2 pattern is

repeated five times.
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tonality of d to the keys of Bb, G, C, B, C, F (not fully es-

tablished), d, C, Bb, G, and a. With the exception of the

abrupt shift from C to B and back in measures 9 through 11,

the modulations are within the compass of those noted in the

arias. Modulations to keys at a distance of a third or second

are frequently found although movements to the dominant or sub-

dominant are more often in evidence.

Even the methods of achieving the modulations are similar

to those found in the arias. The basic means is through the use

of a common chord, while the chromatically altered melodic line

also finds much use. A recurring device is illustrated in

Example 22, in which the bass of a diminished-seventh chord on

leading tone falls by a half-step to become the bass of a major

chord with minor seventh in third inversion which now functions

as the dominant of a new key. A similar use of this chord in

third inversion may be found in transitions which move up a

second 'from the original example.1 9

Example 22--Recitative (II,i,l) measure 6

41O S1ST acH MEIN ZW NG6 IN - OirM tIcH , FT IR ZLM- NFd

+

1 9 See, for example, the final two measures of I,i,1.
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There are three basic recitative cadence patterns found in

Fredegunda, all of which are common to Baroque recitatives.

Together they account for approximately 90 per cent of the

cadences in Fredegunda, all of which are presented in Table IX.

Found most often is the cadence in which the melody approaches

the tonic by moving 4-3-1 over a bass which moves 4-5-1, as'

shown in M 1 of Table IX.20 Of the total number of cadences

in this opera, 52 per cent are of this type with the majority

being in the minor mode. Examples B 2 and N 2 illustrate the

second category of cadence pattern which is found in 25 per

cent of the cadences. As might be anticipated, this type is

not often found at the end of a vocal line since it lacks a

feeling of finality; the final position is most often taken

by the first category of cadence pattern in which both melody

and bass move decisively to the tonic. The second category,

however, is often used for a question or incomplete statement.

The third category, accounting for 12 per cent of the cadences,

is represented by Examples B 1 b and N 1 in the table. More

angular in motion, this pattern tends to be associated with the

21
more violent expressions in the text.

2 0Note that categories A through D are in the major mode

while M and N are in the minor mode. The number of cadences in

the minor mode exceeds that of the major mode by almost a third.

2 1 The statistical evidence for this conclusion is not beyond

question due to the paucity of examples. It may be noted that

the bass progression for this category in the major mode is

3-5-1, rather than 4-5-1 movement found in most of the other ex-

amples.
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CADENTIAL PATTERNS FOUND IN THE RECITATIVES
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The remaining cadential patterns, though of limited sta-

tistical importance, form an interesting evidence of Keiser's

recitative style. Several of these patterns (Examples A 1 b

and B 1 a) are variants of patterns already cited with the

22
only changes occurring in the bass line. Examples B 3 and

N 3 a are the same pattern in major and minor, respectively,

and occur only one time each. Example N 3 b is a variant of

Example N 3 a and also occurs one time only. Examples A 2

and M 2 are related patterns in the opposite modes. A simple,

direct melodic approach is found in Example A 3. Example C 1

features an extremely angular motion, and Example N 4 encom-

passes the widest range of all the cadential patterns.

Several of the cadential patterns are relatively rare,

both in relation to cadences in other of Keiser's works and

in the works of his contemporaries. Example D 1, which has

the melodic pattern 3-4-1, could be considered an alteration

of Example B 2 in order to accommodate an ending on the tonic.2 3

A seemingly clumsy cadence is found in V,iii,3 and is repro-

duced here as Example X 1.24

2 2 The A 1 b pattern occurs five times within the final

act but does not appear in any of the preceding acts.

2 3 Even though the latter pattern occurs twice in the man-
uscript, this writer is of the opinion that Keiser intended
the pattern of Example A 1. The present form may have occurred
as a slip of the pen by either Keiser or his copyist.

24 This is perhaps the result of a later emendation of the

score to accommodate a word omitted in the original setting of
the text.
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In two instances Keiser has notated cadences in the exact

rhythm in which they are to sound. Example 23 is written to

eliminate the customary pause in the bass line before the V-I

cadential statement; in the written version, then, the vocal

phrase and the harmonic pattern come to a close simultaneously.

Example 23--Recitative (II,vi,l; measure 13)

i 3 EA MRCN SR - e - Han ? UVO

_ _ _ _ _oI

Example 24 sounds as a typical cadence; only the notation is

different.

Example 24--Recitative (III,vi,l; measure 3)

01i; A v- 4E- 9IcKS VNP- HO~r-- i L ST

Among the less frequently found cadences are four which

exhibit modal characteristics. Example 25 is a mediant half-

cadence in d and is similar to the final cadences of IV,vi,1

and IV, vi, 2b.

Example 25--Recitative (III,v,l; final three measures)

Fa Wi AN iP

P fiuv

A
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The remaining cadence, shown in Example 26, is of a different

type; it is a true Phrygian half-cadence. Although there is no

direct clue in the text, it may be conjectured that Keiser has

used the somewhat greater tension-building effect of the modal

half-step to secure a stronger coupling between the recitative

and the following aria. The fact that the recitatives occur

in pairs in scenes of greater than normal dramatic intensity

might lend credence to this theory.

Example 26--Recitative (III,v,3; final measure)

Mu UN - P- TPI(A -L - GER A&.S SELOSTDEP To >OD IQ F~ pN MIuDoA)

WARu I



APPENDIX

EDITORIAL COMMENTS

The score of Keiser's Fredegunda is presented here in a

modern format to facilitate its use. All parts are transcribed

in the treble or bass clef with the original clef sign being

given at the first appearance of the particular part where it

was not originally in the treble or bass clef. The layout of

the parts is exactly as given in the Berlin copy of the score

with instrumentation indicated only where found in the score.

Suggestions concerning instrumentation were discussed in

Chapter V.

Editorial additions of accidentals, ties, or continuo

figures have been held to a minimum and are enclosed in

brackets. Obvious wrong notes or incorrect note values are

corrected without comment or indication, while probable read-

ings of doubtful passages are accompanied by the original

reading following the note "Score has:". The numerous half-

measures occuring at the ends of phrases in the common-time

recitatives do not ordinarily take the device [2] since, ac-

cording to the convention of the era, cadential V-I progression

of the continuo will be performed during the missing two beats

of the measure. One aria, "Quando baci il tuo diletto" (III,

iv,2), is quite inconsistent in meter, changing from 3/4 to

212
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to 6/8 or 9/8 freely; the original 3/4 notation is retained

throughout to prevent the complications in reading arising

when one or more of the parts moves in compound meter while

another part remains in simple meter. It is preferable merely

to consider the compound movements as triplets in simple meter.

The underlaying of the text is often the result of a com-

promise between the spacing of the words on the original score

(there is no hyphenation to show division of syllables there),

the arrangement of the beams of the notes, and the matching of

poetic and musical accentuation. There is occasionally a con-

flict, as when a final, unaccented syllable comes at the end

of a melisma and the beams of the notes suggest that the syllable

is to be treated as a melisma. The reading suggested by the

beams is usually followed unless such reading proves impossible.
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patterns between two flats and two sharps. Examination of

the relationships between successive arias brings an unusual

fact to light, recalling the "bifocal tonality" as described

by Jan La Rue.23 While seventeen movements from one aria to

the next are of the expected intervals of a fifth, an equal

number progress by thirds, and, in some scenes there are two

or three such progressions by thirds in succession as in

Act II, scene v. Since continued progression in a downward

direction (from F to D to Bbin this scene) leads toward the

flat keys, these successions of descending thirds serve either

or both of two purposes: to lead back to more central tonali-

ties after excursions into the sharp keys, and, where the

libretto demands, to lead the Affekt toward the pathos expressed,

according to the understanding of the time, by the flat keys.

A common Baroque practice in multi-sectional media, such

as operas and cantatas, was the use of recurring tonalities

within sections as a unifying factor. This procedure, however,

is not apparent in Fredegunda; while each act has a basic tonal-

ity around which all numbers revolve, there seems to be no overt

attempt to use tonality as a structural element. Rather, the

tonality appears to be more closely related to the Affekt of

23 "Bifocal Tonality: an Explanation for Ambiguous Baroque

Cadences,"-in Essays in Honor of Archibald Thompson Davison

(Cambridge, Mass., 1957), pp. 173-84.


